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ABSTRACT
This study combines structural field data with microstructural observations in an
analysis of a mid-crustal shear zone related to the emplacement of the Misty pluton during
a high-flux magmatic event in Northern Fiordland, New Zealand. These high-flux
magmatic events transport massive amounts of heat and material as they develop along
accretionary continental margins, and represent a primary source of continental crust.
Fiordland, New Zealand possesses, perhaps, the most extensive middle and lower crustal
exposure of these systems on earth. Therefore, this study area provides a significant
opportunity to understand processes of continental crust formation in the mid-crust and
how these events relate to the broader construction of continents.
Herein, I document the four-stage geologic history of the Cozette Burn field area.
Pre-existing structures along the Gondwana accretionary margin hosted a regional flare-up
magmatic event that produced the Misty pluton and several other large plutons of the West
Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO). This study primarily focuses on the mid-crustal
emplacement of the Misty pluton during oblique convergence along the accretionary
margin, forming the upper-amphibolite facies Misty Shear Zone (MSZ). The exposures of
the MSZ within the Cozette Burn preserve rare structural relationships between host rock
and the intrusive Misty pluton. Together, these structures developed during end-stage
contractional tectonics that constructed a long-lived (~270+ Ma) composite batholith.
Heterogeneous ductile shearing defines the MSZ, with microstructural evidence
indicating an interplay of high-temperature crystal plastic deformation along with partial
melting of host rock and melt channeling. This resulted in focused, melt-assisted shearing
under regional transpressive deformation. These accommodative processes provided an
efficient mechanism for moving heat, fluids and magma sourced from the lower
crust/mantle boundary into the mid-crust during 15-25 km of crustal thickening related to
arc flare-up magmatism.
This flare up magmatism and MSZ formation occurred during the final stages of
crustal thickening along Gondwana continental margin. High-strain, myloniticultramylonitic shear zones developed in a later phase of deformation, cutting MSZ fabrics
near contacts between the Misty pluton and host rock. These more localized shear zones
can be attributed to either accommodation of localized melt-pressure buildup or the shift
to extensional tectonics. Brittle faulting cut these structures with oblique-thrust in the
Tertiary. These mid-crustal structures carry economic relevance: thickened-crust events
along accretionary continental margins produce deep-crustal sourced, metal-bearing
magmas that are transferred into mid-crust prior to their hydrothermal emplacement as ore
deposits in the upper crust. The lasting influence of these processes warrants consideration
when assessing continental crust architecture at all scales.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Statement of purpose
Accretionary continental margins dominate the production of continental crust.
Defined by long-lived deformation and magmatism lasting up to 500 Ma, continental
accretionary margins remain an important focus in understanding the growth of
continents (Ducea et al. 2015a). These systems experience significant crustal thickening,
which various authors attribute to predominantly tectonic deformation or magmatic
mechanisms for thickening (Sengor et al. 1993; Whitney et al. 1999; Haschke and
Gunther 2003; Scott et al. 2010; Ducea et al. 2015a). Recent findings suggest brief
magmatic "flare ups," lasting 5-20 m.y., involve high-volumes of melt sourced from the
lower-crust and upper mantle, punctuating long periods (30-70 m.y.) of low-volume
magmatism to produce up to ~75% of crustal material within accretionary continental
margins (Decelles et al. 2009; Ducea et al. 2015a). Thickened-crust accretionary margins
also have economic implications, as partial melt generated within the lower crust and
upper mantle is transported along middle and upper crustal structures to create porphyry
ore deposits, a primary source of base metals (Chiradia 2013; Wilkinson 2013). This
study analyzes mesoscale and micro-scale structures, kinematics and petrological data to
further our understanding on the controls of magmatism and crustal deformation along
an accretionary continental margin during one such flare up event. The findings of this
study reveal that these flare up events produce major structures in the middle crust and
broadly influence continental crust formation.
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Recent work shows flare-ups involve magmatic emplacement at all crustal
levels, yet the current understanding of how the middle and lower crust accommodates
to these arc-magmatic events remains sparse (Ducea et al. 2015a). Structural geometries
and kinematics provide essential information on crustal deformation, while petrographic
analysis of mineralogy and microstructures proves to be a powerful tool in uncovering
the evolution of metamorphism and style of deformation. These techniques can be
applied to study flare-ups and structures that develop during these events. However, a
most basic problem arises: while flare ups originate at the lower crust-mantle boundary
and affect all crustal levels, earth’s surface rarely preserves exposures of middle and
lower crust (Ducea et al. 2015b). Additionally, flare-up magmatism along an active
margin often obliterates the geologic record of these events as heat and regional
deformation continue to deform the crust (Goscombe et al. 2003; Decelles et al. 2009;
Ducea 2015a). However, Fiordland, New Zealand both exposes deeper crustal levels and
structures that formed during flare-up magmatism along the Gondwana margin ~ 126110 Ma (Figures 1& 2) (Schwartz et al. 2016). Therefore, this region provides a unique
window into the inner workings of continental crust formation and evolution rarely
expressed on earth's surface.
This study details the mid-crustal flare-up magmatism and related deformation
that resulted in the ~122-115 Ma emplacement of the dioritic Misty pluton (Allibone et
al. 2009b). Within this field area of this study, this emplacement developed
contemporaneously with the Misty Shear Zone (MSZ), a 1-2km wide, north-northeast
striking ductile shear zone that developed under regional contractional tectonics where it
is in contact with the country rock that hosted it, presently lying exposed along the
2

western margin of the Cozette Burn (Figure 3). I used a combination of structural field
observations and oriented thin section petrographic analysis to detail both ductile and
brittle structures that preserve deformation. These structures include tectonic and
magmatic foliations, lineations, and kinematic indicators as well as brittle and ductile
shear zones structures. These data allowed me to create lower-hemisphere equal area
stereonet plots for analyzing structural geometries along with ductile kinematic solutions
and brittle fault plane solutions for kinematic analysis. Microstructural analysis of
samples provided invaluable detail of these structures, revealing progressive deformation
under amphibolite facies conditions with local partial melting of country rock and fluidrock interactions aiding in deformation within the MSZ. Later deformation involved
more localized, high-strain mylonitic shear zone formation followed by late brittle
faulting in the Cozette Burn field area. Together, these analyses allowed me to establish
the deformational history around the Cozette Burn that involved four deformational
episodes primarily defined by the emplacement of the Misty pluton.
The primary goals of this study are to determine how the Misty pluton and
country rock locally evolved during the flare up event. The focus of this study includes
the following objectives: (1) identifying the structures that represent different styles of
deformation related to high-flux magma emplacement into country rock in the mid-crust;
(2) define how strain and deformation developed locally across the field area; (3) develop
a conceptual sequence of events in this field area to support past processes and current
geologic architecture; and (4) establish how deformation and structures relate to
contemporaneous regional deformation during and after the flare up event in Fiordland
and, more broadly, how these processes relate to continental crust architecture.
3

The main findings of this study detail four episodes of deformation (D1-D4) that
shaped the geology of the Cozette Burn. D1 represents early deformation and structures
that pre-date Misty pluton emplacement, forming the overall trend of Misty pluton
country rock contacts. D2 records Misty pluton sheeted, magmatic emplacement along
country rock, and is the primary focus of this study. Early gneissic fabrics formed within
the country rock under regional strain and developed into an oblique-displacement shear
zone localized within the country rock and Misty pluton proximal to their contacts.
Accompanying this magmatism, heat drove episodic and cyclical partial melting of the
host rock, which then migrated along microstructural melt channels. The localized
presence of melt channels, focused within host rock, locally affected rheology with
focused shearing and observed strain within these melt-bearing host rocks. Melt
migration and pooling resulted in localized embrittlement of rheologically stronger layers
within the MSZ. Here, the Misty pluton displays several textures including gneissic and
magmatic foliations and other magmatic structures that developed during D2, indicating
magmatism coincided with regional deformation in forming the MSZ. The D2 event
influenced subsequent deformation, including high strain D3 mylonitic shear zones that
cut D2 fabrics, attributed to either local accommodation of melt-induced strain or a shift
in far-field tectonic strain and related magmatism. D4 Tertiary brittle faulting reactivated
these mylonitic shear fabrics resulting in the current architecture of the Cozette Burn
field area.
These findings suggest the influence of flare-up events in the mid-crust is farreaching: large amounts of magmatism transported mass and heat under regional oblique
shearing. These processes combined to simultaneously deform the crust and
4

accommodate large volumes of magma, together forming the MSZ. Early crystal plastic
structures in the host rock developed into episodic conduits for both hydrous fluids and
melt fluxes within the MSZ. These same structures accommodated later deformation,
acting as zones of weakness for both ductile and brittle shearing, moving fluids and mass
through the crust while further accommodating regional strain. These multiple stages of
deformation together led to the current geologic architecture of the Cozette Burn. As
such, flare-up magmatism and structures that develop during these events such as the
MSZ substantially influence subsequent deformation of continental crust, and largely
dictating crustal construction and evolution.

Figure 1 An overview of the Gondwana margin prior to rifting (~ 90 ma), modern-day
New Zealand with inset of early-stage Alpine Fault formation (~ 37 Ma). (A) Paleoreconstruction of Gondwana margin that includes modern-day Australia, Antarctica,
and New Zealand. (B) Modern-day New Zealand with Inboard Median Batholith (red,
highlighted). (B-Inset) Reconstruction of proto-New Zealand prior prior to 37 Ma and
the development of the Alpine Fault that separates the North and South Islands
currently (Figure after Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003).
5

1.1 Field methods
This study combines fieldwork during two field seasons around the Cozette
Burn of north-central Fiordland, South Island, New Zealand (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6). A
previous research group (Klepeis, 2005) collected preliminary data during the 2005 field
season at the northern extent of the Cozette Burn centered around the saddle to the east
of Coronation Peak. This area is referred to as the peak 1634 domain (Figures 3 & 5).
Their data motivated further investigation, leading to my fieldwork in 2015 that focused
along the western and eastern margins of the Cozette Burn (Figures 2 & 3). I refer to
these domains as peak 1494 and stations 43/44 (Figure 3 & 6). The Cozette Burn marks
the eastern extent of the Misty pluton in this area of Fiordland. This study primarily
focuses on the aforementioned Misty Shear Zone (MSZ), first described here, that defines
the contact between the Misty pluton and host rocks in this field area.
In the field, we measured ~1000 data structural data points from ~110 unique
data point locations (stations) which were located via GPS. These data include foliations,
mineral lineations, fault planes and other deformed structures such as folds, fabric
deflections, shear bands and asymmetric grains. Lithologies and their crosscutting
relationships were also detailed in the field to establish relative timing of various
structures and intrusions. Comprehensive data analysis involved organizing and
analyzing field data according to shared structures, lithologies and spatial distribution
and their relative timing. Photographs taken in the field aided in identifying structures,
lithologies, and their relationships at outcrop scale. We also collected spatially oriented
hand samples of particular outcrops for further petrographic lab analysis. We processed
these ~45 samples at the GNS facility, Dunedin, New Zealand. Another ~10 non-oriented
6

samples were taken for primarily geochronological analysis (dating), as well as
petrographic analysis. Establishing related fabrics and correlating these fabrics across the
Cozette Burn field area between domains provides the basis for piecing together the four
deformational events, described here as D1-D4. These field and lab-based data analyses
allowed me to construct geologic maps and cross sections. Also with these data, I applied
ductile and brittle kinematic solutions to develop a three-dimensional model during each
of the D1-D4 phases of deformation. This four-stage model establishes the geologic
history of the Cozette Burn field area, underscoring the lasting influence of flare up
magmatism in the middle crust.

1.2 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the focus of this
thesis. Within, the statement of purpose identifies the overarching geologic processes,
their significance, and the fundamental questions to be answered about these processes.
Additionally, it lays out the general techniques applied to answer these problems.
Chapter 2 comprises a comprehensive literature review of the geologic history of
Fiordland, New Zealand. It also includes an overview of relevant geologic processes
involved in this study, including how rocks deform, metamorphism, and crustal-scale
phenomena involved in accretionary continental margins and flare-up magmatism.
Chapter 3 first explains the methods that were used to identify and characterize field
observations, as well as microscopy methods used in microstructural analysis. This
chapter primarily serves to organize these data into groups of similar or related rock
fabrics that represent different episodes of deformation at different domains within the
7

Cozette Burn field area. Chapter 4 correlates the findings of Chapter 3 between domains
to construct a sequence of deformational events across the Cozette Burn field area. The
discussion in Chapter 5 analyzes the findings of Chapters 3 and 4, and relates them to
established geologic processes, aiming to resolve the primary enquiries of this thesis.
Chapter 6 summarizes these findings, providing the primary take-home points and
fundamental implications of this thesis.

8
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Figure 2 Geologic map of Fiordland, Southwest South Island New Zealand. The major
plutons of the West Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO) (light green) dominate the extent of
the Inboard Median Batholith, which trends northeast-southwest, where the Misty
pluton inrduded into the host rock. These include des the Cozette pluton of the
Carboniferous Foulwind Suite, Cambrian Irene Complex basement rock (dark green),
and Robin Gneiss within the Cozette Burn field area (highlighted, Figure 3.) (Scott &
Cooper 2006; Allibone et al. 2009a,b). The Median Batholith is divided into two
regions: the Inboard (western) represents middle and lower West Fiordland
Orthogneiss units produced by flare up-related magmatism, while the (eastern)
Outboard Median Batholth are generally related to earlier, upper crustal magmatism
(Allibone 2009a). After Blatchford (2016).

10
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Figure 3 Geologic Map of the Cozette Burn field area, this map displays the contact
between the Cretaceous Misty pluton of the West Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO) and
Carboniferous Cozette pluton along the western margin of the burn (valley). Paleozoic
metasediments of the Buller-Takaka terranes host the Cozette pluton to the east, and
also host the Misty pluton to the north and south along with the (intrusive) Jurassic
Robin gneiss. The Misty pluton and Cozette plutons as well as the Robin gneiss are
considered members of the Inboard (western) portion of the Median Batholith. The
three domains (Peak 1494, Peak 1694 and stations 43/44) are highlighted here. To the
north of the peak 1634 domain, Scott and Cooper (2006) identified the Mont Irene
Complex hosting the Mount Irene Shear Zone (MISZ), which they suggest is an
extensional shear zone related to initial stages of continental break up of Gondwana.
The Foulwind Suite unit to the north of the MISZ is the Large granite (Allibone et al.
2009a). See Figure 4 for map key. After Blatchford (2016).

Figure 4 Explanation of map symbols for Figures 2-3.
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2. Background
This chapter establishes the geologic context for this study, detailing geologic
units in the Cozette Burn field area as well as fundamental geologic processes that
governed its geologic evolution. The first section covers the historical progression of
research through to our current understanding of Fiordland geology. This provides a basic
perspective for the various rock units that formed within Fiordland. I then focus
specifically on the rock units observed within the Cozette Burn field area. Finally, this
chapter concludes with a background on continental arcs, magma generation and how
deformation in the crust develops to form structures that are relevant to this study.

2.1 Tectonic background of Fiordland, New Zealand
Fiordland lies in the southwest region of the South Island, New Zealand. With
2000m peaks rising from the coastline, a rugged topography coupled with few inroads
into this mountainous region, Fiordland poses a continual challenge in investigating its
geological history (Newman 2014) (Figure 2). The geologic narrative of Fiordland began
in the 1960's, where mapping by Wood (1960) revealed widespread exposures of plutonic
rocks. Landis and Coombs (1967) identified contrasting pressure-temperature conditions
formed the metamorphic assemblages exposed in Fiordland, applying the term Median
Tectonic Line or Zone (MTZ) to identify this geologically complex region (see
Bradshaw, 1993). In the 1970's, observations by Oliver (1976, 1977) applied a regional
tectonic model to Fiordland, first identifying the presence of high-grade granulite facies
metamorphism. Oliver (1976) also recognized that Fiordland possesses exhumed
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exposures of middle and lower-crust- a relatively geologic rarity in terms surface
exposures. He also proposed that some of these rocks resulted from partial-melting and
fractionation of the underlying mantle, with later thrusting and extension transporting
these lower-crustal products to their current positions. Further investigations by Bishop
et al. (1985) proposed a terrane accretion model as the mechanism for creating the MTZ.
Various authors (e.g. Bradshaw 1993; Kimbrough et al. 1993) suggested some
combination of crustal and magmatic components comprised this MTZ amalgamation.
A milestone in the understanding the evolution of these deep crustal exposures
in central and northern Fiordland arrived when Mortimer et al. (1999) established the
MTZ as an extensive, composite batholith; the Paleozoic terranes that comprised the
Gondwana continental margin hosted long-lived and episodic magmatism to form what
is now referred to as the Median Batholith. This heterogeneous and episodic magmatism
developed as an array of extrusive and intrusive rocks throughout Fiordland, and
explained the complex relationships of magmatic and magmatic-derived rock units
observed throughout Fiordland (Landis & Coombs, 1965; Bishop et al. 1985; Cooper &
Tulloch 1992). Furthermore, geochemistry and geochronological analysis correlated the
rocks of Fiordland with similar suites of rock in Australia and Antarctica, establishing
Fiordland as a component of a major accretionary paleocontinental margin (e.g. Gibson
1992; Bradshaw et al. 1997; Kimbrough 1994; Mortimer et al. 2005).
For the purposes of this study, there are four generalized groupings of rocks: (1)
the dioritic Misty pluton of the West Fiordland Orthogneiss (Figure 2) (Bradshaw, 1989;
Allibone et al. 2009b); (2) the Carboniferous Cozette pluton, an earlier and
volumetrically minor granitic member of the Median Batholith (Figures 2 & 3) (Allibone
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et al. 2009a; 2009b); (3) The Irene Complex, an assemblege of early Paleozoic
metasedimentary, metaigneous and metavolcanics of the Takaka terrane basement rocks;
and (4) the Robin gneiss- a Jurassic orthogneiss (~170 ±3 Ma (McKay 1886; Cooper
1984; Cooper & Tulloch 1992; Scott & Cooper 2006; Turnbull, R. personal
communication, 1/29/2016). The characteristics and relationships of these units within
my domain are discussed in sections 3 and 4.
The basement rock of Fiordland represents two ancient terranes, the Buller and
Takaka terranes, manifesting in the Irene Complex units within the Cozette Burn field
area (Mortimer et al. 1999; Scott & Cooper 2006). The suture of these two terranes
along the Gondwana margin developed in arc subduction and magmatism both inboard
and outboard of the Gondwana margin. This resulted in a ~380-290 Ma suite of northnortheast striking plutons emplaced into these host rocks, which are broadly referred to
as the Western Province (Landis & Coombs, 1965; Bishop et al. 1985; Cooper & Tulloch
1992; Allibone et al. 2009b). This early magmatism includes the Cozette pluton, which
is central to this study (Figure 3) (Allibone et al. 2009a). A second, later and larger arc
subduction-related magmatism event occurred 170-105 Ma in two main phases that
produced much of the Outboard Median Batholith and Inboard Median Batholith. These
two phases relate to different styles of magmatism and deformation, developing at upper
and lower crustal depths, respectively, along the continental margin of Gondwana
(Mortimer & Tulloch, 1996; Mortimer et al. 1999). The latter (HiSY phase) produced the
Misty pluton and the other flare-up related WFO plutons in the final stage of magmatism
along the (Allibone et al. 2009b).
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2.1.1 Metasedimentary and metaigneous terranes of Fiordland
The Takaka (~550 Ma) and Buller (~480 Ma) are two Paleozoic terranes
comprising part of the Western Province, considered inboard of the Eastern Province
along the paleo-margin of Gondwana (Figure 1 & 2) (Cooper & Tulloch 1992;
Mortimer et al. 1999). These arc-derived metasediments comprise the basement of the
Zealandia microcontinent (Pound et al. 2015). Together, these terranes were in either
close proximity or "docked" to each other in the Paleozoic (Muir et al. 1997). These
terranes were involved in early subduction, arc and back arc magmatism, volcanism,
and produced arc-derived sedimentary rocks that together record a history of
multiphase deformation along an evolving continental arc margin (Cooper 1989;
Mortimer et al. 1999). Scott and Cooper (2006) correlate the provenance of the Irene
Complex to the Takaka Terrane component of this Paleozoic tectonism and
magmatism. Within my field area, the Irene Complex comprises metasediment,
metavolcanic and metaigneous Paleozoic host rocks. These include calc-silicate
gneisses along with quartzofeldspathic gneiss, marble, and gneissic amphibolite
exposures within the peak 1634 domain (Figure 5) (Scott & Cooper 2006).

2.2 Median Batholith
The Median Batholith encompasses a 10,200-km2 suite of long-lived,
subduction-related plutons that intruded Paleozoic metasedimentary and metavolcanic
basement rocks (i.e. Buller and Takaka terranes) along the Gondwana margin
(Mortimer et al. 1999). The Median Batholith intrudes the faulted contact between the
early Western Province and later units of the Eastern Province as continued accretion
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drove Pacificward growth of the Gondwana margin (Figures 1 & 2) (Bishop et al. 1985;
Mortimer et al. 1999; Allibone et al. 2009a). The Median Batholith includes a series of
~375-105 Ma plutons that experienced several episodes of tectonic overprinting
(Mortimer et al. 2004; Tulloch et al. 2010). These include the Cozette and Misty
plutons as well as the Robin gneiss in the Cozette Burn field area, all of which intruded
Takaka terrane-related metasediments and matavolcanics (Figures 2 & 3) (Allibone et
al. 2009c; Scott & Cooper 2006). Within the Median Batholith, the early Cretaceous
~126-114 Ma WFO is the most extensive (Figure 2) (Allibone et al. 2009b; Schwartz
et al. 2016). Older intrusives, including the mid Paleozoic Cozette pluton, are
volumetrically minimal components of the Median Batholith, with earlier pluton
emplacement clustered in groups with dated to ~380 Ma through ~290 Ma (Tulloch et
al. 2004).
Within the Median Batholith, magmatism in the Mesozoic developed as two
phases. An early phase (~170-126 Ma) of arc subduction resulted in magmatism mainly
associated with the upper crustal magmatism, producing myriad igneous intrusives and
volcanics as well as volcaniclastic and sedimentary rocks associated with outboard arc
accretion (McCulloch et al. 1987; Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003a). Magmatism then
shifted inboard (continent-ward) ~126-114 Ma, forming the main pulse of magmatism
emplaced into the lower and middle crust within the Western Province. This includes
the Misty pluton and other plutons of the WFO (Figures 1 & 2) (Bradshaw 1990;
Mortimer et al. 1999; Allibone et al. 2009b; Schwartz et al. 2016). The WFO represents
the largest and most significant suite of plutonic rocks within the Inboard Median
Batholith. Allibone et al. (2009a) defines the Median Batholith as units that intrude
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both the Western and Eastern provinces. The inboard Median Batholith includes only
plutonic rocks that intrude the Western Province basement rocks. The Outboard
Median Batholith, on the other hand, comprises intrusions between the Western and
Eastern Provinces. According to Allibone et al. (2009a), these assignments make no
distinction about age or petrogenetic relationships. Instead, the Median Batholith is
defined by spatial relationships between intrusive units and their host rocks within a
regional geographic area (Figure 2) (Allibone et al. 2009a). However, recent
geochronological and geochemical data indicate much of the Outboard Median
Batholith predates the Inboard Median Batholith with lower Sr/Y geochemical
signatures (Schwartz et al. 2016). The details of these various units are discussed in the
following section.
Tulloch et al. (2004) indicates emplacement of the Tobin and Foulwind Suites
(345-290 Ma) (I-type and A-type granitoids, respectively) resulted from a complex arc
and back-arc subduction zone (Tulloch et al. 2009a). These events are recorded in
Fiordland as components of an active continental accretion during a period of longlived arc subduction that stretched 3000-4000km along the margin of Gondwana
during the Paleozoic, spanning NE Australia, New Zealand, the Campbell Plateau and
West Antarctica before this episode of Gondwana margin subduction and magmatism
ceased (Tulloch et al. 2004).
After a period of tectonic quiescence, subduction reinitiated during the Triassic,
producing several igneous bodies over a period of ~40 m.y. with relatively low
elemental ratios of Na-Al-Sr/Y ("LoSY") magmatism. This shifted to the later, final
(WFO) pulse of high Na-Al-Sr/Y ratio ("HiSY") magmatism, indicative of crustal
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thickening along the accretive margin (Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003b). This HiSY
elemental shift coincides with the high-flux flare up magmatism producing widespread,
voluminous and short-lived (~126-105 Ma) magma emplacement of the WFO (Figure
2) (Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003; Tulloch et al. 2010; Schwartz et al. 2016).
In north central Fiordland, the Inboard and Outboard Darran Suites comprise
generally LoSY calc-alkaline magmas dating

~ 170-128 Ma (Turnbull 2010).

Adjacent to my study area, the Lake Hankinson Complex of the Inboard Darran Suite
contains a heterogeneous, LoSY gneissic diorite, quartz diorite and granodiorite with
local granite (Figures 2 & 3) (Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003). Within my domain, the
Robin gneiss intrudes the Irene Complex, and is defined by biotite-hornblende
orthogneiss, also a product of this LoSY magmatism (Scott & Cooper 2006).
Subduction shifted to HiSY-type magmatism, indicative of further crustal
thickening (15-25km) that produced the dioritic Misty (~122-115 Ma) and slightly
older Worsey plutons (~126 -122 Ma) (Allibone et al. 2009a; Scott et al. 2010).
Emplaced during oblique contractional tectonics, these two plutons represent roughly
60% of the WFO (Allibone et al. 2009a, 2009b; Schwartz et al. 2016). The Malaspina
pluton, also of the WFO, represents the third major pluton of the WFO, emplaced after
the Misty and Worsely plutons to the southwest during the final stages of magmatism
along the Gondwana margin and onset of extensional tectonics (Allibone et al. 2009b).
This transitioned to extension developed during the Cretaceous sometime 114-84 Ma,
consequently initiating continental breakup of Gondwana and the opening the Tasman
Sea reported by several authors in various areas around this time (Klepeis & King 2009;
Tulloch et al. 2010; Klepeis et al. 2015; Schwartz et al. 2016).
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Figure 5 Geologic map of the Peak 1634 domain. The Misty pluton displays weak S2-L2 foliations on the western extent of the
domain above the screen of northwest-dipping Irene Complex. Below this screen, a narrow exposure of mylonitic S3-L3 Cozette
pluton is in contact with the S2-L2 structures that formed during D2 in the Misty pluton to the east. The Misty pluton displays
increasingly folded S2-L2 gneissic textures toward the faulted contact with the Robin gneiss and Irene complex to the east. D2
deformation formed a gradient that resulted in tight, upright folded S2-L2. This represents the MSZ at this domain. To the east of
this faulted contact, the Robin gneiss and Irene Complex display folded, shallow dipping or flattened S2-L2 foliations that appear as
a broadly warped associated with D2 deformation. Near this contact, the Misty pluton also appears deformed by D3, where high
strain S3-L3 mylonitic textures exploited S2 upright folds with top-southwest shear sense. These mylonites are locally overprinted
by the D4 event displaying brittle S4-L4. These form west-dipping thrust faults that represent a series of late stage oblique eastward
thrusting events (D4). D4 also formed low-angle thrust/back thrust faults along early (S1) lithologic contacts. See Figure 7 for map
symbol key and Figure 8 for cross section A-A'.
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Figure 6 Geologic map of the Peak 1494 domain. This domain is defined by the ductily
sheared (MSZ) contact between the Cretaceous Misty Pluton of the West Fiordland
Orthogneiss (WFO) and the Carboniferous Cozette Pluton. The Cozette pluton displays
penetrative, shallow-moderate northwest-to-northeast dipping S2 foliations. The Misty
pluton displays S2 magmatic foliations in proximity to its contact with the Cozette pluton.
Rafts and xenoliths of amphibolite and garnet amphibolite appear parallel to overall S2.
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The magmatic, variably oriented mechanically-mingled enclaves, magmatic compositional
layering and cross-bedding structures away from S2 contacts with the Cozette pluton. The
Cozette pluton exposes narrow, highly-localized D3 deformation forming S3 mylonites
adjacent to contacts with the Misty pluton. Late D4 brittle deformation formed S4 oblique
brittle thrust faults form along (S2) Misty and Cozette pluton lithologic contacts and often
cut S3 mylonites within the Cozette pluton. See Figure 7 for map symbol key and Figure 9
for cross section B-B'.

Figure 7 Symbol key for peak 1494 and peak 1634 domain maps (Figures 5 & 6).
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2.2.1 Cozette pluton
The Cozette pluton is a member of the Foulwind Suite of intrusives, forming as a
result of arc-magmatism during Carboniferous subduction along the Gondwana margin
(~340 Ma) (Tulloch & Kimbrough, 2003). I-type and A-type granitoids compose the Tobin
and Foulwind Suites. Allibone et al. (2009a) distinguished the Cozette pluton as a distinct
unit within the Foulwind Suite, which dates to ~340 Ma according to work by Ramazani
and Tulloch (2003). The I/A-type granitic Cozette pluton is central to this study, as it
exhibits heterogeneous tectonic deformation, and is juxtaposed in faulted contact to the
east with the Irene complex as well as forming the footwall of the MSZ as it hosted the
Misty pluton emplacement (Figures 3, 6 & 9) (Tulloch & Kimbrough, 2009; Allibone et
al. 2009a).
The Cozette pluton is a weakly-to-strongly foliated biotite and muscovite alkali
feldspar granite and granodiorite, locally with garnet, emplaced in the mid-crust during the
Carboniferous (Allibone et al., 2009a; Turnbull, 2010).

Where present, mafic

mineralization is dominated by garnet and green-brown biotite with rafts of amphibolite
(Allibone et al. 2009a). It intrudes the Takaka terrane Paleozoic host rock, manifesting as
a narrow, north-northwest oriented intrusion that manifests in a series of sheets and
displaying increasingly foliated and deformed structures nearing its western contact with
the Cretaceous Misty Pluton (Figures 3, 5, 6, 8 & 9) (Allibone et al. 2009a; Turnbull 2010).
Textures range from mainly polygonal recrystallized grains along its eastern margin with
the paleometasedimentary terranes (Allibone et al. 2009a). To the west, increasingly
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sheared, tectonic foliations are prevalent along its western contact with the Misty pluton of
the WFO (Allibone et al. 2009b). A neighboring Foulwind Suite pluton to the north is
relevant to this study: the Large granite of the Foulwind suite is noted here for its spatial,
petrogenetic, and temporal association with the Cozette pluton. Allibone et al (2009a)
describes similar structural features to the Cozette pluton. These similarities are discussed
in section 4.3 of this study.

2.2.2 Misty pluton and the West Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO)
The Misty pluton represents a major component of the WFO, a regionally
extensive suite of Cretaceous upper amphibolite to granulite facies pyroxene-bearing
orthogneisses (Oliver and Coggon 1979; Bradshaw 1990; Allibone et al. 2009b). The WFO
is defined mainly as a diorite and monzodiorite suite of intrusives with localized gabbro,
monzonite, and ultramafic garnet amphibolite rafts (Allibone et al. et al. 2009b). The WFO
exhibits widespread granulite and retrogressed amphibolite facies (Bradshaw 1990). With
emplacement occurring over ~12 Ma, the WFO displays diverse intermediate dioritic
assemblages that indicate evolving metamorphic conditions during its formation: the
Worsely and Misty plutons appear to have originally developed as a two-pyroxene diorite
and/or monzodiorite/monzonite that were then metamorphosed to two-pyroxene garnet
lithologies formed under granulite metamorphic facies, though the majority of the WFO
fails to display the peak (12-14 kbar) assemblages that would indicate high-grade
metamorphism (Bradshaw 1989). These mid-crust and deep-crust facies appear to be
limited to northern and central Fiordland (Allibone et al. 2009b).
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Figure 8 The Peak 1634 domain geologic profile. Three episodes of deformation are present here. D2 is represented by gradient of
gneissic foliations in the Misty pluton and Paleozoic host rocks in the west. While within the Misty pluton S2 foliations become
increasingly folded to the east. These folds exhibit S3 mylonites near the S4 faulted contact with Paleozoic country rock, Irene gneiss
and Cozette pluton to the east. D4 formed large, west-dipping, brittle S4 east-verging thrust faults, and also formed low-angle
thrust/back thrust faults along early (S1) lithologic contacts.
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Figure 9 Geologic profile of the Peak 1494 domain. The D2 Misty Shear Zone (MSZ)
displays widespread deformation throughout the western sheeted contact with the Misty
pluton. The S3 mylonites within the Cozette pluton appear anastomosing adjacent to S2
magmatic foliations of the Misty pluton. S4 cataclasite faults appear to cut these S3
mylonites. D4 deformation formed large, west-dipping, brittle S4 east-verging thrust
faults along or near contacts with the Cozette-Misty plutons, and appear to cut S3
mylonites locally.

As described by Allibone et al. (2009b), the Misty pluton displays a mediumgrained, two-pyroxene ± hornblende feldspathic diorite/leucodiorite. Quartz is noticeably
absent or in very low abundance. Accessory minerals include apatite, opaque oxides, and
zircon as well as epidote. This pyroxene igneous assemblage is generally altered in the
Cozette Burn field area, as this original mineralization appears altered to hornblendeplagioclase diorite.

2.3 Continental Arcs and Magma Production
As the rocks around Fiordland generally represent products of a long-lived
continental arc, this section briefly covers these systems to provide a large-scale geologic
context for this study (Flowers et al. 2005). Continental arcs develop as a complex system
where both broad tectonic plate motion and regional/local drivers such as crustal
thickening, slab rollback, slab tear, magmatic underplating and material assimilated into
these magmatic systems during subduction govern their lifecycle (Ducea et al. 2015b).
Continental arcs are generally long-lived (50-100+ m.y.) systems of non-steady state
magma production, where short-lived (5-20 m.y.), high-flux events produce most of the
magmatism over the life of the arc (Decelles et al. 2009; Ducea et al. 2015a, 2015b). As
these accretionary arc margins along continents are responsible for the majority of
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continental crust production, flare-ups play an outsized role in continental crust production.
Most documented flare-ups are associated with a regional shift in plutonic geochemical
signature, specifically Na-Sr/Y ratios; a transition from low to high elemental ratios of NaSr/Y ("LoSY" to "HiSY," respectively) marks a petrogenetically-linked transition from
upper-crustal magmatism (LoSY) to high-pressure, lower crustal melting (HiSY)
indicative of crustal thickening and an inboard shift from the arc margin (Tulloch &
Kimbrough 2003). These HiSY signatures develop as magmas with an average
composition of diorite (Tulloch & Kimbrough 2003; Ducea et al. 2015a). Ducea et al.
(2015a) suggests these events produce magmatism sourced from roughly equal parts lower
crust and mantle; flare-ups both recycle older crust and introduce fresh mantle melt into
the crust to form intermediate bulk compositions. Acting to refresh and differentiate
material within an evolving crust while interacting with the mantle, these processes also
episodically endow continental margins with important, concentrated mineral deposits
during crustal thickening events (Lee et al. 2012).
Oblique convergence defines many continental arcs, resulting in geometries and
kinematics defined, generally, as oblique displacement or transpressional; this is an
inevitable outcome of curvilinear convergent plate trajectories on earth's surface and results
in arc-parallel kinematics (Sanderson and Marchini 1984; Dewey et al. 1998). This oblique
convergence manifests in both thrust-sense and strike-slip-sense shear zones, which can
develop geometries ranging from subvertical to subhorizontal at different crustal levels as
evolving plate motions, heat additions and localization of strain phase deformation at
different crustal levels (Tikoff & De Saint Blanquet 1997; Goscombe et al. 2003; Klepeis
& Clark 2003; Lee et al. 2012). These obliquely-convergent accretionary margins produce
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large batholiths or regions of batholiths, including well known locales such as the Sierra
Nevada (Greene and Schweikert 1995; Tikoff & Saint Blanquet 1997), Andes (e.g. Cediel
et al. 2003), Idaho Batholith (Foster et al. 1997), Coastal Mountains, BC (Crawford et al.
1987), the Kaoko Belt (Goscombe et al. 2003), Baja Mexico (Schmidt et al. 2009; OrtegaGuitterez et al. 2014), and the Median Batholith of Fiordland, New Zealand discussed here
(Mortimer et al. 1999), along with many other examples. While broadly convergent, these
systems may exhibit extensional or neutral features as heterogeneous deformation develops
within these evolving, long-lived systems (Ducea 2015b). These batholiths develop as
composites of plutonic rocks with varying fabric geometries from upper-crustal subvertical
orientations to subhorizontal within the middle crust and transitioning to subvertical within
the lower crustal root (Ducea et al. 2015b). Understanding how these batholiths develop
and evolve under high-grade conditions, including wall rock reactions producing hydrous
fluids, metamorphism and partial melting, remain fundamental to understanding deeper
crustal processes.

2.4 Deformation and associated structures
Shear zones are major structures in the earth's lithosphere where deformation
occurs in narrow, sub-parallel zones (Ramsay 1980). In simple terms, shear zones exhibit
highly strained and sheared rocks bounded by sub-planar boundaries, the latter appearing
relatively undeformed (Simpson and Schmidt 1983). These develop in a spectrum of
conditions ranging from relatively shallow, brittle deformation in the upper crust, to semibrittle deformation exhibiting both ductile and crystal-plastic deformation which then
transitions to ductile (crystal plastic dominant) deformation at greater depths (Figure 10)
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(Ramsay 1980). Deformation occurs on scales ranging from microscopic shear bands to
regional zones of deformation tens of kilometers wide or greater, representing major
structural corridors within the crust (White et al. 1980; Passchier 1984). Ductile shear zones
are very important structures within the crust as they (1) act as major conduits through
which mass and heat are transported from the deep crust/upper mantle, (2) they are found
in crustal blocks of all ages, acting as (3) boundaries between tectonostratigraphic terranes,
which often experience repeated deformation (Zegers et al. 1998). Accordingly, shear
zones host and record the evolution of the crust, while acting to accommodate regional and
local strain while also propagating fluids, transport magma and rock through the crust and
accommodating crustal-scale strain.
More recently, developments in the understanding of orogenic systems and crustal
deformation suggest accomadation of strain and coupling (attachment) or decoupled
(detachment) of lithosphere that varies by depth and rock characteristics (Grocott et al.
2004).

These form in subvertical and subhorizontal attachment shear zones:

transpressional tectonics moves material vertically through the lower crust, into
subhorizontal attachment zones in the middle-crust (Grocott et al. 2004). This is significant
to this study, as Fiordland, New Zealand exposes a network of these middle and lower
crustal attachment zones in what is possibly the deepest continental arc exposure on Earth
with 15-50 km crustal depths exposed (De Paoli et al. 2009; Ducea et al. 2015b). This deep
crustal material in Fiordland developed during a high-flux magmatic event that produced
in the WFO (Schwartz et al. 2016). High-flux magmatic events can produce significant
amounts of crustal material and heat, so understanding how the relationship between
lithospheric coupling/decoupling during transpressional tectonics provides significant
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insight into how these massive systems evolve as material is moved through the deforming
crust at different depths. Both arc-parallel and arc-normal deformation have been identified
in structures that deformed the WFO during and after its emplacement. An early shear zone
developed during WFO emplacement, observed at Mt. Daniel, displays a decoupled basal
shear zone in gabbroic host rock of the Arthur River Complex (Daczko et al. 2002; Klepeis
et al. 2004). These authors also identified coupled lower, middle and upper crust in arcnormal deformation after the emplacement of the WFO at the Indecision Creek and George
Sound Shear Zones (ICSZ and GSSZ, respectively,) while arc-normal ("retro-arc")
deformation formed at the Caswell Fold and Thrust belt (CFTB; Figure 2) (Daczko et al.
2003; Klepeis & Clark 2003; Klepeis et al. 2004; Marcotte et al. 2005). In Fiordland, prior
to the transition to extensional tectonics, a coupling of the crust occurred: a decoupled
middle and lower crust transitioned to attached crust as magma migrated vertically and
horizontally in a transpressional system. This is significant as later magmatism in this
coupled-crust transitioned into extensional tectonics as arc magmatism shifted west during
the emplacement of the (WFO) Malaspina pluton prior to rifting of the Gondwana margin
(Klepeis et al. 2007; Tulloch et al. 2010; Schwartz et al. 2016).
Continental arcs are known to substantially thicken the crust. Crustal thickening
advances by several possible processes, including magmatic and tectonic thickening as
well as magmatic underplating, initiating high-flux events of deep crustal/upper mantle
origin (e.g. Scott et and Cooper 2006; Schmidt et al. 2009; Ducea 2015a). During these
thickening events, the geometry of the arc can meander inboard or outboard of the
continental margin, generally no more than 20-30 km in width at anyone one time (Ducea
et al. 2015b). Significant thickening during flare ups can also lead to cessation of
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magmatism followed by the onset of extension and crustal exhumation, exposing deeper
crustal levels (e.g. Schmidt et al. 2009; Teyssier et al. 2011). Therefore, understanding the
complex dynamic between crustal thickening, magmatism and the evolution of magma
emplacement along the arc margin is fundamental to understanding how continental
margins are both built, and then pulled apart.
Fiordland, New Zealand holds the deepest exposure of an active continental
margin known to expose a past flare-up event (Klepeis et al. 2004; Ducea et al. 2015b;
Schwartz et al. 2016). Several shear zones in Northern Fiordland associated with this flare
up event reveal heterogeneous styles of deformation at different crustal levels in successive
deformation as this flare up event coincided with a shift from contractional
(transpressional) to extensional tectonics (Klepeis & Clark 2003; Klepeis et al. 2004;
Klepeis et al. 2007). These arc-accretionary systems develop in obliquely convergent
settings, yet questions remain about how the crust accommodates magmatism at different
crustal levels during oblique convergence during these magmatic events (Crawford et al.
1999; Ducea et al 2009a). The previously discussed shear zones show varied kinematics
and geometries that occurred at different crustal levels within the WFO and recorded
various stages of deformation during flare-up magmatism (Klepeis et al. 2004; Schwartz
et al. 2016).

These complex, inter-related processes are largely responsible for

accommodating convergence and varying rates of magmatism in the production of vast
amounts of continental crust that formed the Median Batholith. This study investigates the
middle crust evolution preserved by the MSZ that developed during this major magmatic
event.
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Figure 10 A generalized classification of deformed rocks that develop in shear zones.
This includes brittle and ductile deformation (after Sibson 1977). This nomenclature
features two primary distinctions, foliated or non-foliated sheared rocks. As it pertains to
this study, this figure relates to D3/D4 episodes of deformation. S3 mylonites are described
here relative only to other S3 mylonites across the Cozette Burn field area. D4 brittle
deformation (a series of late faulting events) is locally defined by the general term
"cataclasite" where appropriate, making no distinction as to the degree of cataclasis or
other fault rock textures as they are not a focus of this study. Furthermore, ultrafine grain
fault rock (i.e. pseudotachylite) is also present in rocks associated with D4.
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Within the middle and lower curst, temperature and pressure conditions dominate
how rocks deform. These situations may involve crystal plastic deformation or anatexis,
whereby some degree of partial or complete melting of rock occurs.

Petrographic

examination of field samples allows for identification of primary and deformed rock
textures, providing information on how the rocks evolved during regional deformation.
Understanding the sequence of deformation as well as the mineralogical evolution at the
microscopic level can therefore provide important information on how this field area
deformed through time and how it relates to regional deformation recorded elsewhere in
Fiordland. Deformation can be, and is often, heterogeneous. This heterogeneity is useful
in that it allows for identifying microstructures indicative particular temperature ranges
known to develop these microstructures. Microstructures and minerals indicative of
particular metamorphic facies can be incorporated with other data (e.g. geometry,
kinematics indicators) to correlate across domains (discussed in chapter four).
At outcrop scale, identifying igneous textures generally requires examination of
like-mineral grains and their habits. Vernon and Paterson (2008) cover these criteria
extensively. These include identifying euhedral to subhedral grains, where larger grains
(e.g. feldspars in granite, or pyroxene in mafic magmas) appear in contact with one another,
imbricated ("tilling"), and/or aligned crystals without evidence of internal deformation.
Concentrations of minerals based upon grainsize, density, or crystallization rate often
produces compositional layering ("schlieren"). Magma flow involving filter pressing and
crystal sorting of magmatic mush may result in vertical accumulates. Xenoliths often
concentrate in these zones of accumulate crystals, which may form cross-bedded or gradedbed like structures. The challenge of determining whether foliations are magmatic or
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metamorphic can also be approached by examining pluton geometry with the host country
rock (Paterson et al. 1989; Vernon and Paterson, 2008). Where intrusions appear to be
sheeted and exploiting pre-existing foliation planes in the host rock, magmatic flow
foliations may evolve during syn-tectonic emplacement, appearing sub-parallel to host
rock and may therefore be confused as high-grade gneissic foliations (Vernon and Paterson,
2008). Outcrop observations such as alignment of enclaves or xenoliths, deflected
foliations, or where flow foliations within the igneous host appearing layer-parallel with
walls of host rock indicate potential magmatic fabrics (Vernon and Paterson, 2008).
Examining microstructures to clarify either whether magmatic or gneissic foliation
development is a primary concern in understanding the emplacement of a large magmatic
body along preexisting structures during regional deformation. The criteria for determining
magmatic flow textures that result in magmatic foliation can be the general absence of
plastic deformation and recrystallization fabrics (tectonic foliations) (Paterson et al. 1989).
Evidence for magmatic foliation includes the alignment of undeformed, euhedral feldspar
grains in a foliation plane, as feldspar grains rotate into alignment with the presence of
enough melt to allow for grains to rotate unhindered. Other evidence includes the absence
of aligned quartz crystals or aggregates of matrix grains, alignment of crystals in contact
with anhedral quartz grains or aggregates of quartz grains in petrographic examination.
These criteria are applied in this study to establish the provenance of observed structures,
and how they relate to other structures and mineral assemblages across the field area.
Crystal plastic deformation of quartz and feldspar is common of tectonic foliations
in granites, and plays a primary role in the deformation of the lithosphere (Paterson et al.
1989, Oliot et al. 2014). Quartz-feldspathic crystal plastic deformation is often
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heterogeneous, and can be focused locally in zones of high strain, manifesting in the
development of mylonitic shear zones in the middle and lower crust (Paterson et al. 1989).
Primarily, crystal plastic deformation of grains and the recrystallization of new, finergrains in the matrix leads to the development of lenticular ribbons of quartz and aggregates
of mica, forming mylonites in compositional layers with other minerals (e.g. feldspars,
plagioclase). These feldspathic aggregate layers can develop myrmekite growth in
potassium feldspar within more robust (i.e. lesser deformed) feldspar aggregate layers in
these same conditions (Paterson et al. 1989; Vernon 1991, Gagnon et al. 2016). These
quartz and feldspathic aggregate layers generally come to define granites, and are observed
with varying degrees of deformation within the Cozette across the Cozette Burn study area.
Quartz and feldspar microstructures provide important clues on metamorphic
conditions and deformation. These minerals, along with mica, are typically found in both
deformed and undeformed granites. Understanding how these minerals evolved in the
Cozette Burn field area is central to this study. Feldspars deform mainly in brittle regimes
in greenschist through mid-amphibolite facies, while quartz and mica function as sites of
foliation development and shearing as they deform plastically in these circumstances
(Paterson et al. 1989; Vernon 2004; Gagnon et al. 2016). Therefore, quartz and mica are
often key to the development of tectonic foliations in granitoid rocks in low-to-mid grade
metamorphic facies deformation.
Quartz tends to exhibit characteristic temperature-dependent deformation: at low
and medium grade thermal conditions within typical continental crust geothermal gradient
(300-400°C and 400-500°C, respectively) dislocation creep is a primary driver of
deformation with grain-boundary bulging defining the former, and subgrain rotation (SGR)
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defining the latter (Stipp & Tullis 2003). At higher temperatures (~500°C+), grain
boundary migration (GBM) between like mineral phases becomes the primary driver of
quartz deformation. In these structures, grain boundaries exhibit lobate structures, largescale grain sutures and pinning or windowing of grain intergrowths. At even higher
temperatures near the granite wet solidus (~650°C), distinct chessboard deformation forms
in quartz (Kruhl, 1996; Stipp & Tullis 2003). These various quartz microstructures are
readily observed in the Cozette Burn field area rock samples, and their relationship with
other microstructures remain a fundamental component of this study.

Feldspars exhibit a range of microstructures at various temperatures and
deformation styles. Constraining temperatures for these structures should be considered
within context of other observations, as feldspars tend to exhibit heterogeneous and
idiosyncratic deformation. Generally, at low and medium grade conditions, feldspars
exhibit brittle microfracturing, while quartz readily deforms ductilely (i.e. crystalplastically) (Pryer 1993). At higher temperatures, crystal-plastic deformation of feldspar
porphyroclasts becomes a dominant feature of deformed granitic rocks. Furthermore,
feldspar grains exhibit distinct intragrain crystal-plastic deformation, where deformed or
kinked twins, "flame" perthite, and formation of subgrain structures and altered grain
boundaries (e.g. GBM) indicate high temperature conditions (>600°C) (Pryer 1993). The
development of alkali feldspar myrmekite along grain boundaries can indicate fluid
penetration and grain boundary movement, often in metasomatic reactions at higher
temperatures (Vernon 1991; Cesare et al. 2002). During high temperature deformation,
core and mantle structures form sigmoidal structures of feldspar with quartz and mica tails
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within shear bands (Stipp & Tullis 2003). Myrmekite growth may exhibit geometries
related to overall strain and foliation development (Oliot et al. 2014). Hibbard (1987)
suggests lobate myrmekites may develop in the presence of crystal-magma mushes of lowstrain pressure shadows in late-stage crystallization of a magma body that may also
experiencing regional deformation. Simpson and Wintsch (1989) contend that such lobate
myrmekite features occur on the high-strain boundaries where fluids and strain primarily
drive such reactions under relatively higher temperature conditions (>450°C) without
necessarily requiring the presence of melt. Other feldspar structures such as exsolution
lamellae on feldspar twins provide evidence for equilibrium recrystallization (Vernon
1991). In the presence of a dynamic and evolving system, the various structures that can
develop within feldspar grains must be considered with respect to heterogeneous
composition, relative timing, highly localized and ephemeral fluids or melt influencing
deformation within a single petrographic sample.
Growth of minerals as rocks undergo metamorphism provides distinct signatures
that can be used to constrain conditions of metamorphism during the deformation of the
rocks in question. A challenge lies in differentiating between original igneous
mineralization and metamorphic mineralization. For example, biotite occurs in a wide
range of temperatures, and may represent either a primary component of the protolith or a
mineral that developed during metamorphism. Establishing whether biotite growth occurs
during a deformation event or if biotite formed as an original component of a protolith rock
matrix can provide information as to how the protolith deformed. Generally, micas act as
planes of weakness, and therefore both foliations and shearing can be focused in mica-rich
layers (Paterson et al. 1989). Specifically, biotite commonly helps define a wide variety
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of foliations as a planar mineral, and commonly develops in pressure shadows in
porphyroclasts of sheared granitoids or as metamorphic corona around a preexisting
mineral. As it pertains to this study, biotite appears to play a primary role in both
metamorphic mineralization as well as deformation within the MSZ during the
emplacement of the Misty pluton.
A primary metamorphic mineral that typically is associated with hydrous
medium-high grade metamorphism is hornblende, which, again, can be either a component
of an original igneous protolith, or developed under greenschist to amphibolite facies
(Paterson et al. 1989). It is then necessary to determine whether hornblende is an original
component of the protolith versus the result of a metamorphic reaction. Relict igneous
hornblendes generally show evidence of deformation or forming a core surrounded by
other metamorphic minerals, and may appear as mottled, irregular, or "skeletal" altered
grains. However, hornblende can also grow as coronas with mottled or skeletal structure
as a replacement mineral. Secondary mineralization of hornblende can help define
foliations within metamorphic rocks, while elongate grains can represent mineral lineations
as part of tectonic fabrics with alternative pleochroism or birefringence compared to
preexisting primary igneous hornblende grains (Gagnon et al. 2016).
The hornblende group of dark-green to black mafic minerals of the amphibole
silicate family commonly defines the mineralization of the amphibolite metamorphic facies
that represent mid-grade deformation conditions beginning around 500°C and less than ~12
kbar. Typically under these conditions, hornblende is one of the strongest silicate minerals,
and does not readily deform via crystal plastic processes. Rather, it exhibits brittle
deformation and rotates as a rigid body within a plagioclase-feldspar matrix, while this
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kind of deformation occurs under crystal-plastic processes (Gagnon et al. 2016). Therefor,
looking at how the relative timing of hornblende as deformation developed and potential
evidence for influencing deformation can provide important clues in regards to as to
particular deformation events. Particularly, the role of plagioclase and hornblende provide
evidence for playing a major role in lower crust deformation (Diaz-Aspiroz et al. 2007).
In regards to this study, these minerals have been observed both within the WFO and
sheared host rocks that hosted WFO emplacement. The field area of this study exposures
indicate these rocks experienced upper amphibolite facies deformation. This particular
style of deformation appears to be relatively lower grade metamorphism rocks observed
amongst other exposures both the Misty plutna as well as the of the WFO elsewhere in
Fiordland (i.e. granulite facies) (Allibone et al. 2009b). As a component of this study, the
role of hornblende and plagioclase are considered key components and provide insight
about how the Misty pluton was emplaced.

This microstructural analysis aids in

understanding the how the Misty pluton emplacement developed around the Cozette Burn
during regional transpresssion. These processes are relevant to broader middle and lower
crustal deformation and evolution during flare up events.
High heat flux can be expected in magma flare up events (Ducea et al. 2015a).
Therefor, in addition to crystal plastic deformation at high temperature, this study considers
anatectic conditions (i.e. partial melting) during deformation. Sourced from the hot, lower
crust, Misty pluton magma has the potential to drive partial melting of host rock. However,
several challenges arise in identifying the former presence of melt in an area undergoing
regional deformation such as Fiordland with simultaneous magma emplacement. Holness
and Sawyer (2008) assert partial melting may result in a very limited abundance of melt,
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while even low volumes of melt typically begin to migrate through percolation and/or
preexisting structures under the influence of regional strain. This melt migration and/or
extraction can remove much of the evidence for partial melting. Another consideration,
high-grade metamorphism and deformation often occurs concurrently with partial melting,
and may continue thereafter. Consequently, subsequent crystal plastic deformation can
easily obscure, overprint, or destroy microstructures preserving evidence for former melt.
Furthermore, the partial melting affects geochemistry, volume, rheology, thermal
advection, melt migration/extraction and other variables that require thorough and often
quantitative geochemical analysis and mapping of individual minerals via microprobe
(Marchildon & Brown 2002; Brown 2007; Hasalová et al. 2008; Holness & Sawyer 2008).
A major focus in this study will be to first discuss observations interpreted as former melt
and associated microstructures in rock fabrics. Then considered here is the potential role
of melt in D2 deformation as it relates to localized field and microstructural observations.
Combining these observations with other microstructures and macrostructures recorded
across the field area then provides the basis for assessing the potential role of partial
melting of country rock during Misty pluton emplacement at all scales.
Identifying the former presence of melt first requires assessing pressure and
temperature conditions which could potentially produce melt, including microstructural
temperature indicators (e.g. quartz and feldspar microstructures) previously discussed. The
presence of hydrous fluids has considerable influence over partial melting of crystalline
rock, driving melting processes in continental orogens (Thompson & Connolly 1995).
Once the necessary conditions for anatexis are established within a particular rock type
(e.g. generally 650°C wet solidus for granite along a typical continental geotherm) (for a
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review of former melt microstructures, see Vernon 1999; Hasalová et al. 2008; Holness &
Sawyer 2008; Marchildon & Brown 2008). Several criteria for identifying former melt
presence must then be applied collectively to identify microstructural features typical of
partial-melt structures. Evidence for former melt includes the following: (1) the presence
of high-energy grain boundaries forming cuspate shapes, with altered feldspar or
plagioclase grains. (2) These cuspate grains may lie adjacent to pockets or pools of unlike
(dissimilar composition), relatively unaltered minerals, which may represent former melt
grains. (3) Interstitial to larger host grains, evidence for former melt grains can form along
grain boundaries with low (<60°) dihedral angles. (4) Often, these interstitial grains are
considerably smaller than dihedral angles observed in the larger grains. (5) Former melt
grains may appear films along or at triple junctions of preexisting, larger grains or along
microfractures. (6) Former melt grains will be in contrast to the minerals that dominate the
composition that formerly hosted this melt (e.g. feldspar former melt grains in quart-rich
layers, or quartz melt former melt textures in feldspar aggregates). (7) While <60° dihedral
angles formed in minerals interstitial to larger grains may indicate former melt, angles of
<30° may indicate interconnected or previously interconnected networks of melt.
Additionally, observations by Levine et al. (2016) are particularly important to this study.
They assert that former melt grains may appear along host subgrain boundaries where
dislocation densities are high, and that these subgrain nucleation points require partialmelting of the host rock as subgrains, alone, are not open channels. In identifying
evidence for former melt, these criteria must be applied with caution and the
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understanding that no one characteristic necessarily supports or precludes the former
presence of melt. That is, conditions capable of producing partial melting tend to be
dynamic, with melt migration, metamorphic reactions, fluid flux, temperature-pressure
conditions and/or strain evolving through time. These processes may, and often do,
act to obscure or destroy evidence for partial melting.
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3. Structural analysis and relative chronology of events
The focus of this project is the geologic history of the Cozette Burn. This study
involves three domains along the margins of the Cozette Burn (Figures 2 & 3). Within the
Cozette Burn field area, the first domain is referred to as Stations 43-44, lying along the
eastern margin near the contact between the Cozette pluton and Paleozoic host rocks
(Figure 3). Within this domain, the focus is solely the Cozette pluton, exposed here at
~5km distance from its western contact with the Misty pluton. My second domain is
referred to as the peak 1634 domain (Figures 3 & 5). It contains four primary lithologic
groups that have been recorded in this area and elsewhere in Fiordland by various authors
(reviewed in Section 2). These lithologies include metamorphosed calc-silicates, marble,
diorite, granite, amphibolite and psammitic quartz-biotite gneisses, collectively referred to
as the Irene Complex (Scott & Cooper 2006; Turnbull, R. in correspondence). This
complex of rocks hosted the successive emplacement of the Cozette pluton granite and the
dioritic Robin gneiss. The Misty pluton intruded into these units, which coincided with the
formation of the MSZ. Contacts include ductile shear zones, magmatic contacts and faulted
contacts (Figures 3 & 5) (Scott & Cooper 2006; Allibone et al. 2009a, 2009b;). The final
domain is referred to as peak 1494 and contains the Cozette pluton, forming a mainly
sheared contact with the Misty pluton that developed during D2 and represents the MSZ
and represents a primary focus of this study (Figures 3 & 6).
The general architecture around the Cozette Burn is dominated by the Misty
pluton, with contacts gently to moderately dipping northwest and north along host units
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(Figures 3, 5, 6 & 8). At the peak 1494 domain, the Misty pluton forms sheeted contacts
with the foliated Cozette pluton (Figure 11). This Misty-Cozette plutons contact appears
deformed and localized within the Cozette pluton, while the Misty pluton displays variable
foliated and magmatic structures along contacts with the Cozette pluton. To the east at the
stations 43/44 domain, the Cozette pluton displays igneous textures and a lack of
penetrative foliations associated with D2. At the peak 1634 domain, the Misty pluton
displays varying textures, from weakly foliated textures in the west, to increasingly foliated
and folded textures to the east, while host rocks show variable sheared and deformed
structures. In the proceeding sections, I discuss the criteria for organizing these
observations, and how they provide a basis for correlating these features across the
domains, which I then develop into an interpretation of how the geology of the Cozette
Burn evolved through time.
3.1 Methods
I created maps and cross-sections for the two larger study areas, the peak 1494
and the peak 1634 domains (Figures 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9). These maps and cross sections
display the contact of the Misty pluton with the metasedimentary rocks of the Irene
Complex, as well contacts between the Cozette pluton and Robin gneiss. As regional
deformation is often reflected at all scales, from microscopic through outcrop-scale
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Figure 11 Oblique view of Misty-Cozette pluton contacts with diorite dikes, displaying the
sheeted architecture of S2 contacts. The lighter-colored Cozette pluton granitic and
granodioritic gneiss sheets appear in contact with darker Misty pluton diorite. The darkercolored, narrow (<1m) diorite dikes intrude more massive sheets (>1m) of the lightercolored Cozette pluton (left of figure). The Cozette pluton is also intruded by sheets of
darker dioritic Misty pluton (highlighted by dotted lines right of figure), which define S2
contacts.

observations to field area-wide structures, I apply both microscopic and macroscopic
observations to detail the geologic history around the Cozette Burn. This chapter describes
these field and microstructural observations at all three domains, including lithologies at
each domain and the specific textures (e.g. primary igneous, foliated, and/or sheared)
structures that deform them, textures, particular style of deformation, metamorphic facies
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and other criteria. Chapter 4 then explains how these characteristics are grouped and
correlated across the field area between domains.
At the peak 1494 domain, Figure 6 represents a geologic map marked with
stations 72-90 as part of the 2015 field season stations. Outcrop photos share this stations
72-90 labeling convention. Thin section photomicrographs herein include their
corresponding station number and additionally the prefix "AB15-" that precedes the station
number from where that oriented sample originated. This represents the complete archived
sample identification label for the 2015 field season. Stations 43/44 (Figure 3) are also
stations from the 2005 field season. The 2005 field season are prefixed "05-" corresponding
to the year of data collection where referenced (these stations are abbreviated on the field
map without their corresponding "05-" prefix, see Figure 5).

3.2 Early deformation events (D1 and pre-D2) of the Cozette Burn
The deformational history of the Cozette Burn field area can be grouped into four
structural fabrics, described here as S1/L1 through S4/L4, that represent the deformational
geologic history around the Cozette Burn. I establish a sequence of deformation that
formed these structures across the three domains by identifying similar lithologies,
metamorphic textures and mineralization, shared foliation and lineation geometries,
intrusive or structural (i.e. ductile or brittle deformation) cross-cutting relationships, and
similarities in kinematics where present. This establishes a four-stage sequence (D1-D4),
where each event represents a distinct episode and/or style of deformation.
The early D1 event, represented by S1-L1 structures, lies mainly outside of the
Cozette Burn field area. Solely within the Irene complex directly to the east of the peak
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1634 domain, S1 structures appear cut by the Carboniferous Cozette pluton as well as
adjacent Jurassic-Cretaceous intrusives, including the Robin gneiss (Figures 3 & 5).
Vestiges of D1 deformation remain only as original lithologic contact relationships and
xenoliths hosted within S2 fabrics; for the purposes of this study, any structure that predates
D2 is considered an S1 structure. D2 involves deformation that accompanied the
emplacement of the Misty pluton and resulted in S2-L2 structures. The influence of D2 can
be observed in all units across the three domains: the Misty pluton displays S2 structures
along contacts at peak 1494 and the peak 1634 domains, while the Misty pluton also
exposes magmatic structures away from these contacts with the Cozette pluton at peak
1494 that developed during D2. Pervasive S2-L2 foliations exposed within the Cozette
pluton as well as the Irene Complex and Robin gneiss primarily define D2 in these host
rocks along the western and northern margins of the Cozette Burn at both peaks 1494 and
1634 domains. The influence of Misty pluton magmatism during D2 is also preserved in
microstructures at the stations 43/44 domain (correlated in chapter 4). These D2/S2
structures are deformed by a third event, D3, that resulted in narrow, high strain mylonitic
S3-L3 shear zones within the Cozette pluton along contact with the Misty pluton at the peak
1494 domain. Similar S3-L3 mylonitic structures exploit Misty pluton S2-L2 fabrics at the
peak 1634 domain. S4-L4 brittle faulting form along S1 lithologic contacts and often cut
these S3 mylonites, representing a late, D4 event. This faulting displaced the Misty pluton
against Irene Complex and Robin gneiss host rocks at the peak 1634 domain, while cutting
S3 mylonites at the peak 1494 domain (Figures 8 & 9). I describe these four structural
domains in detail in the following sections of this chapter.
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3.2.1 D1 event and pre-Misty pluton emplacement
Within this study, the Irene Complex at the peak 1634 domain does not display
D1 deformation within individual units; early D1 deformation is obscured by later
deformation (D2-D4). This early D1 event, however, formed the lithologic contacts between
units, represented as S1 (Figures 3 & 5). These S1 contacts hosted the successive
emplacement of the Cozette pluton, Robin gneiss, and finally the Misty pluton. This D1
event effectively predates the emplacement of the Cozette pluton, and represents all
observed structures prior to D2. Observed rafts and xenoliths within these intrusive plutons
include garnet diorite, amphibolite and vestiges of aluminum-rich pelitic metasedimentary
host rocks, which formed during D1. As this material was present during later deformation
events (D2-D4), it is noted here for potentially influencing how these later events developed
within the Cozette Burn field area.

3.2.2 Structures of the Cozette pluton that predate D2
The Carboniferous Cozette pluton displays several early features that predate D2.
These pre-D2 features are best visible at outcrop scale at Peak 1494, where granodioritic
and granitic sheets appear intermittently throughout this domain (Figure 12-A). These
compositionally layered sheets of Cozette pluton reflect sheeted emplacement into the
middle crust (Allibone et al. 2009a), which is typical granitic intrusions in the mid-crust
observed elsewhere (e.g. Wiebe and Collins 1998; Mahan et al. 2003; Allibone et al.
2009a). I interpret this Cozette pluton compositional layering as primary igneous structures
that developed before D2 deformation that affected the Cozette pluton, consistent with
criteria discussed in section 3.1. At the peak 1494 domain along the western margin of the
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Cozette pluton, these sheets appear deformed by penetrative, strongly foliated and sheared
S2-L2 structures approaching and along the contact with the Misty pluton (Figure 12). In
contrast, The Cozette pluton exposures across the Cozette Burn ~5km to the east-northeast
at stations 43/44 do not show these S2-L2 structures in outcrop, and preserve mainly preD2 igneous textures as well (Figures 3 & 13-A). The heterogeneity of Cozette pluton
textures and distribution of structures that represent deformation across the Cozette Burn
are a primary area of focus in this study: they represent a gradient of increasing strain that
represents the part of the MSZ that developed during D2, coincident with the emplacement
of the Misty pluton.

3.3 D2 structures associated with the emplacement of the Misty pluton
This section describes the D2 event, which primarily involved the emplacement
of the Misty pluton along the western margin of the Cozette Burn under regional strain,
coincident with the formation of the MSZ (Figure 3). All three domains contain exposures
that experienced D2 deformation. First, I describe the structures that represent D2 within
the Robin gneiss and Irene Complex at the peak 1634 domain. The sections thereafter
describe D2 deformation observed within the Cozette pluton at peak 1494 and stations
43/44 (section 3.3.2), multiple sets of dikes intruding the Cozette pluton at peak 1494
(section 3.3.3), and finally the observations involving the Misty pluton at peak 1494 and
1634 domains during D2 (section 3.3.4).
3.3.1 D2 structures in the Irene Complex and Robin gneiss
The Robin gneiss and Irene Complex host rocks that experienced the D2 event at
the peak 1634 domain, displaying diverse S2 structures (Figure 5). The Irene Complex
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marble and calc-silicate units are exposed in the western extent of this domain in a narrow,
D2 deformed screen along S2 contacts with the Misty pluton. The Irene complex units at
the peak 1694 domain appear sheared along S2 foliations along flattened in the marble and
folded in the quartz biotite pelitic gneiss and gneissic diorite (Figures 5 & 8). The Robin
gneiss also displays D2 as deformation formed upright folds in the eastern extent of the
Peak 1634 domain. These S2 flattened or tightly folded structures in both the Irene Complex
and Robin gneiss units appear juxtaposed, cut by S4 faults that formed during D4. These
relationships are correlated across the Cozette Burn field area in chapter 4.
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Figure 12 Peak 1494 domain outcrop photos of the Cozette pluton showing early primary sheeted layers of Cozette pluton that were
deformed by D2 to form S2-L2 gneissic fabrics within granite and granodiorite sheets along contact with diorite dikes. (A) Recumbent,
tightly folded, fine-grained D2 diorite dikes (dark folded layers) in contact with granodioritic sheets and more massive granitic gneiss
that also forms sheets (lighter layers, highlighted). These are representative of the Cozette pluton at the peak 1494 domain. This
compositional layering predates the D2 event. (B) Banded granitic gneiss of the Cozette pluton showing a northwest-dipping foliation
S2 and northeast plunging lineation L2 contained within the S2 foliation. (C) Close-up of photo (A) showing sheared gneiss with
asymmetric feldspar and quartz grains wrapped by biotite. The darker layer is composed of sheared granodiorite with an anastomosing
S2-L2 foliation defined by quartz and biotite. The lighter layer is granitic gneiss, distinguished by the absence of biotite. S2 in the
latter layer is defined by quartz-feldspar compositional layering (station 79). (D) Close-up of Cozette pluton gneiss with elongate
quartz, feldspar and biotite L2 lineations denoted by dashed yellow lines (station 72).
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Figure 13 Outcrop photo and photomicrographs from the stations 43/44 domain of the
Cozette pluton granite from the eastern margin of the Cozette Burn. (A) Outcrop photo
showing igneous textures typical of granites without discernible foliation. (B) Thin
section of sample 43-B taken from outcrop (A) where quartz displays lobate boundaries,
indicating grain boundary migration. Quartz displays amoeboidal grain boundaries with
lobate appendages, while feldspars display 120° triple junctions. (C) Close-up of thin
section 43-B of figure B where rounded quartz inclusions appear along grain boundaries
of plagioclase and alkali Feldspar as well as at junctions of microfractures within similar
feldspar grains. Quartz displays high-temperature chessboard extinction. Grey arrows
denote likely former melt microstructures (Figures B & C).
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3.3.2 D2 structures in the Cozette pluton
Evidence of D2 in the Cozette pluton appears at the Peak 1494 and stations 43/44
domains. The Peak 1494 domain exposes the structures most significant to this study, while
the stations 43/44 domain provide ancillary observations about the D2 relationship between
the Misty and Cozette plutons during D2. The peak 1494 domain remains the primary focus
of this study, and therefore will be discussed first. I then discuss the Cozette pluton
exposure at the stations 43/44 domain observations thereafter.
The Cozette pluton can be described by three primary, interlayered lithologies: (1.)
primary, light-colored gneissic granite defined by large quartz ribbons and feldspar
aggregates; (2.) a darker granodiorite with lesser quartz and visible biotite; and (3.)
monzogranite with slightly a more feldspar-rich composition compared to the granite
(Figure 12-A & B). Together, these Cozette pluton lithologies exhibit widespread, sheared
S2-L2 structures at all scales and provide a substantial record of D2 deformation during
Misty pluton emplacement. Fine-grained diorite dikes also intruded the Cozette pluton and
experienced subsequent D2 deformation (Figures 11 & 12-A). The origin and exact timing
of these dikes remains unknown. However, these dikes intrude parallel to original Cozette
pluton layered igneous structures that predate D2, while also appearing oblique to these
lithologic layers locally (discussed next section). D2 deformed this Cozette pluton-diorite
dike package, resulting in their shared S2 foliations also marked by tight, recumbent folding
of these dikes and shearing of earlier S2-L2 structures during D2. This resulted in broad
folding below and along Misty pluton contacts during D2 at the peak 1494 domain
indicative of significant strain during D2 (Figure 12-A).
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Three main Cozette pluton sheets comprise the Cozette pluton at this domain: (1.)
a narrow, northwestern upper sheet contains stations 75, 76 and 78HB/83. The middle sheet
exposes the largest extent of the Cozette pluton observed at stations 72-74, 77-81, 82, and
86-87 preserving the greatest areal exposure of S2-L2 Cozette pluton-diorite dike package
(Figure 6 & 9), and (3.) the structurally-lowest sheet located at station 90 comprises a
contact of the main Cozette pluton body with the southeastern-most extent of the Misty
pluton at the peak 1494 domain.
At the peak 1494 domain, the Cozette pluton S2 foliation is defined primarily by
quartz, alkali feldspar and plagioclase in sheared, gneissic compositional layers. Biotite
(~5%) and hornblende (~1%) can be observed in the granodioritic component of the
Cozette pluton and help define S2 as well as L2 mineral stretching lineations. The
monzogranitic and granitic components contain only traces of biotite and no hornblende.
Accessory mineralization includes opaque oxides and limited rutile. Figure 14 provides
hand sample and thin section photographs of the Cozette pluton for reference.
A primary feature of the Cozette pluton at 1494 granite and monzogranite is large
(1-2+ cm), sigmoidal or planar quartz ribbons that define a zonal to continuous S2 foliation,
respectively. These ribbons also define L2 lineations along with elongate feldspar
aggregates in outcrop (Figure 12 B & C). Both the granite and monzogranite units of the
Cozette pluton share these dominant S2 quartz ribbons and feldspathic aggregate layers.
The monzogranite is texturally similar to the granite in composition, only with a slightly
higher composition of plagioclase in relation to alkali feldspar. Generally, the granite and
monzogranite units share similar S2 near-continuous foliation, a ubiquity of quartz ribbons,
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a distinct lack of biotite and exhibit microstructures associated which indicate the presence
of melt during D2, discussed below.
Quartz ribbons display several microstructural features formed during D2
deformation. These large S2 quartz ribbons regularly display undulose extinction (Figure
16-C). Parallel subgrains within quartz ribbons appear oblique to sub-parallel with overall
quartz ribbon-aggregate boundaries. Some narrow quartz ribbons (~1 mm) display limited
or no undulose extinction, while some lack internal structures and may appear extinct in
cross-polarized light. Within these quartz ribbons, the elongate, sub-parallel subgrains are
consistent with subgrain rotation (SGR) crystal plastic deformation, which are locally
juxtaposed against separate grains with lobate or amoeboidal grain shapes that are
characteristic of grain boundary migration (GBM) crystal plastic deformation. This GBM
appears to truncate SGR-subgrains within larger (1-3cm) elongate quartz ribbons (Figure
17). Limited chessboard extinction can be observed in some quartz ribbons (e.g. samples
AB15-78B & AB15-79A). As these structures are present in S2-parallel quartz ribbons, I
consider these microstructures to indicate moderate temperature (SGR) to high
temperatures (GBM, chessboard extinction) existed during D2, where estimated
temperatures during deformation vary from ~500°C to 650°+C as observed by various
authors (Kruhl 1996; Stipp & Tullis 2003).
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Figure 14 Cozette pluton samples from the Peak 1494 and stations 43/44 domains. Also
included, sample 72A represents a fine-grained diorite dike commonly observed, and
hosted by the Cozette pluton at Peak 1494. This figure includes hand samples
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photographs (left) and thin sections photomicrographs in crossed-polarized light (right).
Eastern Cozette pluton from stations 43/44 (AB15-43B, top of figure) displays relatively
high temperature conditions without discernible foliation. Sample 72A shows the finegrained diorite dikes that intrude the Cozette pluton (Figure 12-A) with plagioclase and
hornblende forming a gneissic S2 foliation. Samples AB15-72B and AB15-79A display
large, deformed quartz ribbons typical of the D2 Misty Shear Zone fabric within the
Cozette pluton at peak 1494. Samples AB15-86A, 82B, and 82D display high-strain
sheared textures, including protomylonite (AB-1586B) through through relatively higher
strain mylonite-ultramylonites. These were observed in the Cozette pluton and formed
during D3 deformation that postdates the primary D2 deformation that formed the Misty
Shear Zone. Note samples abbreviated from original sample nomenclature, e.g. AB1582A is simplified to 82A in figure.

Fluid inclusion trails are present within these quartz ribbons and display a
generally sub-orthogonal geometry to the overall S2-parallel subgrain orientation. These
fluid inclusions appear limited to the main S2 foliation-defining quartz ribbons. These
structures do not appear to penetrate the grain boundaries of both GBM quartz grains within
the quartz ribbon layers or feldspar aggregates (Figures 16 & 17). These SGR-dominant S2
quartz ribbons also appear with serrated, S2 sub-orthogonal grain boundaries that appear
sub-parallel to fluid inclusion trails and sub-orthogonal to S2, and appear to host inclusions
(Figure 17) The diversity and complexity of microstructures within these S2 quartz ribbons
represents significant microstructures within D2, which will be further discussed.
Within the alkali feldspar and plagioclase S2 aggregate layers, larger (~1mm)
alkali feldspar and plagioclase grains display cuspate, serrated and lobate boundaries
(Figures 17 18, 19 & 20). Some of these grains also exhibit rounded grains with reaction
textures at their core with rims free of apparent alteration. Flame perthite within alkali
feldspar is common. Altered grain boundaries of potassium feldspar grains occur locally
throughout Cozette pluton granitic samples (e.g. AB15-72B and AB15-79B) (Figures 17
& 20). Symplectite intergrowths appear within feldspar grains. Some potassium feldspar
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grains display bulbous myrmekite internally. Many of these potassium feldspar grains
appear with alteration textures adjacent to these myrmekite structures, while the myrmekite
appears unaltered. Within the feldspar rich layers, the orientation of these myrmekite bulbs
is generally adjacent to and oriented toward quartz ribbons S2 contacts (Figure 17). As
noted previously (section 3.1), these symplectite and myrmekite structures observed within
the S2 sheared foliations of the Cozette pluton are commonly associated with high
temperature deformation conditions where reactions are likely to occur during high strain,
fluid interactions or, possibly the presence of melt consistent with high temperature
deformation (>650°C)(Kruhl, 1996; Stipp & Tullis 2003).
Small (<0.1mm) potassium feldspar grains also appear along grain boundaries
within larger plagioclase aggregates at ~120° junctions of these grains, along cuspate
boundaries, and form narrow films with low dihedral angles (<30°). Similar narrow films
of alkali feldspar appear along grain boundaries of quartz ribbons as well as within the
quartz ribbons along subgrains, where elongate potassium feldspar grains lie sub-parallel
to S2. These include wispy fluid inclusion tails trailing into the quartz ribbons (Figure 19).
Widespread blebs of feldspar along grain boundaries of S2 quartz ribbons (Figure 20).
String of bead textures containing likely potassium feldspar also appear along serrated
grain boundaries of quartz ribbons (Figures 19 & 20). Smaller (<<0.1mm) interstitial alkali
feldspar grains occupy zones between larger, altered plagioclase and quartz grains (Figures
18 & 19). These grains display low dihedral angles (<60°, often <30°). Along the long axis
of the quartz ribbons at both the margins of the ribbon as well as within the ribbon, these
smaller grains of quartz and potassium feldspar display both bleb-like and elongate grains
parallel to S2 foliation (Figures 17, 18, 19 & 20). Some of these elongate grains appear
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altered or deformed by fluid inclusion or reaction textures, while others appear
undeformed. Collectively, these structures indicate strongly that S2 structures developed in
the presence of melt. This partial melting likely occurred in more than one episode, as
overprinting fluid inclusion trails overprint both these former melt structures and quartz
ribbon subgrains, while later similar elongate feldspar former structures along quartz
subgrains appear unaltered.
Limited biotite appears both sub-parallel and oblique to S2 foliation in the finergrained matrix of granite-monzogranite samples AB15-72B and AB15-79B (Figures 17,
19, & 20). It appears sub-parallel to these S2 quartz ribbons. Very minor amounts appear
in AB15-72B (<0.1%). In these S2 samples, biotite appears along quartz ribbon boundaries
and within subgrains, appearing to post-date these S2 quartz ribbons. Biotite reaction rims
appear around plagioclase and potassium feldspar grains in feldspar aggregate layers. Here,
limited amounts of epidote present interstitial to these feldspar and plagioclase grains, with
some epidote grains showing zoning (Figures 17 & 21). This biotite and epidote
mineralization developed late, occurring after initial S2-L2 mineralization that formed
quartz ribbons and feldspar aggregate layers.
A notable compositional difference between samples AB15-72B and AB15-79B
is the presence of opaque oxides. While these samples share similar foliation patterns and
compositions, the AB15-72B sample displays very limited oxide mineralization with
grains paralleling S2 (Figure 17). In the monzogranitic sample (AB15-79B), these oxides
are noticeably more widespread, appearing clustered along S2 feldspar aggregates in more
amoeboidal grain shapes, often wrapping around alkali feldspar (Figure 21). These oxides
appear to wrap potassium feldspar grains within feldspar aggregate layers. Elongate
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epidote appears parallel opaque oxides, possibly as a partial-pseudomorph of earlier
mineralization. Limited in overall abundance, opaque concentrations within feldspar
aggregate S2 layers and localized sub-parallel to S2 elongate grains indicates they are a
component of S2 fabric and likely developed during D2.
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Figure 15 Outcrop photos of S2-L2 structures within the Cozette pluton at stations 79-80 and crosscutting pegmatite dike at station
76 (Figure 6). (A) Outcrop photo displaying highly-lineated and foliated S2-L2 fabric at site 80 with biotite stretching L2 lineations.
(B) Northeast-plunging L2 biotite lineations wrap quartz ribbons within an anastomosing S2 foliation at station 79. Note the
sigmoidal, elongate grains, which provide a top to the top-southwest sense of shear. (C) A local, late shear zone that crosscuts the
main S2-L2 fabric at station 79 steeply dips to the northeast. This is a localized, small-scale (~1m wide) shear zone subordinate to
the general S2-L2 structures and likely reflects variation in shearing, which was not observed at other locations. A late pegmatite
dike cuts this D2 shear zone. (D) Outcrop photo of pegmatite dike at station 76, ~0.5 km to the northwest of station AB15-79 (Figure
14-C). Large hornblende and plagioclase feldspar grains (1-5cm) mark the margin of the dike contact with host rock with long axes
sub-orthogonal to this planar contact.
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Figure 16 Photomicrographs of S2-L2 Cozette pluton samples. (A) AB15-72B banded granitic gneiss with large quartz ribbons. The
shear sense in this outcrop is top-southwest. Feldspar grains within S2 feldspar-plagioclase aggregate layers are significantly smaller
than elongate quartz ribbons. (B) Sample AB15-79A gneissic quartz granodiorite with sigmoidal quartz ribbons with biotite define
C' shear bands with top-left shear sense (southwest). Quartz displays undulose extinction, subgrain rotation and defines S2 foliation
along with minor biotite. Within quartz ribbons, elongate grains of feldspar are present. (C) Photomicrograph of sample AB15-72B
with gypsum plate applied, displaying quartz subgrains within S2-parallel quartz ribbons. These quartz ribbons appear locally
serrated oblique-to-suborthogonal to S2 foliation. Samples are under cross-polarized light. The black arrows represent thin section
sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 17 Sample AB15-72B sample close up photomicrograph of Cozette pluton S2 gneissic granite with nearly continuous S2
foliation defined by large quartz ribbons. These large quartz grains contain sub-parallel S2 subgrains overprinted by sub-orthogonal
fluid inclusion trails. Grain boundary migration truncates subgrains and fluid inclusion trails. Biotite is virtually absent. Grain
pinning of quartz with more indurate grains (e.g. opaque oxides, here overprinted by epidote) is evident. Symplectite lamellae appear
on locally on feldspar grains. Small, often elongate or varyingly asymmetric (sigmoidal) alkali feldspar grains or clusters of grains
appear within larger quartz ribbons along subgrains parallel to S2 foliation, while some overprinting of these elongate feldspar along
quartz subgrains represent former melt/melt channels indicate more than episode of these structures formed during D2. Crosspolarized light. The black arrows represent thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow
parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 18 High magnification photomicrograph of the Cozette pluton gneissic granite alkali
feldspar aggregate layer of AB15-72B (Figure 17). Alkali Feldspar and plagioclase both
display widespread serrated grain boundaries, with interstitial grains of unlike mineral
compositions to adjacent, larger grains. These appear as interstitial blebs or elongate
minerals along larger, often serrated, grain boundaries between feldspar-plagioclase grains
in S2 aggregate layers. Large feldspar grains (center of slide) are often symplectic, or
contain myrmekite (Figure 17). Cross-polarized light. The black arrows represent thin
section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the
mineral lineation.
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Figure 19 High magnification photomicrograph of S2 quartz ribbon layer within sample
AB15-72B (Figure 17). Ribbons are comprised of several large quartz grains with
sweeping undulose extinction along S2 parallel subgrains. Quartz ribbons share serrated
boundaries appearing as microfractures with sub-orthogonal orientation to over S2. Here,
observed string of beads textures formed by alkali feldspar grains, possibly representing
former melt along quartz ribbon grain boundaries. These quartz grains also host alkali
feldspar with cuspate and elongate grains with wispy, with long axis parallel to S2 and
sub-parallel to subgrain boundaries. These elongate feldspar inclusions within S2 quartz
are interpreted as former melt channels formed during D2. A zone of possible melt
impoundment appears to link string-of-beads grains within the sub-orthogonal
microfracture to the elongate, S2 parallel feldspar grains interpreted as former melt
channel. Photomicrograph is cross polarized light. The black arrows represent thin
sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the
mineral lineation.
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Figure 20 Photomicrograph of sample AB15-79B Cozette pluton gneissic monzogranite.
Similar to AB15-72B granite, this sample contains widespread quartz ribbons with
elongate S2 foliation-parallel feldspar grains and feldspar films along grain boundaries
as well as interstitial grains with low dihedral (<30°) angles. Lobate and amoeboidal
quartz and alkali feldspar grains are widespread. This sample is noted for its large,
amoeboidal opaque oxide mineralization. Heterogeneous zones of quartz-feldspar
mineralization and apparent alkali feldspar appearing as films or elongate grains along
quartz ribbons subgrains and grain boundaries. Quartz and alkali feldspar appear as blebs
and films within plagioclase-feldspar aggregates throughout the sample. Larger feldspar
grains appear to have internal alteration textures, adjacent to simple-twinned globular
feldspar that appear undeformed. Opaque oxides appear clustered around aggregate
layers and are localized. Photomicrograph is cross-polarized light. The black arrows
represent thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the halfarrow parallels the mineral lineation.
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In contrast to the granite and monzogranite lithologies, the granodiorite appears in
narrow layers (generally >1m thick) that parallel the main S2 gneissic foliation in the
granite/monzogranite along S1 contacts (Figures 12-A & C; Figure 15-B). Quartz ribbons
appear more sigmoidal and discontinuous. Biotite mineralization is widespread, and also
defines L2 lineations with quartz, appearing as an anastomosing constituent of S2 foliation
that wraps asymmetric, sigmoidal grains of quartz and forms along feldspar aggregates
grains in C' shear bands in outcrop (Figure 15-B). This granodiorite appears to develop
contrasting structures in outcrop, locally oblique to general S2-L2 structures (Figure 15-C).
In thin section, the granodiorite sample (sample AB15-79A, station 79) contains mainly
alkali feldspar, plagioclase and lesser quartz with minor (~5%) biotite accompanied by
trace (<1%) amounts of hornblende (Figures 6 & 21). Mafic mineralization is more
dominant, with increased plagioclase composition in relation to alkali feldspar. Quartz
ribbons are spaced and comprise a minor component in relation to plagioclase-feldspar
aggregates. S2 appears defined by a zonal, anastomosing S2 foliation (Figure 21). Quartz
ribbons appear sigmoidal, generally up to 1cm along their long axis, which is oblique to
overall S2 foliation. These quartz ribbons display undulose extinction, and also exhibit
inclusion trails sub-orthogonal to the foliation plane, similar to samples AB15-72B and
AB15-78B discussed earlier in this section. Within the quartz grains, elongate feldspar
grains with biotite appear sub-parallel to subgrains as well as overall S2 foliation (Figures
16-B & 21). Some (late) brittle fracturing penetrates through both the quartz ribbons and
adjacent feldspar-plagioclase aggregates oblique to the S2 foliation plane. This
anastomosing S2 foliation with oblique quartz ribbons with biotite wrapping quartz and
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plagioclase-feldspar aggregates and as inclusions within quartz ribbons, in contrast from
previous samples observed in the Cozette pluton indicating the S2 granodiorite experienced
a different style of deformation during D2.
Aggregate layers comprised of plagioclase and alkali feldspar within this
granodiorite exhibit larger (>2mm) plagioclase feldspar grains, while exhibiting similar
sericite inclusions. Myrmekite is present in limited abundance and appears in finer grains
(<0.5mm) of alkali feldspar (Figure 21). Feldspar grain boundaries often appear polygonal
in these larger feldspar-dominated aggregates. Limited amounts of flame perthite are also
present in the alkali feldspar grains. Some plagioclase grains display microfractures within
larger grains, sub-orthogonal to S2 foliation. Widespread, small (<1.0 mm) alkali feldspar
grains appear to have lobate grain boundaries with highly irregular, often elongate lobate
structures, indicating potential GBM. Some alkali feldspar grains appear to show cuspate
grain boundaries with feldspar or quartz mineralization in pockets or between larger
feldspar grains or in pools along cuspate grain boundaries (Figure 21). Thin feldspar
mineral films appear interstitial to small (<0.5mm) grains with low dihedral angles (<30°).
These microstructures and compositional relationships are consistent with evidence for the
former presence of melt within Cozette pluton S2 structures, indicating they developed
during D2.
The presence of biotite is considerably more prevalent in the granodiorite, and
appears to have formed in more than one phase of mineralization (Figures 21 & 22). At
very high magnification, an earlier phase of biotite appears to be in disequilibrium with
very fine-grained feldspar, appearing as interstitial channels along biotite cleavage planes
that meander and widen toward larger, adjacent feldspar grains (Figure 22); this feldspar
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interstitial to biotite is continuous with adjacent larger, unaltered feldspar grains. Biotite
appears in disequilibrium with feldspar. These textures between biotite and potassium
feldspar indicates the potential for dehydration reactions via the high temperature
breakdown of biotite and the limited production of melt according to various authors
(Levine et al. 2013; Levine et al. 2016) (discussed in chapter 5). Furthermore, a second
generation of biotite grains displays a more blocky dark brown-red appearance, which
appear unaltered relative to the adjacent lighter-colored generation of biotite discussed
above (Figures 21& 22). The apparent multiple phases of biotite mineralization indicate
multiple episodes of hydrous mineralization developed within this granodiorite unit
locally.
Within the granodioritic AB15-78A sample, biotite also appears within
microfractures of S2 quartz ribbons. These quartz ribbons contain potassium feldspar
elongate feldspar grains that parallel subgrains of quartz, similar to likely former melt
feldspar grains within S2 quartz ribbons in the S2 granitic and monzogranite samples (i.e.
AB15-72B, AB15-79B) (Figures 17, 20 & 21). At very high magnification, this
granodiorite sample displays microfractures within S2 quartz ribbons that appear as an
interconnected networks containing biotite; this network appears continuous and connects
with these elongate potassium feldspar grains, partially overprinting them. This indicates
that more than one phase of biotite mineralization developed either during or after D2
deformation that simultaneously produced these elongate feldspar grains within quartz.
Finally, the later biotite mineralization is overprinted by limited amounts of epidote.
Where present, these epidote grains exist interstitial to biotite. This epidote appears zoned
at times, and further pseudomorphing previous mineralization. These epidote grains appear
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to overprint and wrap S2 quartz and feldspar grains as well as likely former melt feldspar
grains previously mentioned, possibly representing late-stage (post-D2) mineralization.
In summary, the Cozette pluton at the peak 1494 domain displays widespread, high
temperature deformation in S2-L2 microstructures. S2 quartz ribbons containing elongate
feldspar grains interpreted as former melt and similar former melt grains within feldspar
aggregates indicate a strong likelihood for partial melting and the former presence of melt
developed during D2. Limited asymmetric grains appear confined to S2 quartz ribbons in
the granite and monzogranite samples, while the anastomosing and zonal S2 foliated
granodiorite sample appears to form shear bands with more obvious indicators for shearing
along with multiple phases of biotite and potential dehydration thereof. These contrasting
styles of microstructural and outcrop-scale deformation suggest D2 deformation developed
heterogeneously within these units as strain is expressed differently within these Cozette
pluton lithologies.
The stations 43/44 domain lies ~5km to the east-northeast of the Peak 1494, and
away from the contact with the Misty pluton (Figure 3). Figure 13 provides representative
samples in outcrop and thin section figures that include samples from the stations 43/44
domain. In outcrop, foliation is not discernible (Figure 13-A). At outcrop scale, these
igneous textures formed prior to D2 deformation and represent primary igneous Cozette
pluton textures. In thin section, sample AB15-43B exhibits large, subhedral alkali feldspar
grains (3-5mm) present within a finer-grained quartz and potassium feldspar (Figure 13-B
& C). Some of these feldspar grains have cuspate grain boundaries and
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Figure 21 Photomicrograph of sample Cozette pluton sample AB15-79A gneissic quartz
granodiorite. This sample shares some similar features to samples AB15-72B and AB1579B. These include elongate, asymmetric feldspar grains within large (5-10+ mm) quartz
ribbons. These ribbons are less elongate, more oblique to foliation and form C' shear
bands wrapped by biotite. Quartz subgrains parallel S2, while appearing oblique to long
axis of quartz ribbons. Small pools around cuspate feldspar grains and near junctions of
unlike grains appear to be occupied by former melt, which are also less prevalent
compared to AB16-72B. Opaque oxides are not readily observed in this sample (Figure
16). Photomicrograph is cross polarized light. The black arrows represent thin section
sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the
mineral lineation.
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Figure 22 Photomicrograph of biotite-feldspar reaction texture at very high magnification
from sample AB15-79A. Meandering mineralization of feldspar along cleavage planes
of biotite defines a between feldspar and biotite. Successively wider zones of feldspar
mineralization develop interstitially within biotite cleavage planes progressing toward
adjacent feldspar grains. These textures are localized to the early, mottled biotite in
Figure 21.
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undulose extinction, while other alkali feldspar and plagioclase grains appear to share
polygonal (120°) junctions. Lobes of myrmekite appear within some of these alkali
feldspar grains. Deformed (bent) twins are present in some alkali feldspar and plagioclase,
while myrmekite lobes in some feldspar grains truncate these bent twins. Sericite appears
to have altered the majority of feldspars and plagioclase; sericite alteration appears within
the core of plagioclase and alkali feldspar grains, while margins appear undeformed. The
development of myrmekite, cuspate and lobate grain boundaries in feldspar and plagioclase
indicate the original Cozette pluton protolith experienced high temperature, crystal plastic
deformation likely in the presence of fluids (section 3.1).
Quartz grains vary in size from larger (1-3mm) to small, interstitial grains
(<1mm). These quartz grains often appear amoeboidal, with the subgrains appearing to
have undulose extinction with localized chessboard extinction occurs within these quartz
grains (Figure 13-B). Fine-grained (<0.1mm) amoeboidal quartz grains also appear to
occupy pools around cuspate alkali feldspar grains. Within some quartz grains, inclusion
trails appear in parallel sets. Rounded quartz grains appear as inclusions at junctions of
microfractures within feldspar grains, and interstitially between larger grains of feldspar
and quartz, appearing as blebs or films (Figure 13B-C). Chessboard extinction and lobate
grains of quartz are of particular importance, as they are commonly observed as
dynamically recrystalized microstructures forming in temperatures in excess of 650°C
(Kruhl 1996; section 3.1). These high temperature conditions coincide with the very-fine
grained quartz and alkali feldspar former melt.
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Micaceous mineralization appears multi-phased and compositionally diverse.
Late biotite appears to wrap plagioclase grains, and also envelopes rutile and garnet grains
as coronas. Several larger grains (~5mm) of feldspar also display late parallel
microfractures that contain biotite. These microfractures do not crosscut the myrmekite
lobes in these alkali feldspar grains. Zones of fine-grained feldspar appear to be a distinct,
later phase of mineralization and contain muscovite. Muscovite also appear as coronas on
rutile grains. Finally, late chlorite mineralization appears to overprint biotite. These various
textures of micaceous minerals do not display any preferred orientation. Biotite and
muscovite generally partially overprint alkali feldspar, while myrmekite within these
feldspar grains appear to act as a boundary for biotite mineralization. Chlorite appears to
partially-pseudomorph biotite, likely post-dating high temperature conditions that
produced the former melt mineral structures that formed under higher temperatures. These
textures indicate that, while high temperature microstructures developed here within the
Cozette pluton, the lack of S2 foliations or sheared structures at this eastern margin of the
Cozette Burn provides a useful marker for D2 deformation that is widespread within the
Cozette pluton to the west.
3.3.3 D2 Fine-grained diorite dikes and pegmatite dikes
Narrow (cm-m width) fine-grained dioritic dikes lie parallel to the sheeted S2
granite, monzogranite and granodiorite of the Cozette pluton (Figures 11 & 12). These
dioritic dikes are mainly defined by compositions of alkali feldspar and plagioclase
aggregates along with hornblende. These dikes display fine-grained gneissic banding and
shared S2 foliation with that of adjacent Cozette pluton host rock. These dikes appear
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isoclinally folded and ptigmatic with fold hinges both parallel and oblique to S2. Two
peculiarities arise in observing this package of D2 deformed diorite dikes and Cozette
pluton host rocks. First, these dikes and their host rock appear broadly warped at outcrop
scale. This warping affects all S2 foliations in both the Cozette pluton and within these
diorite dikes, locally, within the middle sheet and upper sheets of the Cozette pluton at
stations 79-81, 82, 86 and 87 (Figures 8 & 13). A second observation involves dilational
fracturing, which occurred after this earlier S2 structures formed with subsequent intrusion
of lighter colored (felsic) material both parallel and oblique to the S2 foliated package
(Figure 23). This resulted in brittle deformation of the dikes, with notable opposing senses
of apparent displacement and injection of felsic material in the dilation zones (Figure 24).
This establishes an intrusive sequence where the diorite first intruded, then experienced
folding, and subsequent intrusion by more felsic material along dilational fractures.
In petrographic analysis, sample AB15-72A represents these D2 deformed diorite
dikes, with primary mineralization defined by plagioclase, biotite and hornblende.
Hornblende and biotite define S2 foliation, which appears weak in thin section, while it is
more apparent in outcrop and hand sample (Figures 15, 25, & 26). The S2 foliation is
generally defined by hornblende with lesser biotite. Hornblende grains display skeletal
textures and as coronas around relict orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. Fine grained
(<<0.1mm) alkali feldspar, plagioclase and quartz appear as blebs and elongate, unaltered
grains in patchwork textures associated these skeletal hornblende textures. These finegrained, quartz and feldspar grains appear unaltered. Large (>1.0 mm) plagioclase displays
widespread alteration textures including sericite (white mica) and biotite within these large,
generally subhedral grains. Some plagioclase and alkali feldspar grain boundaries display
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evidence of recovery with polygonal boundaries. Smaller (<0.5mm) plagioclase grains
display grain cuspate boundaries and fine grained (<0.1 mm) unaltered grains with low
dihedral angles (<30°) (Figures 26 & 27). Plagioclase and alkali feldspar grains within
plagioclase-feldspar aggregates do not display a strong shape-preferred orientation,
appearing as a lower-strain S2 gneissic diorite without strong evidence for sheared
structures in relation to adjacent Cozette pluton units, where S2 foliations contain sheared
structures (e.g. shear bands, sigmoidal quartz ribbons). Unaltered, adjacent small grains of
feldspar and quartz along grain boundaries interstitial to larger, altered grains suggest they
represent pockets of former melt developed after the formation of the original igneous
fabric associated with an intrusive dike.
Another set of intrusive dikes form at the peak 1494 domain, and cut S2 structures.
These felsic-to-intermediate pegmatite dikes appear to intrude along S2 foliation observed
at two locations: At station 75, an undeformed leucodiorite pegmatite intrudes parallel to S2
sheared Cozette granite dipping moderately to the north. At station 88, a granitemonzogranite undeformed pegmatite dike intrudes the Misty pluton during D2, dipping
moderately to the northwest. I consider these S2-parallel, undeformed pegmatite dikes as
having intruded after earlier S2-L2 structures previously described. Elsewhere, these
pegmatite dikes appear deformed by D2. While they share similar textural, grainsize and
compositional features as the pegmatite dikes that cut S2-L2 structures (Figure 15-C & D),
the S2-parallel geometry distinguishes them as a separate feature within the host rock.
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Figure 23 Outcrop photographs of diorite dikes and Cozette pluton deformed during D2. (A) Ptygmatically-folded diorite dikes,
where folding occurred after initial emplacement during D2. Dilation fractures with injection appear to show apparent reverse-sense
offset (red arrows). This felsic material appears to intrude the diorite dikes both parallel and oblique to S2 foliation. (B) This figure
displays localized, S2 layer-parallel intrusion of felsic material within folded diorite dike parallel to S2 foliation within tightly folded
diorite dikes.
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Figure 24 D2 folded and foliate diorite dikes intruding the Cozette pluton granites offset by oblique brittle fracture, dilation and
melt injection in apparent conjugate sets. Conjugates represented in A, B, & C with felsic material injected into diorite dikes. (C)
Displays multiple episodes of fracture, offset and injection as dikes are progressively deformed by localized embrittlement and
dilation.
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3.3.4 D2 Misty pluton structures
A suite of variably deformed diorite, leucodiorite and locally monzodiorite
defines the Misty pluton. These lithologies host enclaves and xenoliths of hornblendegarnet diorite and amphibolite (Figures 25 & 28). Observations by Allibone et al. (2009b)
provided the basis for the identifying the Misty pluton in the field, involving the following
criteria: (1.) diorite, leucodiorite, monzodiorite and monzonite compositions with a distinct
low abundance or absence of quartz; (2.) igneous textures and zones of magma mingling
that contain variable xenoliths; (3.) locally, the presence of hornblende-garnet mafic and
ultramafic rafts or lenses; (4) diorite and leucodiorite metamorphosed at medium to high
pressure, including amphibolite facies assemblages that display hornblende with biotite as
well as garnet-granulite facies (Klepeis et al. 2004); (5) two pyroxene mineralization with
hornblende and minor quartz on peripheral zones of the pluton; (6) shallow to moderately
dipping (<45°) foliations that may represent local magmatic foliations cut by later steeplydipping north northeast striking foliations (Allibone et al. 2009a). These criteria provided
a useful guide for identifying mineral assemblages and structures associated with the Misty
pluton, and are applied here and again in chapter 4 in correlating fabrics that developed
within the Misty pluton across the domains at peaks 1494 and 1634.
At peak 1494, the Misty pluton displays similar sheeted architecture in contact
with Cozette pluton along S2 lithologic contacts (Figures 6, 9 & 11). This sheeted
architecture forms a general southwest-northeast oriented contact along the western
Cozette Burn (Figure 3). The Misty pluton exhibits both narrow (~1m) through massive
(100's m) thick dioritic-leucodiorite sheets around stations 72-74, 82/86, 83, 84/85, and
88/90 (Figures 6 & 11). S2 foliations display mafic-felsic compositional layering, where
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Figure 25 Photomicrographs of S2-foliated diorite dikes and amphibolite xenoliths at the peak 1494 domain. This includes finegrained diorite dikes with S2 foliation (A & C) and hornblende amphibolite rafts within the Misty pluton that also exhibit S2 foliation
(B). (A) A thin section photomicrograph from of sample AB15-72A taken from a diorite dike shows hornblende with biotite
mineralization within matrix of plagioclase with more minor alkali feldspar lacking preferred orientation. Plagioclase commonly
displays sericite alteration and inclusions of biotite sub-parallel to S2 foliation. Hornblende reaction rims formed around relict
orthopyroxene cores adjacent to very fine-grained (<<0.1mm) quartz and feldspar grains appear rounded. (B) Sample AB15-78HBB from station AB15-78HB/83 displays a hornblende diorite raft within the Misty pluton, likely derived from pre-D2 source and
hosted by the Misty pluton. This xenolith shows hornblende defining S2 foliation and pyroxene relict grains are overprinted by
biotite, which in turn exhibit later overprinting of chlorite. This xenolith sample appears to be the most foliate observed in the Misty
pluton. (C) Plagioclase textures of AB15-72A with a larger field of view of (A); this sample shows general polygonal grain
boundaries, while plagioclase appears widely sericitized and biotite is minor and subparallel to S2. Photomicrographs are cross
polarized light. The black arrows represent thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow
parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 26 A second photomicrograph of AB15-72A, this illustrates the skeletal
hornblende and patchwork mineralization forming around relict pyroxene in the diorite
dike (see Figure 12-A for outcrop scale photograph). Hornblende appears as coronas
around altered pyroxene. Arrows indicate examples of presence of fine-grained blebs of
quartz and alkali feldspar in patchwork mineralization around relict pyroxene skeletal
grains. These small, unaltered grains appear at junctions between larger plagioclase and
hornblende grains along with the relict pyroxene grain. These fine-grained blebs often
display low dihedral angles. Some grains of quartz or alkali feldspar appear as films that
wrap hornblende grains. Two distinct textures of hornblende are present: skeletal
hornblende in rims around relict pyroxene and non-skeletal, S2 parallel hornblende.
Limited grains of plagioclase appear lobate, suggesting high temperature conditions. The
black arrows represent thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up,
while the half-arrow parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 27 AB15-72A D2 deformed fine-grained diorite dike at high magnification,
illustrating high temperature conditions with former melt alkali feldspar and quartz
grains. These small former melt grains lie adjacent to altered plagioclase grains. Lobate
plagioclase grains and plagioclase-plagioclase grain boundary migration indicate high
temperature conditions. Former presence of alkali feldspar melt appear interstitial to
these larger host grains, forming films (arrows). These small grains occupy pools and
films with low dihedral angles along grain boundaries, while also form inclusions within
host grains. A key disparity in alteration textures appears between larger host grains and
interstitial alkali feldspar grains representing former melt adjacent to larger plagioclase
grains is apparent. These larger plagioclase grains display late inclusion trails and
alteration textures, while former melt grains appear relatively free of alteration reaction
textures. Photomicrograph is cross polarized light.
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the Misty pluton magmatic foliation becomes increasingly pronounced and parallel with
S2 along contact with the Cozette pluton S2 foliation (Figure 28-C). L2 mineral lineations
appear limited within the Misty pluton at the peak 1494 domain to zones along contacts
with the Cozette pluton (Figure 28-C). L2 lineations are defined by hornblende with biotite.
S2 foliations are defined by gneissic hornblende and plagioclase-feldspar aggregates bands.
Similar mafic-felsic layering occurs in Misty pluton exposures away from S2 contacts with
the Cozette pluton, forming magmatic tiling of enclaves between S2 foliations (e.g. station
89, Figure 29). Here, the Misty pluton exhibits no evidence of shearing. These Misty pluton
S2-L2 foliations and lineations appear limited to contacts with the Cozette pluton, indicating
S2-L2 fabrics of the Misty pluton, defined by this localized foliation and compositional
layering along contacts, developed during magmatic emplacement of the Misty pluton that
parallel S2 foliations of the Cozette pluton along magmatic contacts (discussed in section
4.2).
Allibone et al. (2009b) observed the Misty pluton diorite as comprising relict,
two-pyroxene mineral assemblage altered to hornblende. Observable pyroxene appear
rarely in thin section within the Misty pluton (sample AB15-86A). This two-pyroxene
assemblage appears in disequilibrium with hornblende reaction coronas (Figure 30). These
relict pyroxenes appear as cores with skeletal hornblende rims, forming symplectic textures
with minor quartz and alkali feldspar. Non-skeletal, more massive hornblende grains define
S2. Locally, hornblende appears overprinted by actinolite partial-pseudomorphs. These
hydrous reactions indicate at least two phases of mineralization: an early phase involving
metamorphic hornblende developing around original igneous pyroxene during D2 and
forming S2-L2 hornblende locally, and a latter phase of limited actinolite mineralization
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overprinting this hornblende. This indicates subsequent metamorphism developed after D2
hornblende mineralization.
Sample AB15-78HB-B from station 83 represents a xenolith within the Misty
pluton comprised of hornblende diorite/amphibolite with biotite (Figure 25-B). In thin
section, hornblende dominates this sample, and along with minor biotite defines S2
foliation. The parallel foliation appears zonal-to-continuous. Biotite can be parallel or
oblique to foliation, appearing to overprint hornblende. Opaque oxide mineralization is
widespread, and generally appears subparallel orientations to S2. Grainsize of the both
hornblende and plagioclase generally measures <1.0 mm. While this the hornblendeplagioclase-biotite matrix is generally finer-grained, there are sporadic, larger (1-3mm)
plagioclase grains that display sericitic alteration. These gains appear generally subhedral
relative to the surrounding finer-grained, elongate hornblende grains in the matrix. Biotite
appears to overprint these plagioclase grains parallel to S2 foliation. S2 Hornblende appears
to have reaction rims with late epidote. These S2 hornblende foliations are primarily
associated with the D2 deformation event in this sample, while biotite along with epidote
appears as a later mineral growth during D2 event relative to hornblende, indicating
hydrous mineral growth varied during D2.
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Figure 28 Misty pluton outcrop photos from the peak the 1494 domain showing D2 magmatic features. (A) A close up outcrop
photograph showing locally foliate garnet hornblende diorite xenolith within the Misty pluton at station 84 near the summit of Peak
1494 (Figure 6). No foliation is observed in the outcrop here, though the xenolith displays foliation, with the long axis of the xenolith
parallel with nearby S2 contacts with the Cozette pluton. (B) A close up photograph of a garnet amphibolite raft at Peak 1494 in
contact with hornblende diorite Misty pluton that hosts it. This garnet amphibolite lacks discernible foliation, while the xenolith
appears sub-parallel with the nearby contact with between Misty and Cozette plutons. (C) This outcrop photo of the contact between
the Misty and Cozette plutons at the peak 1494 domain displays the S2 contact with S2 foliations between the Misty and Cozette
plutons. S2 formed during D2 emplacement of the Misty pluton, forming the MSZ at station 90 (Figure 6). This station lies at the
structurally lowest and easternmost contact between Misty and Cozette plutons at the peak 1494 domain observed during fieldwork.
The Misty pluton displays S2 magmatic foliations with compositional layering of more felsic layers with more mafic layers near and
along the contact with the Cozette pluton. At greater distances (>50m) from Cozette pluton contacts, the Misty pluton displays
magmatic structures that do not share similar orientation to the S2 contact of the Misty and Cozette plutons at the middle of photo.
The Cozette pluton displays widespread S2-L2 within the footwall, which appear affected by later D3 deformation, forming a domed
lozenge within this footwall, deflecting S2-L2 Cozette pluton foliations and lineations.
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Figure 29 An outcrop photo of magmatic textures formed during D2 within the Misty
pluton at the peak 1494 domain (station 89). Magmatic foliations appear in parallel sets
separated by a zone showing tiling of magmatic enclaves (inset, lower section of
outcrop). The mafic-felsic foliations represent magmatic interlayering, while the tiling
shows alignment of enclaves. These D2-associated structures exhibit no evidence of
shearing along these S2 magmatic foliations.
`
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Figure 30 Photomicrograph of Misty pluton sample AB15-86A with relict pyroxene
surrounded by hornblende, which forms the S2 foliation. Very fine-grained quartz and
feldspar mineralization appears with low dihedral angles (<30°) interstitial to larger
plagioclase grains. Opaque oxide mineralization exists in proximity to relict pyroxene
with hornblende rims. Biotite is in very limited abundance, and is locally overprinted by
epidote. Limited hornblende with biotite forms the S2 foliation.
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Plagioclase and biotite overprint or surround relict mineralization (likely
pyroxene) accompanied by chlorite and opaque mineralization forming limited
porphyroclasts. S2 hornblende also appears to wrap these porphyroclasts, and is in turn
overprinted by chlorite. Opaque oxide mineralization also developed within these
porphyroclasts, while biotite and chlorite appear subparallel to S2 foliation along the
margins of these grains. Very fine-grained opaque mineralization appears parallel to S2.
The fine-grained mineralization of biotite and chlorite anastomoses around hornblende and
relict grains and post-dates the primary S2 hornblende and opaque oxide mineralization. At
the core of these porphyroclasts, late, limited chlorite alteration suggests a later phase of
hydrous alteration after biotite, both appearing formed after S2 hornblende and biotite.
The peak 1634 domain displays vary degrees of S2 structures deformed during D2
in the Misty pluton. Hornblende defines S2 foliation and L2 lineation accompanied by
biotite (Figures 5 & 32B-C). Weak S2 foliations in the Misty pluton defined by plagioclase
and hornblende layers in the western extent of this domain, possibly representing an early
magmatic foliation. Eastward, a transition appears with mafic-felsic layering that forms
upright folded S2-L2 structures toward the faulted contact to the east (Figures 5, 8, & 31A). This shift in strain represents continued deformation during D2 as Misty pluton
emplacement continued.
To the far west at the peak 1634 domain, the most westerly and structurally
uppermost stations 05-3-1 through 05-03-3 display hornblende-defined gneissic S2
foliation observed in outcrop, though not observed in thin section (Figures 5 & 32-A).
Sample 05-03-1 displays largely subhedral plagioclase and hornblende with biotite.
Limited relict pyroxene-cored grains appear with hornblende coronas. Plagioclase and
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hornblende grains are generally subhedral. This represents a primarily igneous texture that
is weakly deformed by D2, where weak S2 foliation is only apparent in outcrop.
To the east, below the screen of Irene Complex and slice of Cozette pluton, more
pronounced S2-L2 structures formed during D2 in the Misty pluton. These show S2-L2
gneissic banding of plagioclase and hornblende layers in thin section (sample 05-03-8,
Figure 32-B). Hornblende with biotite defines S2 foliation and L2 lineation. These
hornblende-biotite layers also contain epidote. Some hornblende grains appear skeletal in
texture within the hornblende-biotite S2 layers. Within these bands, very fine-grained
(<<0.1mm) alkali feldspar and quartz appear as patchwork textures or blebs amongst the
hornblende and biotite that define these S2 layers. This disseminated, fine-grained
mineralization appears similar to the textures observed in sample AB15-72A and AB1586A at the Peak 1494 study area, with similar hydrous mineralization and associated
patchwork textures (Figures 26 & 30). These S2-L2 textures and microstructures mark the
transition between the western (weakly foliated) Misty pluton exposures and gneissic S2L2 structures within the Misty pluton exposures that appear as tight, upright folds to the
east (discussed below).
Toward the eastern faulted contact with calc-silicates, gneissic diorites and quartzbiotite gneisses of the Irene Complex as well as the Robin gneiss, the Misty pluton S2-L2
gneissic fabrics at station 05-02-1 appears as upright, tight folds with steeply dipping limbs
in outcrop (Figure 31-A). In thin section, this sample exhibits more pronounced S2 gneissic
layers of plagioclase and hornblende accompanied by biotite (Figure 32-C). S2 foliation
appears more discontinuous. Epidote mineralization appears as late very small (>0.1mm)
inclusions within plagioclase and hornblende. Plagioclase displays rare cuspate grains of
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larger (>1mm) grains, while also appearing altered by sericite. Quartz and alkali feldspar
grains form low (<60°) dihedral angles as small (<<0.1mm) interstitial grains between
larger grains in these aggregate layers. S2-L2 textures share similar hornblende-biotite S2
foliation and L2 lineations of the samples to the west discussed previously at the peak 1634
domain. Plagioclase and feldspar layers appear dominant, while hornblende-biotite
gneissic layering is discontinuous and limited (Figure 32-C). These hornblende and
feldspar-quartz patchwork textures are consistent within S2-L2 textures of the Misty pluton
observed elsewhere around the Cozette Burn that developed during D2. A summary of S2L2 hand samples and thin section photomicrographs from the peak 1634 domain is provided
in Figure 33.
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Figure 31 Peak 1634 domain outcrop photos of the D2 and D3 features observed within
the Misty pluton. (A) Upright folding of S2 felsic-mafic Misty pluton layers defined by
diorite-leucodiorite near the eastern faulted contact. (B) S3 protomylonitic shear bands
within the Misty pluton diorite with top-southwest shear sense. (C & D) The upright folds
that formed during D2 within the Misty pluton (lower left) was cut by a later S3 mylonitic
foliation (upper right).
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Figure 32 Misty pluton photomicrographs from the peak 1634 domain showing S2 hornblende and biotite foliations that formed
during D2. (A) Sample 5-03-1 does not show the S2 foliation in thin section, while outcrop observations indicate weak S2 at this
westernmost portion of the domain. This suggests a possible magmatic foliation. (B) The Misty pluton exposure below the Irene
complex screen and Cozette pluton contact in the western zone of peak 1634 domain, station 05-03-8. This sample displays S2
foliation, which is more pronounced and defined by hornblende with biotite in an anastomosing foliation around large plagioclase
aggregates with irregular grain boundaries. Very fine-grained alkali feldspar and quartz grains appear as patchwork textures in
these hornblende-biotite layers. (C) Misty pluton diorite sample representative of Misty pluton deformed by D2, forming tight,
upright folds with discontinuous S2 hornblende and biotite-defined foliation near the eastern faulted contact with Robin gneiss and
Irene Complex. Within the plagioclase-feldspar S2 layers, plagioclase and alkali feldspar grains display both cuspate and polygonal
grain boundaries. Epidote appears as late, partial pseudomorph. Photomicrographs are cross polarized light. Note scale. The black
arrows represent thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 33 Hand sample and thin section comparison of the peak 1634 domain samples
displaying contrasting S2 and S3 textures. Hand samples (left) and cross-polarized light
thin sections (right). An increasingly pronounced gneissic texture is apparent in S2 in a
west to east gradient (top three samples) of locally unfoliated or weakly foliated (likely
magmatic foliations) Misty pluton in the west (05-03-1) transitioning into foliated S2-L2
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gneissic Misty pluton (05-03-8) samples with outcrops displaying tight, upright folded
Misty pluton that formed during D2 along its eastern margin (05-02-1) (see Figures 5 &
8 for location). Samples 05-03-06 through 05-02-4c (bottom four pairs) exhibit S3 high
strain mylonitic fabrics that formed during D3, while 05-02-4C displays S4 brittle fault
textures that cut S3 mylonites within the Misty pluton.
3.4 D3 mylonitic shear zones
Mylonitic S3-L3 structures crosscut S2 structures at both peak 1494 and the peak
1634 (Figures 5, 6, 8 & 9). The D3 event is observed at both peak 1494 and peak 1634
domains at outcrop-scale, where S3-L3 localized mylonitic shear zones cut or overprint S2L2 (Figures 31-B & C, 34, 35, & 36). These D3 shear zones represent higher strain shear
zones, forming S3 mylonitic textures identified as protomylonite, mylonite and
ultramylonites (see section 2.6, Figure 10 for summary). As these mylonitic structures cut
S2 structures and represent a distinct, high-strain style of deformation, they are described
here as the D3 deformation event.

3.4.1 D3 Structures at Peak 1494 domain
At peak 1494, these S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones are highly localized and focused
within the Cozette pluton near contacts with the Misty pluton (Figures 6 & 9).
Protomylonitic to ultramylonitic textures define the S3-L3 shear zones, cutting and
deflecting S2-L2 structures in the Cozette pluton and S2 magmatic foliations in the Misty
pluton contacts with Cozette pluton (Figure 34). This mylonitzation (grainsize reduction)
intensifies as it narrows into S3 shear zones (Figure 35). These S3 are oriented oblique to
S2 MSZ fabrics (Figures 35 & 36). These D3 mylonites represent a greater localization of
shearing along meter to meters-wide corridors when compared with D2.
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The degree of mylonitzation (i.e. relative amount of mylonitic relative to the
overall texture) at peak 1494 is most readily observable in thin section. Sample AB15-86B
displays a protomylonite texture with aggregates of pre-existing plagioclase and feldspar
with quartz comprise the majority of the sample (station 86, Figures 6 & 37-A). The
mylonitized zones exhibit fine-grained, dynamically recrystalized quartz with biotite that
anastomoses around large, sigmoidal feldspar-plagioclase aggregates, which preserve D2
deformation. Quartz exhibits distinctly bimodal grainsize: large (1-2+mm) quartz grains
are prevalent between C-planes of C' shear bands, while fine-grained quartz (<<0.1mm)
with biotite compose the majority of C-planes (shear planes) (Figure 37-A). Chlorite
appears within these S3 mylonite zones as well. Relict, large (>1mm) porphyroclasts of
alkali feldspar appear with inclusions (late epidote, mainly). The dynamicallyrecrystalized, very fine-grained quartz accompanied by chlorite indicate a distinct
mineralization that suggests S3 mylonites formed shear zones under higher-strain, though
possibly under lower-temperatures than earlier (D2) deformation
The largest exposure of the S3-L3 mylonites and ultramylonites at peak 1494 occurs
between stations 82 and 86, where the D3 cut S2-L2 along narrow, high strain zone of S3-L3
mylonitic Cozette pluton. Here, large scale folding of the Cozette pluton within S2 foliated
units developed in the footwall below the S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones, forming domed
structures here (Figure 6, 9 & 34). This large-scale folding and doming can be considered
a product of D3 deformation as S2-L2 structures within the Cozette pluton are deformed, yet
not displaying mylonitic textures that defines S3 shear zones.
At the peak 1494 domain, station 82 S3-L3 mylonites display a more continuous,
mylonitized matrix and form C' shear bands defined by quartz with biotite compared to the
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station 86 protomylonite discussed previously (Figure 37 A-D). The prevalence of large
(>1.0mm) plagioclase-feldspar grains becomes increasingly limited to sigmoidal
porphyroclasts. Very fine-grained (<<0.1mm) quartz and alkali feldspar along with biotite
define S3 mylonite-ultramylonite C-planes and the general fabric at station 82, with limited
sigmoidal feldspar porphyroclasts with asymmetric quartz-feldspathic tails. These
sigmoidal alkali feldspar and plagioclase porphyroclasts with pressure shadows help define
shear sense along with C' shear band geometries of top- west shear sense during D3.
Chlorite appears locally with biotite and alkali feldspar to form S3 shear bands, indicating
D3 formed under lower temperatures compared to earlier deformation. Figure 37 (B-C)
depicts this transition from mylonite to ultramylonite in the S3 fabrics.
At station 82, the most intensely deformed S3-L3 fabrics appear as ultramylonites
with near-complete mylonitzation of the rock in S3-L3 fabrics (Figures 6, 37 C-D, & 38 AD). Alkali feldspar and plagioclase porphyroclasts display limited perthitic twinning.
Biotite defines shear bands with quartz in C-planes. Asymmetric (sigmoidal) feldspar
porphyroclasts in mylonites display window-structures of distinct asymmetric myrmekite
with consistent geometries relative to overall S3 foliation (Figure 38). These
microstructures indicate both high strain and myrmekite formed along feldspar
porphryoclast grain boundaries formed in S3 mylonites during D3.
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Figure 34 Panorama photo of the main S3-L3 mylonitic shear zonethat cuts S2-L2
structures at the Peak 1494 domain. The upper image highlights the S3 mylonitic zones
that cut D2 MSZ fabrics in the lower photo. This fabric deflection appears evident in
lower-right and upper right (S2 foliation of the Cozette pluton). Cozette pluton S2-L2
fabric appears broadly folded within the footwall below S3 mylonites, forming domed
structures. Deflected Misty pluton S2 foliations are visible to the left side of photo, where
S3 mylonites appear as narrow zones near within the Cozette pluton along contact with
the Misty pluton. Top-west shear sense (apparent normal) is apparent along moderate,
west-dipping/plunging S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones within the Cozette pluton.

Figure 35 Station AB15-87 S3-L3 mylonitic shear zone within the Cozette pluton
displaying the deflected S2 foliation defined by biotite and quartz within an S3 mylonitic
pod. S3-L3 quartz ribbons and biotite define foliation and appear increasingly mylonitized
along with feldspar. Biotite and quartz ribbons define L3. These asymmetric shear bands
indicate the hanging wall moved to the to the west during D3 deformation (top-west shear
sense, red arrows).
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Figure 36 Station AB15-78HB/83 at Peak 1494 outcrop photograph (right) and sketch
(right) defining the deformed gneissic granitic S2-L2 Cozette pluton and Misty pluton
deformed by D3, forming an S3-L3 mylonitic shear zone in the Cozette pluton (see Figure
6 for location). This is the most northwestern (upper) sheet contact between the Cozette
pluton and the Misty pluton. Here, the hanging wall moved west relative to the footwall
during D3, where S3-L3 mylonitic shear zone within the Cozette pluton dips moderately
to the west with west-plunging lineation. Sense of displacement is hanging wall top-west
(apparent normal sense).
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Figure 37 Photomicrographs examples of high-strain S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones in the Cozette pluton from the peak 1494 domain.
Shear sense is top-right (west) indicated by red arrows. (A) S3-L3 protomylonite close-up station 86 with limited (< 20%) mylonitized
quartz and feldspar matrix, and comprise C-planes of C' shear bands (highlighted). Aggregate layers display similar cuspate grain
boundaries that wrap relict grains preserving S2 fabrics. This is a close-up of the C' shear band; overall shear sense is topwest/southwest (not apparent at this magnification, see Figure 14, sample AB15-86B). (B) S3 mylonite (sample 15AB-82A) from
station 82 exhibits S3 mylonitic matrix. Sigmoidal feldspar porphyroclasts are widespread with dynamically recrystalized tails of
quartz and feldspar. Top-west shear sense (red arrows). (C) Wider scale view of AB15-82A mylonitic texture from station 82 Cozette
pluton sample (15AB-82A) with limited porphyroclasts contained within the S3 matrix. This mylonite forms C' shear band foliations
defined by fine-grained quartz and biotite subparallel to S3, with rounded feldspar porphyroclasts with a top west-southwest shear
sense. (D) C' shear band ultramylonitic matrix with porphyroclasts nearly nonexistent. Only vey large, sigmoidal feldspar
porphyroclasts with recrystalized fine-grained quartz tails remain within the mainly recrystalized C' shear band matrix. These
porphyroclasts contain limited syn-D3 myrmekite (Figure 38). Photomicrographs are cross-polarized view. The black arrows represent
thin section sample orientation, with full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the mineral lineation.
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Figure 38 S3-L3 myrmekite in feldspar porphyroclasts within S3-L3 ultramylonite from station 82 (Figure 17). Porphyroclasts of
asymmetric feldspar with fine-grained tails of dynamically recrystalized quartz in crossed-polarized light (left, A & C) and coupled
with their plane-polarized light images (right, figures B & D) S3 foliation is defined by quartz and biotite in shear bands.
Asymmetric subgrain development within porhyclasts shows progressive growth of window structures (lobate myrmekite) along
high-strain porphryoclast grain boundaries of host alkali feldspar and plagioclase grains (A & C). These structures were only
observed in one thin section (AB15-82D) from station 82 at Peak 1494 domain. Photomicrographs are cross-polarized view.
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Figure 39 Photomicrographs of S3-L3 mylonitic D3 shear zone examples from the the
peak 1634 domain. (A) Protomylonite texture represents the S3 higher-strain shear zone
that formed within the Cozette pluton, with muscovite and biotite defining C' shear band
with largely undeformed feldspar aggregates with polygonal grain boundaries. Topsouthwest shear sense (red arrows) (B) Misty pluton diorite with hornblende and biotite
accompanied by chlorite in S3 sheared foliation. C' shear band exhibits deformed (bent)
hornblende overprinted locally by chlorite with epidote in the sheared matrix that is
overprinted by S4-L4 cataclasite. Top-southwest shear sense. (C) Misty pluton diorite
displaying S3 protomylonitic texture overprinted by cataclasite in a C' shear band.
Hornblende accompanies biotite with chlorite. Shear sense is top-southwest (red arrows)
(D) Misty pluton diorite displaying C' shear band forming S3 mylonite with quartz and
biotite along with chlorite and epidote, appearing to have formed during D3. Topsouthwest shear sense. The black arrows represent thin section sample orientation, with
full arrow indicating up, while the half-arrow parallels the mineral lineation.

3.4.2 D3 structures at the peak 1634 domain
The Peak 1634 Domain contains a limited exposure of D3 mylonitized Cozette
pluton that lies structurally sandwiched between the screen of the Irene Complex to the
west and the Misty pluton to the east at stations 05-03-6 and 05-03-7 (Figures 3 5 8, & 39A). Here, Cozette pluton S3-L3 foliations and lineations are defined by dynamically
recrystalized, fine-grained quartz accompanied by fine-grained biotite in anastomosing C'
shear bands, within a protomylonitic texture (sample 05-03-6) (Figure 39-A). Alkali
feldspar and plagioclase aggregates form small (<1.0 mm) subhedral grains in aggregate
layers as well as elongate and lobate grains (<0.1mm) that anastomose around larger grains.
Biotite appears within these layers as well, overprinting plagioclase and alkali feldspar.
Epidote along with muscovite appears to overprint these minerals within these aggregate
layers, while muscovite also appears within C-planes of C' shear bands with recrystalized
quartz and biotite. The Cozette pluton here deformed by D3 appears similar to peak 1494
D3 protomylonites, while the presence of widespread, muscovite in this sample
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distinguishes it from that S3 protomylonite sample from the peak 1494 domain, where no
muscovite mineralization is observed within the Cozette pluton.
Within the Misty pluton at the peak 1634 domain, S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones
also developed locally within the Misty pluton along its eastern margin (Figures 5 & 8).
These mylonitic S3-L3 structures appear to exploit the upright, tightly folded S2 foliations
at the eastern extent of the Misty pluton (Figure 31 A-D). This Misty pluton S3-L3 mylonitic
shear zone appears at stations 05-02-2 through the structurally lower stations 05-02-03 and
05-02-4 along the eastern extent of the Misty pluton at this field site. In thin section, these
S3 textures appear as protomylonites, though locally overprinted by later S4 brittle
structures that developed during later (D4) deformation (discussed in the following
section). A plagioclase and alkali feldspar matrix defines S3 within the Misty pluton, with
fine-grained hornblende and biotite defining C-planes of C' shear bands. Chlorite and
epidote also define these C' shear bands, forming S3 mylonitic foliaitons (Figure 39-B).
Station 05-02-2 displays L3 lineated hornblende diorite with garnet mineralization subparallel to hornblende layers. This forms an L-tectonite fabric in hand sample. Earlier
mineralization (likely associated with D2) of hornblende and garnet appear over
overprinted by later S3 hornblende. This S3 hornblende mineralization appears to be locally
overprinted by chlorite. Structurally below this station, 05-02-3 is an exposure of garnet
hornblende gneissic diorite that displays similar garnet-hornblende-chlorite relationships,
yet lacks primary S3 mylonite structures, instead associated with D3 due to mineralogical
similarities and close spatial relationship with other D3 samples and locations.
Station 05-02-4 exposes several textures in thin section and outcrop-scale that
reveal structures that developed during D3 in the hornblende diorite. These samples display
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varying degrees of preserved S3 mylonitic textures. Some samples (e.g. Figure 39-A & C)
display S3-L3 defined by hornblende and biotite appear as L-S tectonites in hand sample
(specifically stations 05-02-4a and 05-02-4c). A pure L-tectonite appears in sample 05-024b, with L3 defined by hornblende with biotite (Figure 39-C). 05-02-4b is a protomylonite
defined by S3 hornblende and biotite in C' shear bands between large plagioclase-feldspar
aggregates. Chlorite appears with biotite along C' shear bands, while epidote appears
mainly in the plagioclase and alkali feldspar aggregate layers and porphyroclasts (Figure
39-C). Both chlorite and epidote appear to overprint primary S3 minerals. Plagioclase and
feldspar aggregates display large (5mm or greater) grains that appear clockwise rotated.
Brittle fractures affected porphyroclasts composed of plagioclase, which developed within
an S3 hornblende-biotite that comprises the mylonitic matrix. 05-02-4c displays similar
composition, with an increased proportion of hornblende defining C-planes of C' shear
bands, while plagioclase appears rotated in these shear bands (Figure 39-D). Biotite and
additionally hornblende appears with chlorite within the S3-L3 matrix. Fracturing of
feldspar-plagioclase porphyroclasts suggest high strain, semi-brittle deformation of alkali
feldspar developed within S3-L3 mylonitzation during D3 deformation. This suggests D3
developed in high strain, with hornblende, biotite and chlorite mineralization occurred
during D3.
Thin section sample 05-02-4A has an even greater proportion of mylonitized
matrix, with apparent overprinting of the mylonitic texture with an overprinting brittle
matrix (Figure 39-B). In this sample, larger plagioclase-feldspar aggregates or
porphyroclasts (>2mm) are uncommon. Where present, they often preserve S2 120°
polygonal grain boundaries of plagioclase. More often, (1-2mm) plagioclase sheared
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asymmetric porphyroclasts are common throughout the fine-grained matrix within
aggregate layers of C' shear band planes. Fine-grained plagioclase and biotite sigmoidal
pressure shadows wrap these plagioclase porphyroclasts. Hornblende is limited, with
biotite growing at the expense of hornblende in the shear band matrix and pressure
shadows. These microstructures and mineralization indicate higher-strain event developed
during D3 at the peak 1634 domain, with brittle fracturing of feldspar and plagioclase
forming along S3-L3 mylonites. Chlorite and epidote mineralization appears widespread
during S3. This suggests that a potentially lower-amphibolite to upper greenschist
metamorphic facies conditions persisted during D3, while brittle overprinting of S3-L3
mylonites appears to have later affected these fabrics to form the cataclasite matrix that
overprints S3.

3.5 Brittle (D4) deformation
A series of faults described here as forming during D4 mark a brittle deformation
event described here as D4. These S4 brittle structures cut all observed earlier structures at
the peak 1494 domain as a series of brittle faulting events described here as D4 (Figure 3,
6, 9 & 40). At the Peak 1634 domain, D4 faults are interpreted from thin section, hand
sample and topography. These observations indicate the presence of D4 brittle deformation
developed at both locations (Figure 5, 8, & 39-B).
At Peak 1494, this faulting was generally localized at stations AB15-82/86 and
AB15-90 along early S2 contacts between the Misty and Cozette plutons, and are also in
close proximity to, or overprinting mylonitic S3 -L3 structures (Figures 6, 9 & 40). These
D4 brittle textures appear as cataclasite sheared matrices with localized pseudotachylite and
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fault gouge. Epidote mineralization overprints an anastomosing, fine-grained quartz and
feldspar mylonitic shear band matrix in C' shear bands (S3) locally.
The inferred D4 brittle deformation that produced apparent S4-L4 faulting at Peak
1634 domain is based upon (1) hand sample identification of brittle S4-L4 features
overprinting earlier D2-D3 ductile features, (2) cataclasite matrix in thin section (e.g. Figure
39-B), and (3) ancillary evidence of a fault-related topographic expression in satellite
imagery (Figures 5 & 8). These D4 faults are notable for their spatial association with S2
lithologic contacts as well as S3 mylonites, and are grouped together as they developed well
after earlier deformation D2-D3 deformation and are unrelated to continental arc
deformation. As the last major phase of observed deformation, D4 largely forms the current
geological architecture around the Cozette Burn and corresponding topography.
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Figure 40 S4 east-verging oblique thrust fault at station 82/86 (A). Close-up of chloriteepidote mineralization overprinting brittle-deformed quartz-biotite S4 fault. A felsic
pegmatite dike cuts the Misty pluton in the uppermost section, which in turn is offset by
late S4 brittle faults.
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4. Three dimensional geometry and evolution of structures
This chapter provides correlations of structural data for the three observed
deformation events (D2-D4) and their associated S2/L2- S4 /L4 structures that record the
deformational history around the Cozette Burn field area. This chapter also briefly revisits
the D1 event and associated vestigial S1-L1 structures, as they remain relevant to the
subsequent deformation in this field area (Figure 3). Crosscutting relationships and other
characteristics such as lithology, metamorphic grade, geometry and orientation are used to
correlate these structures across the field area. Foliations and lineations were analyzed
within particular lithologies at individual stations and compared between stations at each
domain (Figures 41 & 42). Crosscutting relationships observed in the field provided a
relative sequence of how these structurally oriented lithologies relate across each domain.
I compared mineral compositions and metamorphic deformation at each station, analyzing
field observations and using petrographic analysis to verify individual lithologies and
clarify metamorphism and deformation styles, locally. Applying kinematic solutions, when
possible, allowed me to establish connections between structures, lithologies and particular
episodes of deformation at specific field stations and within specific lithologies. These
criteria established the fabrics used to correlate observed structures and their lithologies
within a domain, which then can be correlated across the Cozette Burn field area. Table 1
provides an overview of the criteria used for correlating deformation events around the
Cozette Burn.
These criteria allowed me to establish the four episodes of deformation (D1-D4)
across the Cozette Burn field area. For reference, Figure 43 provides an overview of L2-L3
lineations for both the peak 1494 and peak 1634 domains for D2 and D3 events, while
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Figure 44 provides stereonet projections of specific minerals that form L2 and L3 during
both D2 and D3.
Shear sense indicators applied here mainly include asymmetric/sigmoidal grains in
Cozette pluton S2-S3 gneisses, shear band asymmetries in Cozette pluton S2-S3 and Misty
pluton S3 mylonites. When possible, these shear sense indicators can then combined with
foliation/lineation pairs to create ductile kinematic solutions. These indicate the hanging
wall (shaded region) sense of motion (arrow) relative to the footwall (unshaded) (Figures
45 & 46). These provide a purely visual aid in understanding the geometry and relative
motion of a shear zone. These techniques allow me to apply a sense of motion to particular
or set of fabrics that have been constrained to a particular deformation event. Taking this
one step further, relating kinematics of a particular deformation event with the
corresponding metamorphic facies allows me to establish how localized displacement
during these separate events relates to the regional evolution of the Gondwana margin
observed elsewhere in Fiordland.
Petrographic and microstructural analysis is useful, as it provides greater detail in
delineating lithologies, temperature conditions and minerals associated with particular
metamorphic facies and the minerals that form fabrics under these conditions.
Microstructure can also reveal brittle and ductile deformation characteristics of certain
minerals. Where possible, microstructural kinematic indicators such as asymmetric grains
and shear band geometries can be used to verify kinematic field observations with oriented
thin sections (e.g. Figures 12, 15, 16, & 31-B). Incorporating these petrographic
observations with field data provides greater definition to the episodes of deformation that
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form the geologic history in this field area, as well as how metamorphism and deformation
evolved within different units during the same event.
4.1 D1 Irene Complex and Robin gneiss
The D1 event is not observed directly within any of the domains across the Cozette
Burn field area, and effectively predates the intrusion of the Cozette pluton (Figure 3).
These S1-L1 structures are observed to the east of the Misty pluton at Peak 1634, where S1L1 formed within Paleozoic Irene Complex and other components of the early
amalgamation of the Gondwana margin. I summarize these units based upon field
observations as gneissic, schistose and sheared lithologies that predate the emplacement of
the Cozette pluton. These metasediments, metavolcanics and metaigneous units represent
solely pre-D2 lithologic contacts as S1 within the peak 1634 domain.

4.2 The Misty Shear Zone (D2)
The emplacement of the Misty pluton into regionally deforming host rock along
the eastern Margin of the Misty pluton around the Cozette Burn primarily defines D2. This
deformation that occurred simultaneously to emplacement formed the Misty Shear Zone
(MSZ). This D2 shear zone formed under regional strain and high temperature with
localized partial melting of the country rock. All rock units in this study experienced the
influence of D2 (Figure 3). This section focuses on the relationship of various lithologies,
geometries and kinematics involved with D2 and how these features correlate across the
Cozette Burn field area.
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1. Local relationships
(single domain)

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

2. Criteria for
correlation
(between domains)

Lithologies
establish primary
minerals, lithologies
metamorphic facie(s)

Lithologic relationships
• determine spatial
distribution
• compare
metamorphic facies
• consider varied
lithologies w/similar
metamorphic facies

Structures
compare/contrast
foliation/lineation
within and between
different units
determine tectonic
vs. magmatic
structures
crosscutting
relationships: relative
sequence of events
evidence for
shearing, strain
kinematic indicators

Correlating Structures
• compare
foliation/lineations
across domains
• establishing a strain
gradient if present
(i.e. is this a shear
zone?)
• crosscutting
relationships
establish relative
sequence of events
across domains
• geochronology may
aid in constraints
Correlating
Microstructure
• Is style of
deformation,
metamorphic facies
similar at different
locations?

Microstructure
• aids in estimating
temperature,
metamorphic facies
• style of deformation
(e.g. mylonite,
cataclasite)
• establish relative
strain, kinematics

3. Sequence of

deformation events

Sequence of Events
• Similar
metamorphic
facies, style of
deformation
across domains
• establish
continuous or
temporal gaps in
deformation
events
• apply kinematics
to specific events
• establish
metamorphic
conditions and
sense of
transport to each
deformation
event across
field area
• compare to
known regional
deformation,
where applicable

Table 1 Criteria used for correlating sequence of events across the Cozette Burn field
area. First, this involves comparing/contrasing lithologies, metamorphic facies,
crosscutting relationships and microstructures between individual field stations at each
domain and grouping similar lithologies and/or styles of deformation. Second, these
relationships are then compared across the field area to establish a series of deformational
events. Third, these criteria establish relative timing, style of deformation, how strain is
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accommodated (e.g. whether a shear zone is present, how shearing is accommodated
locally) and, where possible, the kinematics related to particular deformation events. This
allows for a comparison between the Cozette Burn and other observed regional
deformation events identified within Fiordland.

This study defines the D2 that formed the MSZ by the following: (1) structures that
formed during emplacement of the Misty pluton into host rocks, forming the eastern margin
of the Misty pluton. (2) A gradient of strain defines D2 that formed the MSZ, and is
apparent in the Cozette pluton across the Cozette Burn. A lack of penetrative foliations in
the eastern Cozette Burn at stations 43/44 contains high-temperature markers in
microstructures, while highly sheared S2-L2 structures developed within the Cozette pluton
at peak 1494 to the west. This forms a strain gradient approaching the contact with the
Misty pluton. (3) This D2 emplacement-related event drove localized high temperature
deformation along this Misty-Cozette pluton contact at peak 1494, evidenced by localized
partial melting and melt channeling along sheared S2-L2 structures in the Cozette pluton.
(4) At peak 1634, D2 developed as gradient where strain increased west-to-east within the
Misty pluton: primary magmatic foliations within the Misty pluton to the west transitioned
as D2 deformation deformed these foliations into upright, tight-folds approaching its
eastern contact with host rock. Hornblende and biotite define S2-L2, and formed during D2
under amphibolite facies metamorphism and crystal plastic deformation (Figure 41). (5)
Correlative S2-L2 geometries are observed in the Misty pluton at peak 1494 and the western
extent of peak 1634 along lithologic contacts with northwest and north dipping S2
foliations. (6) The Irene Complex and Robin gneiss host rocks also display similar upright
folded and sheared S2-L2 at the peak 1634 domain (Figures 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 41-A & B, & 42).
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These criteria provide the basis for correlations of events and structures that developed as
D2 deformation. This formed the MSZ, and represents the heterogeneous deformation
contemporaneous to the accommodation of flare up magmatism and emplacement in the
mid-crust along the western extent of the Cozette Burn field area.
At the peak 1494 domain, the Misty pluton S2 structures appear as interlayered
sheets of felsic and more mafic material, established as magmatic S2 foliations in the
previous chapter. These foliated and lineated S2-L2 geometries are shared between the
Cozette and Misty plutons. S2 foliations dip moderately to the northwest, north, and
northeast in the Cozette pluton, while S2 foliations in the Misty pluton parallel S2 foliations
in the Cozette pluton along sheeted contacts (Figures 6, 28, 42-A). L2 lineations generally
plunge shallow-moderately to the northeast in both the Cozette and Misty plutons (Figure
42-A & 43-A). These L2 lineations are defined by quartz and biotite in the Cozette pluton
with shared orientations to hornblende and biotite L2 lineations in the Misty pluton (44-A).
Ductile kinematic solutions of S2-L2 within Cozette pluton at Peak 1494 are consistent with
oblique D2 shearing and indicate southeast transport of the hanging wall with a large
component of strike-slip motion, locally forming reverse (thrust) displacement during D2
deformation (Figure 45). As the Misty pluton shares S2-L2 geometries with the Cozette
pluton, this D2 deformation involved top-southwest displacement and occurred
concurrently with the development of S2-L2 structures within both of these units.
Away from these contacts at peak 1494, the Misty pluton displayed largely
magmatic textures. Mechanical mingling of S2 aligned, unfoliated garnet amphibolite rafts
as well as foliated diorite enclaves that appear unaligned in zones defined by tiled enclaves
and magmatic cross-bedding (Figures 28-B & 29). These cross-bedded and tiled enclave
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zones formed between compositionally felsic and mafic magmatic sheets with S2 magmatic
foliations, yet appear without sheared structures associated with D2 along Misty and
Cozette pluton contacts, where S2 appears sheared. This indicates that S2-L2 foliations
developed within the Misty pluton along contacts with the Cozette pluton at the peak 1494
domain, while away from contacts, the Misty pluton preserves magmatic structures. This
indicates magmatism and D2 deformation developed simultaneously as parts of the Misty
pluton did not develop penetrative S2-L2 foliations and lineations during D2, as S2
developed only along contacts (e.g. stations 78HB/83, 88, 90)(Figures 6, 9 & 28-C).
At Peak 1494, the highly-lineated and sheared S2-L2 fabrics in outcrop appear to be
defined by gneissic layering of quartz ribbons and alkali feldspar-plagioclase aggregates
within the more granitic sheets of the Cozette pluton (Figures 12-C-D & 23). In thin
section, this quartz-feldspar compositional banding appears to have a near-parallel
geometry with the absence biotite locally (Figures 16 & 17). High temperature
microstructures in quartz (e.g. GBM/SGR, lobate grains) (Figures 17 & 18) and alkali
feldspar (e.g. grain boundary migration, lobate structures, cuspate boundaries) indicate
high temperature, crystal-plastic deformation (Figures 17, 18 & 19). These same samples
display microstructural evidence for the presence of former melt and melt channels within
the Cozette pluton at Peak 1494 along S2 foliations. Therefor, D2 likely involved both
melting of country rock and migration of this melt along preexisting S2 foliation corridors
formed during earlier D2 deformation.
The magmatic S2 foliations within the Misty pluton at the peak 1494 correlate to
S2-L2 textures at the peak 1634 domains by way of similar moderately northwest dipping
geometries along contacts between the Misty pluton and host rocks (Figures 32 B-C, 41130

A & B, 42-A). This correlative northwest-dipping S2 foliations at peak 1634 observed at
stations 05-01-1 to 05-01-3 is linked to a west to east gradient of S2 fabrics to the east
within the Misty pluton. This gradient developed during D2 within the Misty pluton, with
moderate folding of S2-L2 observed at stations 05-03-8 to 05-03-10 grading into upright,
tightly folded S2-L2 with these fold axes plunging to the northeast observed at stations 052-1 & 05-1-12 at the eastern extent of the pluton (Figures 5, 8, Figure 41-B). S2 displays
steeply plunging hornblende L2 lineations along steep S2 orientations that form fold limbs
(Figures 41-B & 44-B). This west-east gradient of increasing strain and folding of S2
fabrics contain steep L2 lineations indicate layer shortening and vertical thickening within
the Misty pluton during D2 around the northern Cozette Burn.
The Robin gneiss and Irene Complex units display variable geometries associated
with D2. To the west, along the narrow screen exposing these units, the Robin gneiss
displays shallow-moderate dipping northwest-northeast S2 foliations (stations 05-0304/05) (Figure 41-A). These S2 foliations appear to parallel S2 in the adjacent Misty pluton
(41-B). To the east, the Robin gneiss displays northwest and southeast dipping S2 foliations
that range from shallow to steep, with S2 folded about a shallow northeast-plunging fold
axis with an L2 lineation plunging shallowly to the southeast; this appears similar to steeply
folded S2 fabrics in the Misty pluton (stations 05-3-4/5) (Figures 6, 41-A & B). As for the
Irene complex in the eastern extent of the peak 1634 domain, S2 in the quartz-biotite gneiss
unit dips shallowly to the northeast through southwest in an undulating, flattened
orientation (Figure 41-A). The calc-silicate exposure of the Irene Complex appears to dip
shallowly to the southeast with localized folding about a northeast-southwest axis with
steep limbs (stations 05-1-1 through 05-01-3) (Figure 41-A). L2 lineations vary, plunging
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shallowly to the southeast and southwest in both the quartz-biotite gneiss and calc-silicate
units (Figure 41-A). As they host the Misty pluton, both the Irene Complex and Robin
gneiss appear with similar S2 shallow northwest-north orientations along western contacts
with the Misty pluton in the western extent of this domain. Folded S2-L2 structures within
these units correspond to similar upright, folded S2-L2 exposures of the Misty pluton diorite
to the east. Similarly, shallow dipping S2-L2 calc-silicates of the Irene Complex appear
highly sheared and locally tightly folded about a northeast-southwest axis. These Robin
gneiss and Irene Complex rocks form the northern extent of the MSZ footwall, hosting
Misty pluton emplacement that occurred during D2. While kinematic indicators are
unavailable for D2 at the peak 1634, correlative D2 deformation at peak 1494 suggests the
peak 1634 domain experienced similar strain under regional D2 deformation, with
corresponding kinematics of top-southwest deformation. These are in agreement with a
northeast-southwest axis of regional deformation observed elsewhere in Fiordland during
WFO emplacement (discussed in chapter 5) (Klepeis et al. 2004).
To summarize, the D2 MSZ developed over a 1-2 km wide on the eastern margin
of the Cozette Burn as the Misty pluton intruded along strike to overlie the host rock
Cozette pluton, Irene Complex and Robin gneiss (Figures 3, 5, 6, 8 & 9). A generalized
northwest-dipping, sheeted architecture defines the Misty pluton along its contact with the
Cozette pluton at Peak 1494, with correlative S2-L2 geometries within the western extent
of Misty pluton at the Peak 1634 domain. Here, the Misty pluton appears increasingly
deformed to the east, ultimately resulting in upright folded S2 near the faulted contact with
the Irene Complex and Robin gneiss, which developed tight, upright folds S2 and/or high
strain shearing during D2. D2 is represented by S2 foliations in both the Cozette and Misty
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plutons at the peak 1494 domain, where the MSZ formed along shallow-moderately
northwest, north and northeast dipping foliations along contacts, while also displaying
magmatic S2 foliations and zones of unoriented magmatic structures. Kinematic solutions
show D2 ductile shearing transported the Misty pluton hanging wall southwest at peak
1494, where strain appears focused within the sheared Cozette pluton; I infer similar D2
kinematics developed at peak 1634 due to correlative S2-L2 fabrics of the Misty pluton and
host rocks, which constrained by later D3 deformation that form S3-L3 mylonites that
correlate across both of these domains (discussed below). Together, these D2 processes
indicate emplacement of the Misty pluton magma developed under regional oblique, topsouthwest shearing that produced S2-L2 structures of the MSZ.
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Figure 41 The peak1634 domain lower-hemisphere, equal area, stereonets for D2 and D3.
Irene complex and Robin gneiss host rocks (A) appear both flattened and folded. An
west-to-east gradient (B., left to right) within the Misty pluton defines S2-L2 fabrics, with
folded, upright S2 in the east forming a girdle of poles to planes (B., right) at stations 052-1 and 05-1-12 The D3 event formed S3-L3 mylonites within a narrow exposure of
Cozette pluton (station 05-03-6,7; Figure C) with northwest-dipping S3 mylonites
containing southwest-plunging L3 lineations. S3-L3 in the Misty pluton exploits S2
upright folds (B., right), with southwest plunging lineations (Figure C, right).
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Figure 42 The peak 1494 domain equal-area lower-hemisphere stereonets for S2-L2 and
S3-L3 for D2 and D3 deformation events, respectively. S2-L2 Cozette and Misty pluton
display shared northwest, west and locally northeast dipping S2 foliations and shallowmoderate northeast plunging L2 lineations along contacts (A). Lineations appear locally
deflected by the later D3 event (station 82, A.). S3-L3 mylonites are localized within the
Cozette pluton near contacts with the Misty pluton (B). S3 mylonitic fabrics generally
dip northwest and west with shallow-moderate west-plunging L3 lineations.

Figure 43 L2 and L3 compiled mineral lineations for the D2 event that formed the MSZ
(blue) and D3 high strain mylonitic shear zones (red). Equal-area lower-hemisphere
projection stereonets. (A) The peak 1494 domain lineations are shown on the left. L2
appears mainly shallow northeast plunging. The southwest L2 lineations mainly show the
effects of localized D3 deformation of S2-L2 in the footwall of S3-L3 mylonites at the peak
1494 domain. Here, L3 appears consistently with a shallow southwest plunge. (B) At the
peak 1634 domain L2 appears less consistent while plunging moderately northeast. See
Figure 41-A. L3 appears plunges northeast, with shallow orientations. Compiled using
Stereonet 9.0 software by R. Allmendinger.
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Figure 44 Minerals forming L2 and L3 lineations for D2 and D3 deformation events,
plotted on equal area lower-hemisphere projection stereonets. (A) Peak 1494 L2 and L3
lineations defined by individual mineral, and similarly for (B) the peak 1634 saddle
domains. These lineations are not defined by lithologic unit, but generalized lineation
mineral orientations for the D2 MSZ and D3 mylonitic shear zones observed at these two
domains.
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Figure 45 S2-L2 Kinematic solutions for the D2 event that deformed Cozette and Misty
plutons. Shaded (blue) area represents hanging wall. Shear sense of these S2 kinematic
solutions displaying a generally top-southwest transport with oblique/strike-slip
displacement A, C-F, H) with locally reverse/thrust sense of displacement (B, G)

4.3 Localized D3 mylonitic shear zones
Localized S3-L3 mylonitic shear zones at the peak 1494 and the peak 1634
domains define the D3 event within the Cozette Burn field area (Figures 3, 5, 6, 8 & 9). At
the peak 1494 domain, D3 deformation is localized within the Cozette pluton, while
deflecting Misty pluton S2 magmatic foliations along contacts with the Cozette pluton
(Figure 34). At the Peak 1634 domain, the D3 event produced S3-L3 mylonites that
exploited S2 upright folds within the Misty pluton along the eastern margin of the pluton
(Figures 5, 8 & 41-B & C). A narrow exposure of Cozette pluton also exposes evidence of
D3 deformation, forming an S3-L3 mylonitic shear zone as well (Figure 41-C). These
mylonitic structures cut or exploit S2-L2 MSZ structures at both the peak 1494 and peak
1634 domains, as this D3 event represents a more localized, higher strain event that
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developed along the eastern contact of the Misty pluton and host rocks within the Cozette
Burn field area.
The geometries of S3-L3 vary across the Cozette Burn field area. At the peak 1634
field area, S3-L3 mylonites developed within the narrow Cozette pluton exposure in the
west, forming along moderately-dipping northwest to west dipping S3 foliations with L3
plunging moderately to the southwest (Figures 5 & 41-C). To the east, S3-L3 mylonites
form within the Misty pluton, exploiting upright, tightly folded S2-L2 structures associated
with D2 strain localization near the host rock contact (Figure 41-C). Corresponding L3
lineations in these D3 mylonites appear shallow-moderately dipping to the northeast and
southwest. To the south, the D3 event formed S3-L3 mylonites solely within the Cozette
pluton at the peak 1494 domain. Here, S3 foliations dip moderately to the west and
northwest, while L3 lineations plunge moderately to the west and west-southwest (Figure
42-B). At both these domains, D3 deformation localized around contacts between Misty
pluton and host rock, while S3-L3 mylonites cut S2-L2 upright, folded Misty pluton
structures and S2-L2 sheared, high-temperature structures within the Cozette pluton at the
peak 1634 and 1494 domains, respectively. This indicates both lithologic contacts (S1) and
MSZ S2 structures influenced the formation of S3-L3 mylonites.
D3 kinematics vary between these two domains (Figure 46). At the Peak 1494
domain, ductile kinematic solutions express an oblique to apparent normal, top-west shear
sense along moderately northwest dipping S3 (Figure 46 A-C, E) and west-dipping S3
mylonitic shear zones (Figure 46-D). At the peak 1634 domain, ductile kinematic solutions
indicate a top-southwest shear sense within the moderately northwest-dipping S3-L3
Cozette pluton protomylonite shear zone; similar top-southwest shear sense developed
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within the steep, northwest-southeast oriented fold limbs hosting S3-L3 protomylonitic
shear zones in the Misty pluton (Figure 46 F-H). These kinematic solutions at the Peak
1634 saddle display an oblique sense of displacement with a strike-slip component. While
this appears kinematically similar to D2 mylonites at Peak 1494, these S3 mylonites
represent a distinctly high strain deformation event that correlate across both these domains
as D3.
The D3 deformation event formed localized, high-strain shear zones defined by
the development of focused, S3-L3 protomylonites, mylonites and ultramylonites within the
Cozette pluton at peak 1494 and protomylonites in the Misty pluton at the peak 1634
domains. These D3 mylonitic shear zones cut or exploited S2-L2 fabrics within the MSZ,
and developed in close proximity to Misty pluton-host rock contacts. Kinematics appear
distinct from D2, with a more top-west shear sense and normal displacement at the peak
1494 domain, while the peak 1634 domain displays a top-southwest shear sense with
oblique and locally strike-slip displacement of the hanging wall (Figures 45 & 46). Figure
14 and Figure 33 provide comparisons of S2-L2 and S3-L3 mylonites at Peak 1494 and the
Peak 1634 saddle, respectively.
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Figure 46 S3-L3 kinematic solutions for Peak 1494 (top) and Peak 1634 saddle (bottom).
Ductile kinematic solutions of the D3 deformation event. The peak1494 domain
kinematic solutions for this D3 event show top-west transport of the hanging wall with
dominantly oblique and apparent-normal displacement (C, D, E) and locally oblique
displacement (A & B). These S3 mylonites were observed solely within the Cozette
pluton at this domain. At the Peak 1634 domain, top-south/southwest transport of the
hanging wall developed along moderate-steeply folded Misty pluton S3 fabrics that form
a northeast-southwest fold axis, shown here as moderate-subvertical, southwest-dipping
S3 mylonitic shear zones with top-south/southwest oblique displacement (F-G) (Figures
41-B). S3 mylonites also developed during D3 in the Cozette pluton, with shallow
northwest dipping S3 mylonites as high-strain shearing developed a top-southwest shear
sense with oblique displacement at station 05-3-6 (H).

4.4 Brittle D4 thrust faulting
Brittle D4 thrusting formed D4 faults that largely dictate the current architecture
around the Cozette Burn (Figures 3, 5, 6, 8, & 9). These S4-L4 faults appear to locally
reactivate S3-L3 mylonitic structures at Peak 1494 and are readily observed in outcrop
(Figure 40). At the Peak 1634 domain, S4¬L4 brittle textures appear as limited cataclasite,
overprinting S3-L3 mylonites in thin section (Figure 39-D). Ductile kinematic solutions
show shallow and moderate west-dipping fault planes with primarily east vergence, locally
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east-southeast (Figure 46). Displacement developed as mainly reverse (thrust) sense
(Figure 46 A-C), with some obliquity in fault plane solution (Figure 47 D-E). This indicates
the D4 deformation primarily involved contraction locally around the Cozette Burn. These
S4 structures appear late (~20 Ma), and appear to largely influence the current topography
the current structural architecture of these domains forming imbricated oblique thrusts fault
sequences.
These S4-L4 brittle shear zones are closely associated with lithologic contacts at
the peak 1494 and 1634 domains. The displacement of S4-L4 faulting is unknown, which
precludes an attempt to reconfigure pre-D4 S2-L2 and S3-L3 original geometries. This S4-L4
fabric is defined by brittle structures apparent in both outcrop and thin section, forming
anastomosing brittle shear band structures defined by quartz and biotite matrix overprinted
by epidote in S4 faults within Cozette pluton with localized quartz pseudotachylite (Figure
40). A similar brittle structure appears within the S3 mylonitic shear zone within the Misty
pluton at station 05-02-4, exhibiting feldspar-biotite matrix with epidote, with feldspar and
plagioclase rounded porphyroclasts forming an S4 cataclasite matrix, which overprints S3
mylonitic textures (Figures 5 & 39-B).
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Figure 47 S4-L4 Brittle fault plane solutions for Peak 1494. These display a easterly
thrusting late brittle event that cross cut earlier (S3-L3) structures, forming cataclastic
matrices of quartz and biotite in the Cozette pluton granite, locally with quartz
pseudotachylite. In the Misty pluton, limited cataclasite associated with D4. S4-L4 shear
bands with biotite, feldspar, and epidote, locally with quartz pseudotachylite. Shearing
is mostly reverse/thrust sense (A-C) with locally oblique displacement (D-E). This
widespread network of Tertiary faults appears to be a major factor in the modern, largescale construction of the Cozette Burn. Sense of displacement along faults is unknown.
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5. Discussion
The sequence of events D1-D4 described in chapter 3 at each domain and
correlated in chapter 4 between domains define the geologic evolution around the Cozette
Burn (Figure 3). In this chapter, I turn to an analysis of these structures and the processes
that formed them in this multi-phase geologic history. Table 1 summarizes the primary
characteristics of D1-D4, while Figures 48-1 and 48- 2 provide a visual schematic of this
successive deformation in the Cozette Burn field area.
The D1 event produced into S1 structures that hosted the Cozette Pluton ~ 340
Ma, prior to D2 (Figure 48-1-A). D2 deformation primarily involved flare up magmatism
marked by the Misty pluton emplacement within the Cozette Burn field area, along with
related high temperature deformation (Figures 3 & 48-1-B). This D2 deformation exhibits
heterogeneous and progressive deformation, forming the MSZ. This chapter largely
focuses on D2 deformation that formed the MSZ, including the emplacement of sheeted
Misty pluton magma, crystal plastic foliation development, partial melting of host rock and
progressive deformation that formed under regional strain. D3 and D4 represent subsequent,
focused deformations that are related to structures formed during D2. D3 represents highly
localized mylonitic shear zones that form along S1 and cut S2 structures in narrow (1-2m)
wide mylonitic shear zones that occurred after the MSZ, post-dating D2 and prior to rifting
of Gondwana (Figure 48-2-C). The D4 event is a late brittle reactivation along S1 contacts
and cut S2/3 sturcures, which occurred after the rifting of Gondwana during contractional
tectonics during the Tertiary (Figure 48-2-D).
The following section (5.1) discusses the implications for these successive D1-D4
events across the field area and The subsequent section primarily covers how D2
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emplacement of the Misty pluton and contemporaneous formation of the MSZ relate to
other structures associated with WFO flare up magmatism in Northern Fiordland. This
section concludes with broad general observations their significance to general crustal
architecture and understanding of accretionary continental margins.

5.1 The relationship of magmatism and the Misty Shear Zone (D2)
The Misty pluton emplacement occurred along contact with the Cozette pluton
and other host rocks, resulting in parallel sheets at the Peak 1494 and Peak 1634 domains
with shared S2-L2 geometries. As discussed earlier, these sheets formed along pre-existing
structures formed prior to D2 and therefore represent D1. For the purposes of this study, the
Cozette Burn exhibits D1 as S1 structures that form early lithologic contacts in the Irene
Complex at peak 1634. These broadly define the overall northeast-southwest trend of Misty
pluton and country rock currently observed within the Cozette Burn field area (Figure 3).
At the Peak 1494 domain, the Misty pluton appears magmatically layered along
S2 contact with the Cozette pluton with shared S2-L2 geometries (Figures 28-C & 42-A).
However, the Misty pluton also exhibits D2 magmatic structures away from contacts with
the Cozette pluton that do not exhibit penetrative S2 foliations. This indicates the Misty
pluton remained, at least locally, partially magmatic while S2 structures formed in both
units during D2 with strain observed primarily within the Cozette pluton. Both the Misty
pluton and Cozette pluton also share L2 mineral lineations expressing the direction of
maximum elongation (stretching) axis, indicating direction of transport (Figure 42-A). The
Cozette pluton experienced simultaneous D2 shearing and episodic partial melting along
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highly deformed S2 foliations during Misty pluton emplacement, acting to accommodate
strain at peak 1494.
Sheeted emplacement of plutons has been widely observed in intrusive
complexes, while orientations of these sheets can vary from steep to shallow (Wiebe and
Collins 1998; Mahan et al. 2003; Glazner et al. 2004). This sheeted architecture
characterizes the both the Misty pluton and the Cozette pluton host at Peak 1494, and also
defines the Misty pluton at the peak 1634 saddle. Incremental, sheeted emplacements of
Misty pluton magma intruded along S2 contacts at the peak 1494 domain and the western
extent of the peak 1634 domain along a north-northeast trend during D2. This emplacement
occurred under regional strain also during D2, while early S2 structures formed in the host
rock under regional strain concurrently with magmatism. Barbey (2009) observes that
regional strain fields have a significant effect on sheeted pluton construction, along with
injection rates and fractional crystallization of magma. These factors result in
compositional diversity that can both vary and be determined by depth. Compositional
contrasts in lithology may explain how different phases of the Misty pluton exhibit
heterogeneity in observable S2-L2 structures. Compositionally diverse sheets of plutons
may also respond to strain differently, which at least in part explains why some sheets of
the Misty pluton display stronger S2-L2 structures, while elsewhere foliations appear weak
or absent along contact. As the Misty pluton emplacement occurred coeval with regional
D2 deformation that affected it as well as the Cozette pluton and other host rocks, the
heterogeneity of S2-L2 are likely dictated by composition, crystallization rates, as well as
accommodating strain within sheets of the Misty pluton as well as adjacent host rocks
during D2.
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Table 2 Summary of D1-D4 deformation events around the Cozette Burn. These include
structures present and their mineral composition; metamorphic facies conditions of
deformation for each event, kinematics, primary minerals associated with particular units
for these events, and finally a brief interpretative synopsis of each event.

Large magmatic events typically involve high heat fluxes (Ducea et al. 2015a). A
significant thermal influence accompanied Misty pluton emplacement, most pronounced
within the Cozette pluton at the Peak 1494 domain as well as ~5 km to the east-northeast
at the stations 43/44 domain (Figure 3). Allibone et al. (2009b) observed a similar heat
aureole associated with WFO emplacement affected the host rocks up to 10km from WFOhost rock contacts elsewhere in Central and Northern Fiordland. This high-heat flux is a
defining characteristic of the MSZ, driving partial melting of country rock. This aided
shearing during D2 in accommodating Misty pluton emplacement.
At the Peak 1494 domain, shearing and D2 deformation is primarily localized
within the granitic Cozette pluton. Here, quartz and feldspar microstructures reveal high
temperature conditions developed during D2 deformation within the MSZ. Microstructures
include high temperature crystal-plastic deformation of quartz, alkali feldspar and
plagioclase as well as former melt microstructures of feldspar and quartz (section 3.3.2).
High temperature deformation creates challenges for petrographic microstructural
assessments alone, as variables such as strain rate, temperature, and the presence of water
strongly influence dynamic recrystallization of mineral grains (Gleason & Tullis 1992;
Stipp & Tullis 2003). Furthermore, the observed presence of former melt, melt reactions
and hydrous fluid fluxes complicates interpretation, as these processes develop
ephemerally and can greatly affect local rheology. However, host rock partial melting can
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be an effective mechanism to accommodate strain during the emplacement large volumes
of magma in the crust under regional deformation, considered herein.
Within the S2-L2 Cozette pluton granitic, monzogranitic and granodioritic
lithologies at the peak 1494 domain, large quartz ribbons and feldspar aggregate layers
contain grains that exhibit both high temperature, crystal plastic deformation (e.g. GBM of
quartz, feldspar) accompanied by textures and mineral grains interpreted as former melt
pseudomorphs and melt channels (Figures 16 & 17). These appear similar to mutually
overprinting melt and crystal plastic microstructures observed elsewhere by Levine et al.
(2013) in high-temperature shear zones in the presence of melt. I interpret these high
temperature, crystal-plastically deformed S2 structures containing former melt
pseudomorphs as products of D2, where the regional strain lead to crystal-plastic S2-L2
structures, while heat sourced from dioritic magmatism drove episodic and localized
partial-melting of granitic Cozette pluton country rock at the peak 1494 domain. As
regional D2 strain developed coeval to WFO magmatism, an assumption must be drawn
that early S2 structures developed during this regional strain under crystal plastic
deformation, while Misty pluton magmatic addition added heat to the nascent MSZ system.
High heat flux associated with Misty pluton emplacement produced conditions capable of
producing episodic melt during successive sheeted intrusions. While not observable in the
field area, we must consider that similar partial-melting processes could possibly develop
during WFO emplacement elsewhere, and that former melt structures observed within the
MSZ host rock may be products of partial-melting of rocks elsewhere; the MSZ possibly
acted as a conduit for partial-melt transport both locally and at scales greater than the peak
1494 domain that exposes these structures.
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Understanding the particular driving factors that produce melt remains a
complicated task that goes beyond the scope of this study. In a most straightforward sense,
melting of crustal rocks in the mid-crust likely involves dehydration reactions (i.e.
decomposition of hydrous minerals), and, more importantly, the presence or influx of
hydrous fluids (Weinberg and Hasalová et al. 2015). Given these basic parameters, a
noticeable absence of biotite in the more granitic samples (Figures 17 & 20) stands in
contrast to the granodiorite samples (e.g. AB15-79A, Figure 21). Field observations show
a stark contrast between these biotite-rich and biotite-absent layers in sheared S2-L2
structures (Figure 12-C). If biotite were formerly present in the granitic samples, the
absence of biotite in these quartz ribbon-dominated fabrics could be the result of the
instability of biotite (i.e. dehydration melting), which would produce a hydrous melt
(Weinberg and Hasalová 2015; Levine et al. 2016). Figure 22 provides a possible example
of this biotite-feldspar reaction, possibly a source of melt, in the granodiorite sample. This
sample contains two phases of biotite mineralization that appear sub-parallel to
anastomosing S2 foliation, appearing as an early and later mineral textures. The later phase
of biotite appears both parallel to S2 as well as within extremely small (<20 µm)
microfractures within quartz ribbons as evidence of continued biotite mineralization and
the presence of hydrous fluids late during D2 (Figure 21). Sawyer (2001) suggests that
biotite in particular provides a location for melt nucleation: foliation-defining biotite grains
can begin to melt, which transition to melt channels when a critical melt volume is reached.
These biotite dehydration reactions occur when T = >700°C (up to 850°C) and ~7-10 kbar
crustal conditions, yet al.one remain capable of generating only small melt fractions as
water remains limited in the lower and middle crust (~<5%). Instead, hydrous fluid fluxes
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largely drive voluminous melting in the middle and lower crust, whereby even small
volumes of water (1-5%) multiply melt production, especially within actively deforming
shear zones which pump fluids and melt, driving melt reactions (Weinberg and Hasolova
2015). Therefore, while micaceous mineral fabrics can be a primary mechanism for
channel development via dehydration reactions, more voluminous and continued melting
is likely due to influx of water through these structural conduits within a shear zone. As
both early biotite appears in disequilibrium with alkali feldspar while later biotite appears
unreacted and occupying extremely small microfractures, with biotite mineralization
appearing episodic.

Based on these observations alone, both of these processes,

potentially, generated partial melting of the Cozette pluton during D2.
The distribution of these former melt pseudomorphs varies by location, rock type,
and relative abundance across the Cozette Burn field area (section 3.2.2). Identifying
former melt pseudomorphs can prove challenging, and be easily misinterpreted as relative
abundances of melt change through time and are affected by melt migration. When intragrain melt pools reach critical dihedral angles beginning at <60° melt channel networks
begin to form, forming most efficiently <30° (Holness & Sawyer 2008). Brown (2007)
suggests that when total melt initial melt volumes reach 5-8% interconnected networks of
melt channel develop. Only a slight increase of melt volumes to 7-10% can start to drive
melt extraction within an open system, acting as a limiting factor in preserving the former
presence of melt while also rapidly removing heat. Esteban et al. (2008) describe this
mechanism as a "valve" action, whereby melting leads to melt migration, which in turn
removes heat from the system. This acts to limit further temperature increase. Thereafter,
in the absence of additional dissipative heat, crystal plastic deformation continues under
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regional strain. This provides plausible explanation for the observed the apparent S2 crystal
plastic and former melt-associated structures observed at all scales during D2 at the
Peak1494 domain, which expose former melt pseudomorphs within gneissic S2 foliations.
Microstructural evidence for this episodic "valve" effect of melting and meltextraction appears at the Peak 1494 field area. The granite and monzodiorite samples (e.g.
AB-1572B, AB15-79B) display large, elongate quartz ribbons in nearly continuous,
parallel S2 foliation with high temperature deformation microstructures in quartz (GBM,
SGR striped banding) and feldspar/plagioclase (myrmekite, bent twins, GBM) alongside
former melt grains (Figures 17 & 20). Speaking from experience, there is a simple, yet
easily overlooked characteristic of these former melt channels in petrographic examination:
they meander in and out of the viewing plane in the third dimension, accounting for the
apparent discontinuity between former melt pseudomorphs identified as former melt
channels. These S2 parallel, elongate channels show evidence for episodic formation within
sample AB15-72B (Figure 17). S2 elongate former melt feldspar grains along quartz
subgrain boundaries display contrasting textures, with earlier former melt pseudomorphs
overprinted by fluid inclusions that also overprint host quartz ribbons. These earlier former
melt channels lie in proximity and parallel to later, similar feldspar grains interpreted as
former melt channels, which I interpret as later episodes of melt channeling along the same
along S2 quartz ribbon subgrains conduits (Figures 17, 19 & 21). These microstructural
relationships appear similar to structures observed by various authors along preexisting
gneissic foliations elsewhere, supporting a pulsed, episodic cycling of melting and melt
migration during D2 (Hasalová et al. 2008; Levine et al. 2013).
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Unsurprisingly, melt channels focus along the least-tortuous, most efficient
pathways where the presence of melt acts as positive feedback to draw further melt; meltrich zones are, by the nature of melt, lower-density zones into which more low-density
melt will flow. These processes work to concentrate melt into efficient, extractive corridors
(e.g. Rubin 1995; Brown & Solar 1998b; Grujic & Mancktelow 1998; Sawyer 2001;
Mancktelow 2009). These mechanisms may also explain the contrasting style of S2
foliations within the Cozette pluton at the Peak 1494 domain. Within the granite and
monzogranite samples, the continuous S2 foliation defined by large quartz ribbons
predominantly hosts S2-parallel alkali feldspar former melt channels (Figures 12-B, 19, 18
& 21). Widespread, asymmetric crystal plastic S2 structures appear in low abundance in
these samples compared to the granodioritic Cozette pluton sample, that exhibits spaced,
anastomosing and asymmetric quartz ribbons that define oblique C' shear bands (Figures
12-B & 16-B). These contrasting fabrics within the Cozette pluton potentially represent a
heterogeneous former melt channel network, where high-melt volume channels within
biotite-absent S2 quartz ribbons in continuous S2 foliation formed in the granite and
monzogranite. These acted as the primary conduits for melt (Figure 17 & 20). More
structurally restricted melt channels developed in anastomosing, oblique and zonal quartz
ribbons within S2 granodiorite. These subordinate channels could then feed primary melt
channels that formed along continuous and planar S2 foliations (Figures 17 & 20). This
suggests the influence of primary igneous Cozette pluton compositions acted as a constraint
on how melt channels developed during D2.
The significantly reduced viscosity brought about by low melt volumes may then
explain a lack of more widespread observed sheared structures within granitic and
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monzogranitic layers. A threshold of 5-8% melt fraction required for melt channel
formation observed by Brown (2007) also carries rheologic implications for rocks that host
partial melt. Rosenberg and Handy (2005) provide evidence those similar low melt
fractions as low as 5% can wholly focus strain into melt-bearing layer and form shear
bands. These observations may explain these contrasting fabric styles within the Cozette
pluton at the Peak 1494 domain. This melt focusing can develop as zones of low apparent
shear, which would then act to primarily accommodate deformation locally within the MSZ
during D2. This resulting contrast in rheology with shearing localized into narrow, higher
melt volume layers can be significant in driving further localized partial melting and melt
channeling. As this melt migrates from intragranular loci into shearbands that nucleate
contemporaneously with the onset of partial melting, low-density zones of melt channels
focus along these most-efficient pathways within shear zones. This high melt volume-low
viscosity relationship can then explain the lack of sheared structures within the more
granitic layers with continuous S2 foliations in the Cozette pluton.
This funneling of melt into higher melt volume corridors appears outside of these
primary channels within S2 quartz ribbons in the granite and monzogranite samples.
Narrower former melt channels appear to have oblique orientations to S2 within feldspathic
aggregate layers (Figure 20 & 21). Strings of beads textures have similar oblique to suborthogonal orientations to S2 along serrated quartz ribbon boundaries (Figure 19). The
orientation of these discontinuous, narrow and smaller former melt structures appear
similar to observations by Sawyer (2001) of conjugate former melt channels oriented
oblique to the primary corridors for melt extraction, here S2 quartz ribbons within the
Cozette pluton. These subordinate melt pathways acted as apparent oblique feeder channels
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to primary S2 melt channels, effectively moving melt and fluids through the system during
D2, which aided in driving further melt reactions and extraction in accommodating Mist
pluton magmatic addition during D2 regional deformation.
Melt behaves buoyantly, and will percolate vertically through the crust
unimpeded. However, local structures and regional strain also influence melt migration
(Brown & Solar 1998a). Along pre-existing structures with a relatively shallow-plunging
minimum finite axis of elongation (i.e. mineral lineations) and transcurrrent (strike-slip)
sense of motion, melt migration will parallel this strain axis. Within the MSZ, D2
kinematics and S2 geometries indicate oblique displacement with a strong strike-slip
component along moderately dipping S2 foliations. This is in agreement with the model of
a transcurrent (i.e. transpressional) system featuring overall oblique, strike-slip
displacement along shallow-dipping structures (Figures 42-A & 45). According to the
model proposed by Brown & Solar (1998a), S2-L2 structures within MSZ would channel
melt along structural corridors defined by S2 structures during D2 parallel to L2 lineations.
Regional kinematics and melt channeling would follow the same trajectory within the MSZ
during D2 WFO emplacement.
Brown & Solar (1998b) suggest melt channels often develop as shear bands,
where the natural tendency for vertical percolation of melt is impeded locally by higher
viscosity structures. Structural anisotropies act to both attenuate the natural proclivity for
vertical ascent of melt, instead moving it horizontally. Equally, impoundment along these
heterogeneous structures can result in localized melt pooling that locally alters strain within
shear zones where geometry, regional strain, kinematics and varying rock compositions
and rheologies dictate the migration of melt during active regional deformation. These
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structural and rheological constraints are in turn also influenced by the migration of melt
in an evolving system, as melt induces deformation, alters rheology and may increase strain
locally (Brown & Solar 1998a). They indicate that the relationship between melt, melt flow
and regional strain operate as self-organizing, cyclical and episodic systems. This may
explain localized variability of kinematics at Peak 1494, where D2 kinematics appear as
both oblique-sense with strong-slip slip components (Figure 45-A, C-F, H) as well as
locally oblique-reverse sense (Figure 45-B&G). These latter reverse-sense kinematics
involve a stronger vertical component to motion, which may indicate the influence of melt
affected kinematic signature during D2 within the Cozette pluton as melt pulsed through
the MSZ.
Pooling of melt along structural discontinuities may result in melt-induced
embrittlement between low-viscosity layers with high melt volume and higher viscosity
layers with lower melt volumes. This localized strain variability in the presence of melt,
and the potential for melt-induced embrittlement under high-temperature conditions
appears along S2 structures observed at Peak 1494. Tensile failure marked a local shift in
the principal maximum and minimum strain axis along lithologic contacts, as rheologic
contrasts drove brittle D2 deformation within an overall ductile MSZ (Figure 23). Sawyer
(1999) observed magma overpressuring leads to both vein-like structures that crosscut
earlier partially-melted structures while also occurring at high angles from lithologic
layering when melt cannot be drained from the system fast enough. These structures can,
locally, appear incongruent with the overall regional tectonic strain. Such localized
rheological contrasts at peak 1494 are apparent, where relatively high-viscosity diorite
dikes deformed ductilely into recumbent, ptygmatically-folded diorite dikes that locally
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developed brittle dilatational fractures with injections of granitic material. These brittle
structures appear both parallel and oblique to S2 (Figures 23 & 24). Notably, these dikes
also displayed minor partial melting, which would reduce the competency of the rock
(Figure 27). Injection of melt followed the brittle fracture, dilation and offset of these
folded S2 diorite dikes in conjugate sets. These conjugates indicate an apparent sense of
displacement at high angles to overall S2. Such localized embrittlement in otherwise ductile
deformation is not atypical of conditions in the middle and lower crust, which can provide
conduits for propagating fluids and melt (Mancktelow 2009). These processes of partial
melting concurrent with crystal plastic deformation and localized brittle fracture appear to
work simultaneously given cross-cutting relationships, which several authors suggest act
together to naturally minimize work done by this system (Brown & Solar 1998b; Esteban
et al. 2008; Mancktelow 2009).
This brittle-ductile dynamic observed with the MSZ at Peak 1494 appears similar
to dynamic melt-embrittlement feedback mechanism observations by Esteban et al. (2008).
They observe a dynamic-feedback that evolves in a cyclical, dissipative thermodynamic
system, where heat drives melting and melt migration resulting in a transition in flow
regime from bulk to magmatic. As melt, and thus heat, dissipate in this open system,
crystallization of residual melt occurs. The heat pump driving this melt system then reloads
while crystal plastic deformation overprints and anneals of former-melt pockets and
channels. Previously discussed evidence for this cyclical production of partial melt and
melt migration appears preserved and overprinted within former melt channels in S2 quartz
ribbons and feldspar-plagioclase aggregate layers (Figure 19). This agrees with the
observations elsewhere, as older melt structures are more likely to be obscured or destroyed
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by later cycles of melting and crystal plastic deformation that continuously deforms rock
fabrics in higher-strain zones (Mancktelow 2009).
At the peak 1634 domain, S2 structures contrast with Peak 1494 without evidence
for widespread former melt structures. Instead, S2 is primarily defined within Misty pluton.
S2-L2 structures appear as a west-east gradient, where S2 appears increasingly deformed
toward the eastern contact with host rock (Figures 5 & 8). The ~2km gradient of increasing
deformation from west to east defines the D2 event where early shallow-dipping, northwest
S2 foliations in the west transition to a steepened and folded S2-L2 fabric in the east, later
exploited by D3 mylonitzation (Figure 41-C). The western (unfolded) S2 structures
represent lower-strain fabrics formed during D2 and parallel country rock S2 foliations.
This lower strain zone can be attributed to either slow cooling, given the spatial relationship
to the main body of the Misty pluton as a prolonged source of heat, or later emplacement
of the western extent of the Misty during D2. The high-strain, mainly crystal plastic D2
deformation exhibited in the folded S2 structures toward the eastern extent of the Misty
pluton and host Irene Complex and Robin gneiss indicate regional strain persisted during
emplacement and after at least partial crystallization. Here, continued D2 deformation after
the development of the early S2 gneissic fabric is evident by the folding, representing a
gradient of increasing strain characteristic of the MSZ at this domain.
High temperature, crystal plastic microstructural deformation appears widespread
during D2 at the peak 1634 domain. S2 hornblende and plagioclase-alkali feldspar
aggregates primarily define the Misty pluton at this domain, while limited pyroxene in
reaction with hornblende coronas appear with patches of plagioclase, quartz and feldspar.
This patchwork appears locally with isolated zones of opaque oxides parallel to S2 defined
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by garnet-hornblende mineralization without pyroxene. These mineral reactions involve
pyroxene breaking down into garnet-hornblende diorite, and this diorite with associated
patchwork mineralization possibly played a role in accommodating progressive D2 strain
(section 3.3.3). A compositional gradient of these hydration crystallization textures exists
across the Peak 1634 domain. Pyroxene-cored, hornblende-rimmed grains are more
widespread in the western area of this domain (e.g. station 05-03-1) within the Misty pluton
(Figure 5). At the intermediate stage, garnet appears minor to hornblende in defining S2
foliation along with fine-grained patchwork of feldspar, plagioclase and quartz (e.g. station
05-03-8). Farthest east, S2 appears primarily defined by hornblende with similar patchwork
mineralization of fine-grained quartz, feldspar and plagioclase in folded S2 structures (e.g.
stations 05-03-2). This likely represents the end product of hydration reactions involving
pyroxene replacement by hydrous minerals such as hornblende, as pyroxene is unstable in
the presence of water at >650°C, 6-10 kbar conditions in the mid-crust (Weinberg and
Hasalová 2015), The associated fine-grained patchwork mineralization remain as products
of these hydration reactions, including later-stage hornblende, micas and alkali feldspar
(Beard et al. 2005; Marsh et al. 2011).
Beard et al. (2005) observes that amphibolite (hornblende) in reaction with
pyroxene require hydrous melt acquired from several sources and necessitates the
incorporation of fluids from country rock where intrusive material lacks hydrous
components in the original magma. As the Misty pluton originated as melt from the lowercrustal/upper mantle during WFO flare up magmatism, hydrous mineralization likely
resulted from hydrous interactions with host rock during emplacement. Within the Misty
pluton at both peak 1634 and peak 1494 domains, evidence of country rock xenoliths opens
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the possibility of Misty pluton melt interacting with country rock. This indicates likely host
rock reactions, including hydrous fluids interacting between mafic and aluminum-rich
country rock, during magmatic emplacement into the mid-crust as anhydrous magma
sourced from the lower crust-mantle boundary evolves during ascent from lower crustal
levels into the middle crust. Hybridizing and fluid flux observed in reacted pyroxenes with
hydrous hornblende and biotite along S2 acted to alter mineralogical composition, crystalplastic deformation and grainsize textures, locally affecting rheology and therefore
deformation in localized zones developed during episodic, sheeted magma emplacement
with heterogeneous composition as observed in the gradient of D2 deformation at the peak
1634 domain.
The incorporation of country rock material and fluids were likely involved in
forming S2 foliation, evidenced by hydrous reaction textures associated with D2, which
later accommodated D3 deformation. In the process, these peak 1634 domain S2 structures
represent vertical thickening, layer-parallel shortening during the emplacement of the
Misty pluton in the MSZ during D2. Observed within S2, these hydration reactions may act
to weaken rock locally, as hydrous reactions of unstable pyroxene produce skeletal
hornblende with patchwork, fine-grained quartz and alkali feldspar grains interstitial to
skeletal hornblende. These textures appear at both peak 1494 and were observed at the peak
1634 saddle (e.g. Figure 26). Theses hydration reactions result in an overall smaller
grainsized matrix. Marsh et al. (2011) observes similar textures that potentially represent
small volumes of partial melt. Such melt, while limited, can aid deformation at high
temperatures that likely occurred during D2 (>650°C). The combination of grain size
reduction and the limited presence of melt creates conditions more amenable to grain
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boundary sliding and (Brodie and Rutter 1985; Sawyer 1999) (Figures 32 & 26). These
processes would likely have a profound effect on early S2 structures formed within the
sheeted emplacement of the Misty pluton during and after crystallization, and provide a
possible explanation for the increasingly folded S2 and vertically-thickened Misty pluton,
where a gradient of hydrous reactions developed toward the eastern contact with country
rock along the MSZ.
High heat flux during D2-Misty pluton emplacement appears pronounced within
the MSZ, where a thermal aureole appears to affect distal Cozette pluton exposures at the
stations 43/44 domain (Figure 3). Allibone et al. (2009b) observed a similar heat aureole
associated with WFO emplacement that affected the host rocks with a thermal aureole up
affecting country rock up to 10km from WFO contacts. This high-heat flux defines a
significant mechanism driving D2 deformation within the MSZ. At the peak 1494 domain,
shearing and deformation is localized within the granitic Cozette pluton, where partial melt
and melt channeling affected D2 deformation within the MSZ. Contemporaneous crystal
plastic quartz and feldspar microstructures accompany these former melt structures of
quartz and feldspar, suggesting high temperature crystal plastic defromation in the presence
of partial melt (>650C°). The breakdown of biotite that may indicate even higher
temperature conditions (>700°C, possibly 800°C+)(Sawyer 2001; Levine et al 2016).
While biotite dehydration produce small amounts of melt and form melt corridors, hydrous
fluids sourced from the country rock likely drove this process. These temperatures and
evidence for the influx of water indicate that moderate volumes of partial melt could be
produced (Weinberg and Hasalová 2015). This partial melting greatly altered
deformational style during D2 as the MSZ accommodated the Misty pluton emplacement
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by greatly affecting rheology, temperature, material/fluid transport and localized strain
accommodation. At the peak 1634 saddle, evidence of widespread melting was not widely
observed, but increasingly folded Misty pluton suggests increasing strain linked to this
high-strain deformation as magma interacted with country rock introduced localized
hydrous fluids and possible partial melting to that observed at the peak 1494 domain which
fueled hydration reactions and further post-crystallization deformation of the Misty pluton
during D2. This resulted in hornblende-dominated D2 structures, where reaction softening
and grainsize reduction drove crystal plastic deformation and possibly produced limited
partial melt. This aided progressive, increasingly deformed D2 structures toward the eastern
contact of the Misty pluton and host rocks.

Overall, oblique to strike slip shearing

transported this kinematically coupled package to the southwest during D2 MSZ.

5.2 D3 mylonitic shear zones
The D3 event represents a likely higher strain, further-localized event in
comparison to D2. This event resulted in S3 mylonites cutting S2 structures at both Peak
1494 and the Peak 1634 saddle (Figures 3, 5 & 7). They share several common
characteristics: (1) Cozette pluton granitoid appears highly strained and mylonitized at both
study areas; (2) the D3 event appears to locally exploit S2-L2 structures I identify with highstrain during D2 deformation; and (3) these mylonitic S3-L3 structures host later S4 brittle
faults, which transposed all units associated with
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Figure 48-1. Block diagram schematic of pre-D2 and D2 deformation events of the Cozette
Burn field area Block A. represents the Irene Complex which hosted the Paleozoic
emplacement of the Cozette pluton ~ 340 Ma. Block B. displays the D2 event, where the
emplacement of the Misty pluton developed along S2 contacts with the Cozette pluton,
Robin gneiss and Irene complex. Vertical thickening and folding within the Misty pluton
and host rocks developed to the north in the Cozette Burn, while top-southwest shearing
occurred along contact with the Cozette pluton to the south where localized partial melting
of the country rock aided shearing. See Figure 48-2 for key.
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Figure 48-2 Block diagram schematic of D3 and D4 deformation events of the Cozette
Burn field area. Block C. displays the relationship between sheets of the Misty pluton and
country rock, where high-strain mylonitic shear zones developed along preexisting S1/2
structures near host rock contacts with the Misty pluton. Shear sense is top-southwest in
the north, and top-west in the south along the western margin of the Cozette Burn. Block
D. displays final stage oblique D4 thrusting, where S4 oblique thrusts cut S2/3 and also
formed locally along S1 lithologic contacts in the Irene Complex. A series of faulting
events deformed the Cozette and Misty plutons as well as Robin gneiss and Irene complex,
cutting earlier structures. These mainly display eastward and southeastward thrusting,
transposing these units into their current positions and orientations.
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the MSZ around the Cozette Burn into their current positions. D3 kinematics appear to vary
across the field area from peak 1494 to the peak 1634 domains. An oblique displacement
with a strong strike-slip sense along S3L3 fabrics with a top-southwest sense of motion
defines D3 at the peak 1634 domain. To the southwest at peak 1494, kinematic solutions
indicate a top-west oblique to normal sense of displacement in narrow mylonitic zones of
high-strain that deflect S2-L2 fabrics. These high strain mylonitic fabrics represent the
primary expression of D3 deformation in the Cozette Burn field area. I propose two
alternative hypothesis to explain the underlying driver of D3 deformation: high temperature
D2 melt-induced embrittlement drove high strain D3 deformation, or a far-field shift in
strain associated with WFO magmatism shifting westward as regional strain transitioned
to extension drove D3.
The cyclical, episodic melt-channeling systems that occurred during D2
potentially developed at all scales as the Misty pluton magmatism pulsed both heat and
mass into the contact with country rock at the Cozette Burn field area. This possible
explanation for D3 mylonites could be based on a continuation of D2, where melt-enhanced,
low-viscosity zones within the Cozette pluton S2 structures produced the highly localized
mylonitic structures in the form of D3 high strain zones. Large-scale melt impoundment
around this contact with the rheologically stronger, hot and crystalizing Misty pluton
increased local strain. I observed broad-scale domes and arched layers within the Cozette
pluton within the footwall of D3 and proximal to Misty pluton contacts near stations 79-80,
82, 87 and 90 (Figures 6 & 34). Here, S2 structures display widespread evidence for melt
channels and appear adjacent to D3 mylonites within the Cozette pluton. Elsewhere,
Esteban et al. (2008) observed a shear zone associated with magma emplacement. This
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magma crystalized to form the headwall of this shear zone, while heat associated with
emplacement drove metamorphism in the footwall country rock. This developed as a zone
of inversed metamorphism. At the base of this zone, folded gneissic foliations graded into
sheared host rock, which then experienced partial melting within a high-heat aureole
approaching the intrusive contact. They observe shearing, buoyancy forces of melt, and
melt impoundment lead to high-strain deformation in the form of mylonitzation near the
magmatic contact. These structures appear similar to peak 1494 D2/D3 deformation with
the Cozette pluton, where observed melt channeling along S2 corridors could lead to broad
impoundment along contact with the rheologically-stronger, massive body of Misty pluton.
This melt impoundment could then explain the observed arching and doming of the
Cozette pluton footwall contact with the Misty pluton, with S2 foliations and L2 lineations
deflected in a splay pattern as melt provided a vertical component to ongoing, locally
increased strain during D2 deformation (Figure 42-A, station 82). The buildup of melt
pressure in the Cozette pluton footwall eventually forced a rupture, leading to narrow
mylonitic zones with oblique kinematics to overall D2, distorting the kinematic signature
locally, similar to observations by Esteban et al. (2008). This melt-impoundment system
drove high-strain mylonitzation as to relieve melt pressure, removing heat and minimizing
the overall work done by this system. This rapid shift in strain can then explain the
preserved D2 microstructures of melt and melt channels (Figure 37-A) in D3 mylonites,
which could otherwise be destroyed by continued D2 deformation. In this scenario, the
melt-induced D3 mylonitzation represents a local, minor shift in kinematics from the
overall regional strain field during D2, as the "upward and outward" migration of melt
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sourced from host country rock during D2 channeled through locally weak structural outlets
at the peak 1494 domain.
In this scenario where D3 represents a high-strain event during D2 driven by melt
impoundment, S3 mylonites developed from increased strain. This abrupt shift occurred
due to larger-scale melt impoundment S2 contacts between the Misty and Cozette plutons,
which altered the strain field an led to localized embrittlement after reaching a critical
threshold during D2 to produce D3 deformation in the form of S3 mylonites at both domains.
Similar L2 and L3 mineral lineations (Figure 43 A-B) and kinematics between D2 at the
Peak 1494 domain and D3 at the peak 1634 domain lend support to this hypothesis (Figures
45 & 46). This D2-D3 link remains consistent with regional strain and kinematics during
WFO emplacement (discussed next section). Considering the likely assumption that
country rock at the peak 1634 domain experienced partial melting during D2, an overall
oblique- sub-horizontal top-southwest D2 melt channel network developed along at
contacts with the Misty pluton throughout the field area. According to Esteban et al. (2008),
a layer of low-viscosity, partially melted country can develop in the thermal aureole of a
more mafic, crystalizing magma under regional deformation. This creates a channel-flow
style system, albeit at a smaller scale, where melt channeling is sandwiched between this
intrusion and country rock outside strain-accommodating, melt-rich zone that continues to
accumulate melt. Therefore, the westward, apparent normal shift in D3 kinematics at Peak
1494 represents localized accommodation of melt-induced mylonitzation.
As former melt and melt channels can often be overprinted or destroyed by later
crystal-plastic deformation, preservation of these microstructural could indicate that strain
accommodation occurred elsewhere after this D3 mylonitic rupture. An analogy for this
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scenario can be described in terms of a simplified meandering river system: the riverbed
records water flow, while high water flow increases pressure on the river's bank (melt and
melt impoundment, respectively), thereafter a breach occurs

(here, mylonitic S3

structures). This breaching event (D3) rapidly determines the river's new course, which
accommodates the flow and energy (here observed as strain) along a new river channel.
The abandoned river channel preserves former structures (i.e. vestigial S2 melt channels).
As the partial melt and melt channeling likely occurred elsewhere locally along the MSZ,
this "meandering river" of melt along the MSZ would accommodate strain during D2, thus
preserving localized melt channels within S2 as they were abandoned, "locked in" to the
geologic record as this D3 mylonitic breach reduced strain locally around the peak 1494
domain. As flowing water and mid-crustal melt channeling behave very differently, this
analogy provides a useful simplification, but remains imperfect: the processes moving melt
through the crust can and do completely cease to operate. This "river model" of D2/D3 strain
accommodation would develop heterogeneously as partial melting, channeling and
crystallization occur episodically and cyclically. This "melt, flow, impound and breach"
style of deformation to accommodate strain would likely develop as localized systems at
several locations concurrently or diachronously along high-temperature, emplacementrelated shear zones such as the MSZ, where pre-existing structures, temperatures, regional
strain influences determine their formation.
In this scenario, D3 melt-rupturing and S3 mylonitzation at the peak 1494
accommodated strain at the peak 1634 domain as strain shifted from horizontal shortening
and vertical thickening to overall southwest shearing in the Misty pluton. In the river
system analogy at the peak 1634 domain, the transition from S2 to S3 could be described as
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increasingly "high water flow" during D2, as the Misty pluton horizontally shortens and
vertically thickens S2, forming upright folds. A "downstream" (i.e. peak 1494 domain) D2
melt impoundment along the footwall of the MSZ eventually breaches, leading to a rapid
change in strain across this field area locally along contact. This is expressed in D3
mylonitzation with top-southwest shear sense at peak 1634 S3-L3 mylonites. Accounting
for current geometries and normal-sense displacement D3 at the peak 1494 domain, D4
faulting could explain the apparent-normal sense of displacement. This assumes D4 reverse
faulting altered S2 and S3 geometries from their original positions, with pre-D4 geometries
of S2-L2 and S3-L3 oriented more subhorizontal (Figures 43, 45, 46 & 47). This hypothesis,
however, hinges on accurately reconstructing these pre-D4 structures; such an
interpretation requires both circumspection and, likely, a more exhaustive dataset of S2-S4
structures around the MSZ to substantiate.
Alternatively, this D3 high-strain mylonitzation could represent a shift in far-field
regional strain from contractional to extensional tectonics. This hypothesis involves a
temporal gap between the D2 and D3 events at the Cozette Burn field area. In a larger
context, Fiordland exposes the final episodes of WFO emplacement which coincided with
a shift to extensional tectonics ~114-90 Ma (Klepeis et al. 2007; Schwartz et al. 2016).
While narrow and focused shear zones developed to accommodate WFO emplacement,
deformation style transitioned to widened mylonitic shear zones in the lower crust after
WFO magmatism ceased in northern Fiordland while still experiencing contractional
shearing in the middle and lower crust to the north in the Worsely pluton (Figure 2)(Klepeis
et al. 2004). However, regional extensional deformation developed to southwest of the
Cozette Burn, and coincides with a progressive younging of Misty pluton geochronology
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(Schwartz et al. 2016). The period after ~114 Ma marks the final observed episode of
crustal shear zone development observed in Fiordland, prior to rifting of the Gondwana
margin and the opening of the Tasman Sea (Klepeis et al. 2004; Klepeis et al. 2007).
These extensional middle and lower crustal mylonitic shear zones developed in
upper amphibolite facies, extensional shear zones along steep, folded fabrics that
vertically-thinned the crust (Klepeis & King 2009). Schwartz et al. (2016) provides
geochronological and geochemical evidence of a west-southwest shift in Misty pluton
magmatism to ~115 Ma, indicating Misty pluton magmatism continued up until the
transition to regional extension ~116-114 Ma. Around this time, extensional shear zones
developed to the southwest of the Misty pluton and Cozette Burn field area within the
Malaspina pluton of the WFO, forming the Doubtful Sound Shear Zone (Figure 2) (Klepeis
et al. 2007). Within the Cozette Burn field area, a top-west kinematic shift during D3 at
Peak 1494 with apparent normal displacement of the headwall indicates an apparent
clockwise rotation in kinematics from the top-southwest D3 kinematics at the Peak 1634
domain. These D3 mylonitic shear zones in the Cozette Burn then developed as a midcrustal response to accommodate regional strain during incipient or ongoing extensional
tectonics as WFO magmatism waned and the crust began to thin,
Scott and Cooper (2006) observed the extensional Mount Irene Shear Zone (MISZ)
directly to the north of the peak 1634 domain, deforming the Robin gneiss and Irene
Complex along mylonitic-ultramylonitic shear zones with disparate metamorphic
conditions between the hanging wall Irene Complex (~603°C, 5.9 kbar) and footwall Robin
gneiss (>825°C, >8 kbar), indicating this extensional shear zone juxtaposed these units
after peak experiencing peak metamorphism at different crustal levels. Retrogressive lower
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amphibolite-greenschist facies mineral assemblages along steep veins indicate MISZ
developed exhumation structures after peak metamorphism of these units. In comparing
the MISZ to the D3 mylonites in the Cozette Burn field area, ambiguity persists in drawing
any concrete associations: lower amphibolite-greenschist facies mineralization of both
chlorite and epidote mineralization overprint S3 high-temperature quartz, biotite and
myrmekite feldspar that likely formed at upper amphibolite facies conditions during D3
within the Cozette Burn field area. Greenschist facies mineralization within S3 appears
limited, and could represent minor fluid interactions along S3 structures after D3
deformation ceased, or developing as these greenschist facies mineralization represent late
transposition into upper-crustal levels similar to the MISZ. The kinematics of the MISZ
remain unknown, allowing only a basic comparison to S3 MSZ at the peak 1494 domain,
where apparent oblique-normal sense displacement appears in the hangingwall (Figure 46
A-E). S3 mylonites cutting the Misty pluton S2 MISZ fabric at the Peak 1634 domain appear
dominantly oblique with a strike-slip component (Figures 3 & 46 F-H). A lack of observed,
metamorphic core complex-like, high-angle veins displaying lower amphibolitegreenschist facies conditions was not observed within S3 within the Cozette Burn field area,
while Scott and Cooper (2006) observe these primary features within the MISZ. Finally,
more recent geochronological and geochemical evidence suggests the Robin gneiss is
likely unrelated to WFO magmatism, and developed prior to S2 structures associated with
this high-flux magmatism; S3 mylonites within the Cozette Burn field area appear closely
associated with these Misty pluton-country rock S2 structures near contacts. However,
given the proximity of the MISZ to the peak 1634 domain and MSZ and D3 fabrics, the
MISZ remains a significant structure with regards to this study: MISZ shearing developed
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by 111 Ma with movement ceasing by 108 Ma, occurring after primary WFO emplacement
in the area. This MISZ therefore represents an early extensional tectonic marker in this
area. Further constrains on D3 timing, an in-depth analysis of D3 with the MISZ along with
more detailed kinematics of the MISZ are therefore required in associating it with the D3
event observed in the Cozette Burn. Linking these two shear zones would help clarify the
timing, crustal response to, and style of deformation during the onset of regional
extensional tectonics along the eastern extent of the WFO.
The D3 mylonites most likely represent either further contractional accommodation
of Misty pluton magmatism, melt channeling and strain accommodation or a shift in
magmatism and regional tectonics during late-stage WFO magmatism. Whatever the
mechanism for D3, these mylonites developed proximal to S1 lithologic contacts and S2
MSZ structures, underscoring the continued influence of WFO magmatism on later
deformation. These mechanisms provide an alternative, non-mutually exclusive hypothesis
for D3. That is, a melt-induced transition from D2 to D3 does not preclude a linkage to
extensional tectonics, as high-temperature conditions similar to those observed in S2
structures at the Cozette Burn persisted locally in the lower crust through 114 Ma when
extensional tectonics commenced (>800°C), which in turn would affect, locally, midcrustal temperatures and deformation (Klepeis et al. 2004; Schwartz et al. 2016). Whatever
the case, the complexities of D2 and D3 indicate this Cozette Burn field area represents a
significant regional marker for WFO emplacement and the evolving accretionary
continental margin of Gondwana.
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5.3 Comparing the MSZ to other shear zones of Northern and Central Fiordland
This section relates the MSZ to other structures related to the WFO in Central and
Northern Fiordland. First, I focus on the relationship between the MSZ and other shear
zones that relate both structurally and temporally to the emplacement of the WFO. This
will include comparison and analysis of deformational styles, geometries, kinematics, and
timing of various structures related to the WFO emplacement. The subsequent section
explores how the relevance of these structures to the MSZ, and incorporates the findings
of this study into the regional context of WFO emplacement. Figure 49 provides a
comparative summary of the various shear zones that accommodated regional deformation
and WFO emplacement along the Gondwana margin ~126-114 Ma.
5.3.1 Regional structures across Northern Fiordland
This section focuses on the structures associated with regional contraction and/or
WFO flare up magmatism in Central and Northern Fiordland. The early Grebe Mylonite
Zone (GMZ) lies to the south and is not associated with the WFO magmatism, but primarily
crustal thickening. The Mount Daniel Shear Zone (MDSZ) developed during WFO
emplacement, and bears significant similarities to the MSZ. The Caswell fold-thrust belt
(CFTB), George Sound (GSSZ), and Indecision Creek (ICSZ) shear zones developed after
WFO emplacement and represent continued deformation under contractional regional
tectonics. Placing the MSZ in the context of these structures allows us to understand the
significance of the MSZ, and how a combined interpretation of these shear zones helps
resolve how flare up events occur during regional deformation and evolve at different
crustal levels.
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To the south, the GMZ marks the mid-crustal suture between the Inboard and
Outboard Median Batholith, as it relates to my domains around the Cozette Burn (Figure
2; Scott et al. 2010). Scott et al. (2010) observed an east-dipping, sinistral-oblique
displacement shear zone that developed under amphibolite facies conditions. This
transposed the Outboard Median Batholith over the Western province during the period
>128 - 114 Ma. These authors contend this tectonic crustal thickening could not be
responsible for 7-25km crustal thickening in that occurred in Fiordland observed by various
authors (e.g. Bradshaw et al. 1989; Clark et al. 2000). Instead, a more likely scenario
involves crustal thickening event driven by a shift to HiSy magmatism coincident to WFO
emplacement as the source of magma increased in depth at the crust-mantle boundary. This
is relevant to the MSZ, as the GMZ displays similar timing associated with arc-parallel
deformation, developing as the arc progressed north-northeastward. The GMZ and MSZ
appear kinematically similar with oblique shear sense, where the GMZ displays
amphibolite facies mylonitzation similar to the MSZ. However, the GMZ is spatially
separated from the WFO emplacement, which appears to be the primary driver of
deformation within the MSZ and crustal thickening across Central and Northern Fiordland
(Figure 2).
The CFTB represents an lower amphibolite grade, subhorizontal mylonitic shear
zone with doubly-verging thrusts that cut the base of WFO and its host rock, estimated to
be active during and after 122.5-113 Ma (Figure 2) (Daczko et al. 2002; Klepeis et al.
2004). The CFTB contains gneissic fabrics within thrust and fold structures that include
tight to isoclinal S-plunging folds about a north-south axis, shallow west dipping
imbricated oblique-sinistral thrusts and overturned folds, and increasing intensity of
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deformation in a west-east gradient toward the WFO-country rock margin.

This

deformation deformed calc-silicate, marbles and psammitic metamorphic country rock
under mainly subsolidus conditions with localized partial melting within a thermal aureole
near the WFO contact, which appears similar to the MSZ. Here, Daczko et al. (2002)
identified a 500m thick contact aureole of 700-800°C in the host rock near the contact with
the WFO and 550-600° outside of the aureole. Klepeis et al. (2004) suggests these
temperatures and field observations fit a general thermal softening model of deformation,
with partial melting accommodating strain into the host rock after the Worsely pluton had
cooled under continued regional strain in the middle-upper crust.
The subhorizontal CFTB rolls over into the structurally lower GSSZ, which
steepens into a subvertical shear zone below the CFTB (Klepeis & Clark 2003). Outside
the shear zone below the CFTB, dioritic intrusions cut an earlier (S1) with magmatic fabrics
(SWFO) foliation. The country rock displays migmitization in a 500m aureole from WFO
contact, suggesting a similar thermal weakening of crust and strain accommodation
observed within the CFTB (Klepeis et al. 2004). Early magmatic flow fabric is cut by a
later, moderate to steep sub solidus foliation most pronounced within the GSSZ, indicating
it developed after WFO crystalized here (Klepeis et al. 2004). The GSSZ grades into the
structurally lower ICSZ developed as similar N, NE, and NNE steep-to-vertical shear zones
(Klepeis et al. 2004). Strain appears localized into mylonitic-ultramylonitic shear band
pods (Klepeis et al. 2004). Upper amphibolite facies conditions persisted at the GSSZ (P =
10-13 kbar, T >750°C), while higher-grade granulite facies developed at the ICSZ (12-16
kbar; >750°C). The ICSZ cuts into the WFO, which agrees with rim dating indicating the
ICSZ outlasted WFO emplacement.
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The CFTB, GSSZ and ICSZ all share commonalities with the MSZ. Most
generally, they all represent WFO-country rock contacts (Figures 2 & 3) (Allibone et al.
2009a, 2009b; Klepeis et al. 2004). These shear zones developed in relatively high
temperature conditions persisted during WFO emplacement in the middle and lower crust
(7-16kb, <700°C) (Hollis et al. 2003, 2004; Klepeis et al. 2004; Allibone et al. 2009a,
2009b). These mid-to-high grade conditions (upper amphibolite facies to granulite)
resulted in thermal weakening and strain accomodation within the country rock with
localized migmitization within high temperature aureoles near WFO contacts. However,
the CFTB, GSSZ and ICSZ developed after the WFO crystalized, while the MSZ
developed during WFO emplacement (D2). Furthermore, these shear zones record arcnormal shortening of the crust, while the MSZ accommodates regional contractional
tectonics with an arc-parallel, top-southwest shear sense along shallow-moderately dipping
geometries. Finally, the CFTB, GSSZ and ICSZ represent relatively contemporaneous
deformation at different crustal levels, that link the middle crust (ICSZ and GSSZ) to the
lower crust in a progressive shear zone widening (up to 15km) in the lower crustal the ICSZ
(Klepeis et al. 2004).
At the basal contact with the WFO, the Mt. Daniel Shear Zone (MDSZ) preserves
similar, early deformation along the southwest-dipping basal contact of the WFO.
Magmatic structures within the WFO are preserved, while partial melting and reactions
with country rock material aided, narrow shear zones prior to crystallization of the WFO,
similar to the MSZ (Figure 2) (Daczko et al. 2002; Klepeis et al. 2004). The WFO
emplacement occurred as compositionally layered and crosscut igneous sheets along
preexisting country rock structures along the MDSZ, which is similar to the relationship
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between Misty pluton and the MSZ at the Peak 1494 domain. The MDSZ developed as a
shallow-dipping, sinistral oblique-thrust sense shear zone with a top-north to east
displacement developed in the lower crust. Furthermore, these authors observed a series of
recumbent, tightly folded and dikes within the sheeted WFO as well as the biotite-rich
dioritic host rock where high-strain and partial-melt developed episodic shearing. Similar
upright folds recorded layer-parallel shortening and vertical thickening Misty pluton during
continued emplacement during D2.

5.3.2 Kinematics of WFO emplacement within Northern Fiordland
Links between the WFO and host rock that display both intrusive and deformed
contacts throughout central and northern Fiordland. These relationships include: (1)
heterogeneous styles of deformation and coupling/decoupling of WFO and host units
driven by a multitude of factors including rheological contrasts, partial melting, and
preexisting structures; (2) early arc-parallel kinematics along the WFO basal contacts with
host rocks containing shear zone; (3) post-crystallization, arc-normal deformation; (4)
general vertical thickening observed throughout the WFO contacts with varying intensities
and styles. This regional deformation developed over a relatively short duration (~15 Ma)
arc flare up event.
The kinematics produced by D2 observed in the MSZ, and the subsequent D3
mylonitic deformation within the Cozette Burn have implications for the regional tectonics
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during WFO emplacement. Schwartz et al. (2016) identifies the WFO as a high-flux, early
Cretaceous magmatic event associated with the emplacement of the Misty pluton into the
MSZ during D2. Such high-volume flare-ups are proposed mechanisms for recycling of
crustal material and emplacement of the majority of crustal material produced in relatively
short duration (5-20 Ma) during long-lived cordilleran-type accretion (Ducea et al. 2015a).
Accommodating such high-flux magmatism within a continental accretionary margin
requires an understanding how crustal deformation evolves to accommodate high strain,
heat and mass that accompany these events.

Continental

arcs

consistently

develop oblique kinematics, forming regional transpressional accretionary margins (e.g.
D'lemos et al. 1992; Neves et al. 1996; De Saint Blanquet et al. 1998; Goscbome et al.
2003; Goscombe and Gray 2008). Dewey et al. (1998) generalizes transpression as oblique
displacement of the relative motion of blocks in strike-slip shear that contains both coaxial
and non-coaxial shearing. That is, there is orthogonal shortening with localized extensional
components with overall oblique to strike-slip shearing. This relates to the MSZ, as topsouthwest oblique displacement shearing along shallow-dipping S2 developed at the Peak
1494 domain during contractional regional strain (Figures 41-A-B, 42-A, 43 & 45). I also
observed significant shortening during D2 at the Peak 1634 Saddle evidenced by tight,
upright folding that resulted in horizontal shortening and vertical thickening, which was
later exploited by S3-L3 mylonites exhibiting D3 oblique top-southwest kinematics along
moderately-dipping shear zones with a strong-strike slip (Figures 3 & 46).
In regards to other shear zones observed within or relating to WFO emplacement,
both the timing of deformation of these shear zones as well as their spatial distribution in
three dimensions must be considered. Developing farthest inboard within the continental
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margin, the CFTB post-dates WFO emplacement and records arc-normal contraction and
thickening in the shallow thrusts above the GSSZ and ICSZ (Figure 2) (Klepeis et al. 2004).
CFTB sheared structures display overall west-dipping eastward thrusts and conjugates
dipping eastward with westward sense of motion normal to the trend of the arc, which
developed after the emplacement of the WFO (Klepeis et al. 2004).

Figure 49 Summary of Central and Northern Fiordland, New Zealand contractional shear
zones associated with the West Fiordland Orthogneiss (WFO). The Grebe Mylonite Zone
(GMZ) represents a distal, early shear zone not directly associated with the WFO,
however developing under similar regional top-southwest oblique regional deformation
within the mid-crust as the Misty Shear Zone (MSZ) (Scott et al. 2010). The MSZ and
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Mountain Daniel Shear Zone (MDSZ) both developed during WFO emplacement in the
mid and lower crust, respectively, where partial-melting of country rock produced meltaided shear zones. The Caswell Fold and Thrust Belt (CFTB), George Sound Shear Zone
(GSSZ) and Indecision Creek Shear Zone (ICSZ) represent a continuum of upper, middle
and lower crustal shearing along mylonitic shear zones, respectively, after the
emplacement of the WFO in Northern Fiordland. This post-emplacement shearing
mannifested in vertical thickening and shear zone widening during oblique regional
contraction while the WFO (Klepeis et al. 2004). Small arrows represent kinematic
transport (headwall) direction relative to approximate trend of arc/axis of transport (large
arrow). Opposing arrows represent doubly-vergent, localized movement of headwall.
(1Scott et al. 2010; 2 Turnbull,. R in correpsondence; 3 Klepeis & Clark 2003; 4Klepeis et
al. 2004)

The ICSZ displays a transition of fabrics where west to east steepening of fold
limbs in the central zone of ICSZ. On the peripheries of the ICSZ, lineations coupled with
kinematics indicate arc-parallel sinistral displacement along west-dipping folds and tight
folds about a shallow plunging northerly fold axis. I observed a similar west-east increased
strain gradient with tightening about a north-trending axis at Peak 1634 within the Misty
pluton, where S2 fabrics formed under crystal plastic deformation. Within the central zone
of the ICSZ, lineations migrate down dip parallel to kinematics along increasingly steep,
east-west dipping fold limbs, which Klepeis et al. (2004) contribute to vertical thickening
in an apparent progressive rotation of strain in a shift from arc-parallel to arc-normal
kinematics with vertical thickening. The mid crustal GSSZ exhibits similar steep plunging
fold limbs and rotation in lineations, suggesting similar arc-normal kinematics and vertical
thickening (Klepeis et al. 2004). Furthermore, it appears that while both the ICSZ and
GSSZ were active around emplacement of WFO, deformation outlasted WFO
emplacement in this area (Figure 2). Kinematically and structurally, the central (later) ICSZ
and GSSZ appear distinct from earlier deformation similar to the MSZ.
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The MDSZ records deformation while the WFO was still partially molten similar
to observed that the Misty pluton exhibits sheeted behavior along contact where both foliate
and magmatic textures adjacent to displays similar arc-parallel deformation to the MSZ
along a shallow, deeper crust basal contact of the Worsely pluton/WFO. This basal shear
zone displays an arc-parallel, top-east/northeast shear sense along moderate-steeply
dipping, south/southwest dipping foliations commensurate with vertical thickening
(Klepeis et al. 2004). However, these authors conclude that this deeper, basal shear zone is
decoupled from a partially-molten WFO, accounted for by disparities between magmatic
textures within the WFO discordant with high-strain conditions in the footwall, which were
not observed in the MSZ.
Melt-enhancement likely acted as a primary mechanism of deformation within the
MSZ, where arc-parallel kinematics developed progressively deformed structures under
simple shear conditions. Vertical thickening and layer-parallel shortening along steepvertical hornblende L2 lineations within the Misty pluton at the Peak 1634 domain define
D2 deformation during emplacement (Figure 45). This vertical displacement shifts
unfolded, oblique-strike/slip displacement during progressive D2 deformation with topsouthwest sense of shear along a moderately northwest through northeast dipping S2
foliation; quartz-ribbon Cozette pluton L2 lineations parallel L2 mineral lineations within
the Misty pluton in a melt-enhanced shear zone (Figure 43-A). Similar sinistral kinematics
during WFO emplacement mark the formation of both the MSZ and MDSZ, with a
progressively deforming sinistral displacement in simple shear at both shear zones.
Kinematically, the Cozette pluton exhibits a top-southwest oblique shear. This suggests a
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departure from the decoupled WFO at the lower crustal MDSZ into a kinematically coupled
and flattened shear zone at the MSZ within the middle crust.
Given the continuity of arc-parallel, oblique deformation with varying degrees of
layer-perpendicular vertical thickening and layer-parallel shortening along sheared
contacts, this appears similar to the kinematic model set forth by Dewey et al. (1998) and
others, and evolving complex evolution of heterogeneous deformation along boundaryparallel shear zones where high strain, partial melting, and hydrous fluids as a result of
reactions with the country rock accommodated and affected emplacement along obliquestrike/slip shear zones within shallow to moderate dips. Moderation of geometries occurred
during the emplacement of the WFO along its eastern contact in the mid-crust, where a
decoupled, steeply-sheared contact within the lower crust at the MDSZ began to flatten
during emplacement in the middle crust at the Cozette Burn accompanied by a kinematic
coupling of the WFO and its host rock along an arc--parallel, oblique to strike-slip shear
zone in the mid-crust with low-angle convergence. The MDSZ accommodated WFO
emplacement, in formed as an oblique shearing, decoupled top-east/northeast shear zone.
Accommodation transitioned to a kinematically coupled and flattening MSZ in the midcrust with oblique s top-southwest displacement. Together, these structures point toward a
wrench-style transpressional shear zone (Dewey et al. 1998).
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6. Conclusion
The Cozette Burn exposes a mid-crustal shear zone that accommodated flare-up
magmatism during the waning stages of long-lived continental accretion (~370-100Ma)
of Gondwana. The pre-existing structures of the country rock largely influenced the sheeted
intrusions of magma that developed into a north-northeast trending, 1-2km wide ductile
shear zone described here as the Misty Shear Zone (MSZ). Regional strain drove the
development of gneissic textures within the country rock and localized gneissic fabrics
within the Misty pluton after crystallization. High-heat flux accompanied Misty pluton
magmatism, resulting in substantial partial melting of the more felsic host rock as the
magma crystalized. Episodic and cyclical melting channeled melt and fluids along gneissic
fabrics, locally focusing strain within the host rock. This localized melt greatly reduced
viscosity country rock, while heterogeneous melt migration and impoundment led to
moderately variable geometries and kinematics within this shear zone. Localized brittle
fracture of rheologically stronger diorite dikes further accommodated strain in this ductile
shear zone. Hydrous fluids altered the composition of the crystalizing Misty pluton along
contact with this country rock, evidenced by subsequent hydration reactions in increasingly
deformed gneissic fabrics. This further thermally-weakened the crystalized Misty pluton,
allowing for shortening and vertical thickening of the Misty pluton to accommodate further
deformation and magmatic addition. Shearing, partial melting and metamorphic processes
worked in concert to move flare-up magma from the lower crust into the mid crust. This
subsequently displaced preexisting material within the middle crust as partial melting and
vertical thickening drove an upward migration of material, further differentiating crustal
composition.
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Later, localized mylonitic deformation formed along earlier structures, including
these shear zone structures. This more focused, high-strain deformation was driven by
either by a further localization of deformation driven by melt impoundment and resulting
high strain accommodative deformation, or later a shift in far-field strain during the
transition to regional extensional tectonics. These high strain mylonitic shear zones acted
as conduits for further fluid migration, which exhibit retrogressive greenschist facies
overprinting amphibolite facies mineralization. Long thereafter, brittle oblique/thrust faults
reactivated these mylonitic shear zones during the Tertiary marking a shift back to
contractional tectonics ~20 Ma, resulting in the rugged architecture of the Cozette Burn
observed today.
The findings of this study indicate that Misty pluton emplacement occurred under
regional transpressional tectonics, where the MSZ accommodated magma through the midcrust during the waning stages of northward arc migration along the Gondwana margin.
The MSZ acted as a mid-crustal link between the lower and upper crust in a dynamically
deforming and evolving environment that accommodated flare-up magmatism. Later
deformation focused along the MSZ, indicating early structures that hosted magma and
flare-up magma related structures have a profound effect on later crustal deformation and
overall continental margin construction well after flare-up magmatism subsides. I conclude
that while flare-up magmatism remains an important process in generating continental
crust, structures that develop during these events appear equally significant as they strongly
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affect subsequent deformation, mass and fluid migration through the crust. These processes
and structures that host them during flare-up magmatism warrant consideration when
investigating structures formed along accretionary arcs as they form a structural link
between the lower and upper crust in short-lived systems that significantly influence
continental crust formation and evolution.
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Appendix

Station
05-01-1
05-01-2
05-01-3
05-01-4
05-01-5
05-01-7
05-01-8
05-01-9
05-01-10
05-01-11
05-01-12
05-01-A
05-01-B
05-01-C
05-01-D
05-01-E
05-01-F
05-01-K
05-02-1
05-02-2
05-02-3
05-02-4
05-03-1
05-03-2
05-03-3
05-03-4
05-03-5
05-03-6
05-03-7
05-03-8
05-03-9
05-03-10
Camp

2005 Field Stations
Easting_NZMG
Northing_NZMG
2064450.237
5539227.28
2064664.892
5539374.764
2064705.779
5539376.224
2064632.767
5539208.297
2064670.733
5539214.138
2064803.515
5539012.402
2064848.882
5538919.17
2064755.427
5538933.773
2064755.427
5538803.811
2064701.398
5538754.163
2064269.168
5539176.172
2064514.487
5539141.126
2064480.902
5539069.575
2064477.982
5538961.517
2064491.124
5538907.488
2064521.789
5538859.3
2064534.931
5538814.033
2064583.119
5538679.691
2064416.652
5539044.75
2064301.293
5538979.04
2064223.9
5538917.71
2064067.655
5538837.397
2062889.419
5539235.169
2062866.466
5539212.216
2062968.481
5539126.778
2062977.407
5539258.123
2062930.225
5539275.976
2063016.938
5539264.499
2063118.5
5539200.996
2063178.37
5539157.189
2063242.62
5539180.553
2063368.201
5539205.377
2063375.502
5539173.252

Elevation (m)
1361
1405
1420
1477
1506
1537
1507
1525
1491
1476
1364
1407
1400
1379
1381
1384
1401
1483
1378
1380
1363
1296
1380
1382
1329
1313
1336
1269
1251
1230
1200
1181
1183

Appendix A 2005 field stations coordinates for the peak 1634 domain.
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2015 Field Stations
Station
Easting_NZMG Northing_NZMG Elevation (m)
15AB-43 2064648.881
5535012.532
1160
15AB-44 2064509.936
5535041.868
1120
15AB-72 2061075.05
5533281.584
1276
15AB-73 2060993.778
5533251.382
1288
15AB-74 2060947.597
5533259.286
1296
15AB-75 2060959.861
5533353.725
1309
15AB-76 2060877.65
5533471.624
1358
15AB-77 2061070.847
5533184.368
1267
15AB-78 2060928.349
5532983.882
1309
15AB-79 2060894.862
5533012.729
1322
15AB-80 2060854.061
5532977.562
1343
15AB-81 2060888.333
5532802.831
1360
15AB-82 2060789.785
5533108.97
1426
15AB-83 2060720.865
5533194.377
1475
15AB-84 2060701
5533273
1494
15AB-85 2060747.553
5533183.993
1463
15AB-86 2060780.026
5533158.418
1447
15AB-87 2060797.162
5532992.512
1383
15AB-88 2060966.647
5532729.222
1339
15AB-89 2061040.035
5532669.749
1353
15AB-90 2061203.912
5532486.272
1235

lat_wgs84
-45.25454
-45.25419
-45.26784
-45.26806
-45.26796
-45.26712
-45.26601
-45.26871
-45.27042
-45.27014
-45.27043
-45.27202
-45.26921
-45.2684

long_wgs84
167.32266
167.32092
167.2757
167.27464
167.27406
167.2743
167.27336
167.27556
167.27357
167.27317
167.27262
167.2729
167.27192
167.27112

-45.26851
-45.26876
-45.27026
-45.27273
-45.27331
-45.27506

167.27145
167.27184
167.27191
167.27383
167.27471
167.27663

Appendix B 2015 field stations coordinates for the peak 1494 domain.

Appendix C Sample field station map. Peak 1634 (top inset) and peak 1494 domains
(bottom inset). Note: "05-" and "AB15-" prefixes are not included for the 2005 and
202

2015 field stations on this map. See Appendices A &B for coordinates. Projection is
New Zealand Map Grib (NZMG49). After Blatchford 2016.
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Appendix D 2015 field measurements from the peak 1494 domain.
Station

Lithology

Strike

Foliation
Dip

Dip
Di
r

Fine grained
diorite

15AB-72

Granitoid

15AB-72

Granitoid

15AB-72
15AB-72
15AB-72

Granitoid-Cozette
Granitoid-Cozette
Granitoid-Cozette

263
257
212

36
34
40

N
N
NW

15AB-72

Qtz Fdlspr
foliated
granitoid
fine gr. Hb+pl
diorite
interlayered
w/
leucogranitoid
(cozette)
sheets.
Leucogranite
forms sheet
30-40 m thick.
Some diorite
in this.
leucogranitoid is
well-foliated

222

36

NW

255

52

NW

034
355
008

Lineation
Plun
ge

34
22
16

204

15AB-72

Tre
n
d

15AB-72

15AB-72

Notes
other
Sample 72A. Taken for
general mineralogy,
shear sense
Sample 72B. Taken for
kinematics of
Cozette kinematics
Sample 72C. Cozette
geochron sample.
L defined by bands of
qtz and plag. Fine-gr
bt present as well. In
area of alternating
bands of diorite and
granitoid

diorite and granite share
foliation. Inclusions
of diorite suggest
that granite is
younger.

030

41

folaition looks solid
state. Qtz ribbons

w/ an obvious,
oblique L def.
by q+pl+bt
15AB-72

and flowing bt.
262

36

NW

205

15AB-72

L: pl+q+bt

15AB-73

No measurements

15AB-73
15AB-73

foliate granitoid
magma mingling
w/ older finegr dio
enclaves <-- in
Misty? Histrai fol. Runs
thru folds?
Granitoid-fol.
Defined by qtz
ribbons

288

52

N

255

29

N

Granitoid-fol.
Defined by qtz
ribbons
Granitoid-fol.
Defined by qtz
ribbons

227

26

NW

257

34

NW

15AB-74

15AB-74
15AB-74

032

62

hb-bearing pegmatites
xcut dio and granite.
plag clasts w/ tails
indicates to to NE
folded diorite sugg.
Dextral (?) SOS.
Host here is
unfolitated, qtz-free.
Incl. of mafic+dio.
Many angular
inclusion.
Ultramafic hbl
layers present.

weakly foliated
leucodiorite. Coase
grnd, w/
plag+hbl+glassy
min. (not qtz, has
cleavage)

contact between
leucodiorite and
granitoid/diorite
appears to be faulted

here
15A
diori
B
t
e
7
4
15AB-74
15AB-74
15AB-74
15AB-74
15AB-74

206
15AB-74

15AB-75

221

24

NW

diorite
fine grained hbl
diorite lens
Granitoid
Granitoid
late, plag-rich
leucodiorite.pi
cked(?) up
kspar+pl+hb.
Misty? V.
coarse, hb+pl
leucodiorite,
intruding finegr dark
colored diorite
+ granite.
Unfoliated, b/c
it's late
possible slicken.
Not sure.
brittle,
cataclastic
fault present
separating
possible Misty
and
interlayered
granite+diorite
granitoid. Kspar

None

180

none

37

none

W

019

02

224

11

032

08

036

22

fol. Plane for this
Lineation unknown
fol. Plane for this
Lineation unknown

contact w/ leuco and

15AB-75

15AB-76

207
15AB-76

15AB-76

aggregates,
~2cm hbl
xtals, w/out
pref or.
sheared granite
sandwiching
unfoliated
coarse
leucodiorite
(monzodiorite)
w/ other frags
of diorite, hb
blades up to
4cm long. No
qtz. S is dike
margin
Diorite, w/in
granite.
granitoid with
fine grained
diorite lensleucodiorite
into WFO, picked
up
kspar+pl+hb.
Monzonite.
Xenoliths of
fine-gr diorite
are aligned +
xenoliths of
granite? S of
foliated
granite. Fine
gr. Diorite
diek

280

30

N

267

36

N

220

63

NW

250

35

NW

granite/dio. Leuco is
unfol., but looks to
have intruded along
preexisting fol.
shear foliation is older
than the
leucodiorite.
Leucodiorite seems
to have exploited the
foliation?

foliation is variable
here. Both
granite+dio are
folded.

Misty- no cpx. Just
hb+pl+kspar+some
bt. Diff than western
Misty.

15AB-77
15AB-77
15AB-77

15AB-78

208

15AB-78
15AB-78

15AB-78
15AB-78HB
15AB-78HB

15AB-78HB

interfolded w/
granite.WFO
doesn’t look
foliated much.
Only weakly.
Misty
foliated and
highly lineated
cozette.
foliated and
highly lineated
cozette. L def.
by q+pl
Boudined Qtz
vein w/in
granitoid
Granitoid Cozette
(Contact with
misty)
Cozette: sheeted
pluton.
Q+pl+flakes
of bt. Sheeted,
defmd and
interfolded?

Sample 77HB. Minor
amounts of diorite.
224

255

252

31

31

39

NW
034

12

066

19

033

21

N

NW

Mylonitized
Cozette
Misty
protomylonite
(probable)
sheared dioriteabdt
hbl+bt+mnr
qtz ribbon.

Sample 78HB-A.

203

39

NW

030

01

hbl

Sample 78HB-B. Broke
into two pieces
along foliation
plane.
Fol. Def by bt+hbl

15AB-78HB
15AB-78HB
15AB-78HB
15AB-78HB
15AB-79
15AB-79

15AB-79
15AB-79

209
15AB-79
15AB-80
15AB-80
15AB-80

15AB-80
15AB-80
15AB-81

Loc. A
sheared granitoid,
w/ qtz. Loc. B
sheared granitoid,
w/ qtz. Loc. C
Mylonitized
granitoid. Loc.
D
WFO. Crs-med
grnd, abdt grt
protomylonite
Sheared Qtz
diorite
w/elongate
HBL
mylonite
oblique left thrust.
Top to
SW(convergen
t). Compare
w/ site 56

240

44

NW

032

21

255

45

NW

051

39

245

36

NW

266

09

280

45

N

E

31

062

29

qtz+h
bl
qtz

(pitch
)

bands, similar to what's
at camp #2
bands, similar to what's
at camp #2
True thickness of this
section of cozette =
~15m
below sheared cozette
w/interlayered dio.
Sample 79A.

Sample 79B.
276

44

N

Granitic
Shearzone
contact
Granitic
Shearzone
contact
Granitic
shearzone
contact- above
high strain
area
foliated sheared
granite.

346

66

NE

15AB-81

221

41

NW

230

45

NW

291

49

NE

064

20

334

08

034
E

10
45

(pitch

ptigmatic folds present

)
15AB-81
15AB-81
15AB-81
15AB-81

15AB-81

210
15AB-81
15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

Sheared lineated
granitoid
Sheared lineated
granitoid
sheared qtz fldsp
hbl
granodiorite
15AB-81

265

45

355

20

044

29

051

39

035

30

here.

N

SOS shows oblique left
thrust(?) thrust
componenets to both
sides of this lens of
Cozette

pre-Misty shear.
Left-thrust.
Pre-shear
folds. Coarse
tonalite or
granodiorite?
w/ pl+q+hb
kspar?ptigmati
c folds(preshear?)

274

35

N

Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome

015

20

E

Dome transect #1

031

24

E

Dome transect #1

011

11

E

Dome transect #1

356

07

E

Dome transect #1

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

211

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with

331

07

E

Dome transect #1

284

16

N

Dome transect #1

285

21

N

Dome transect #1

278

21

N

Dome transect #1

278

20

N

Dome transect #1

020

02

SE

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

270

07

NW

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

255

17

NW

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

266

19

NW

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82

15AB-82
15AB-82

212

15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82

cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
Mylonite dome
with
cataclasite
overprint
mylonite and
cataclasite
mylonite with
cataclastic
overprint
coarser grained
mylonite
Long axis of
dome, loc. 1
Long axis of
dome, loc. 2
Long axis of
dome, loc. 3
Long axis of
dome, loc. 4
Long axis of
dome, loc. 5
Long axis of
dome, loc. 6
Long axis of
dome, loc. 7
Long axis of
dome, loc. 8

249

20

NW

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

253

20

NW

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)

298

27

N

Dome transect #2 (less
continuity)
Sample 82A.
Sample 82B.
Sample 82C.

250

16

NW

035

14

332

25

NE

037

25

035

26

332

27

NE

040

22

325

36

NE

050

29

316

20

NE

047

20

319

16

NE

053

15

314

13

NE

055

12

15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82

213

15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-82
15AB-83

Long axis of
dome, loc. 9
Long axis of
dome, loc. 10
Long axis of
dome, loc. 11
Long axis of
dome, loc. 12
Long axis of
dome, loc. 13
Long axis of
dome, loc. 14
Long axis of
dome, loc. 15
myloniteultramyloniteCozette
SZ, loc. 1
SZ, loc. 2. L is
also a f. axis.
SZ, loc. 3
SZ, loc. 4
SZ, loc. 5
SZ, loc. 6
SZ, loc. 1 (pg
102)
SZ, loc. 2 (pg
102)
SZ, loc. 3 (pg
102)
SZ, loc. 3 (pg
102)
SZ, loc. 3 (pg
102)
Upper shear zone.
Mylonite. L is
qtz.

287

13

N

066

11

248

20

NW

070

01

240

19

NW

253

09

183

30

W

220

07

250

35

NW

261

09

262

22

NW

270

13

178

15

W

240

10
Sample 82D.

200
053

50
54

NW
SE

250
265

25
19

250
170

21
20

NW
SW

050
262

10
18

031

55

SE

205

08

184

30

W

230

22

230

28

258

05

230

44

NW

qtz lineation

No measurements, see
notes for written obs

15AB-84

15AB-84

15AB-85
15AB-85

214
15AB-86
15AB-86
15AB-86

15AB-86
15AB-86

tonalite, Misty,
and all
ultramfics
display
intrusive
relationships
(?)
top of peak,
undefmd
grt+hb+pl
diorite.
Mafic Misty
hi pressure rock?
Foliated grtamphibolite.
Plg+hb+grt.
Ultramafic
grt+hb dikes
intruding
diorite
amphibolite?
medium grained
hbl tonalite
Sheared Hbl
dioritic gneiss
Shear zone: Hbl
granodiorite
gneiss with
folded Hbl grt
amp lens
contact with
qtz hbl plag
diorite
Sheared plag hbl
dioritic gneiss
H.W. mixed zone.

Outcropping of
ultramafics
interfolded w/
tonalite, as well as
where ultramafics
appear w/in tonalite
as xenoliths.

ultramafic folded with
tonalite.
unfoliat
ed

unfoliat
ed

Sample 86A.
-26
255

39

40

N

Sample 86B. Note:
Sample overturned.
258

60

NW

15AB-86
15AB-87

15AB-87

15AB-87

215
15AB-87
15AB-87
15AB-87
15AB-87

15AB-87

15AB-87

Defmd and
coarse-gr
bt+pl+? Top
to the left
shear band
Cozette
boudinaged
diorite w/
ultramylonites
present in
places. Loc. 1
boudinaged
diorite w/
ultramylonites
present in
places. Loc. 2
boudinaged
diorite w/
ultramylonites
present in
places. Loc. 3
asym granitic
pod. Mylonite
(folded)
Mylonitic hbl
granitoid
Mylonitic hbl
granitoid
Mylonitic hbl
granitoid near
cataclastic
zone
Mylonitic hbl
granitoid near
cataclastic
zone
main mylonite

222

18

NW

044
029

36
16

243

31

NW

019

24

270

22

N

049

16

294

26

NE

303

26

N

044

21

291

27

N

021

25

236

36

NW

215

36

NW

028

24

235

30

NW

260

21

15AB-88
15AB-88
15AB-88

15AB-88

216

15AB-88
15AB-88
15AB-88
15AB-88
15AB-88
15AB-89

15AB-89

Near MistyCozette
contact. Misty
Near MistyCozette
contact. Misty
Near MistyCozette
contact.
Cozette.
lower contact w/
sliver of
misty. Coarse
diorite.
Hb+grt+pl. no
qtz. Foliated
misty here.
Not mylonitic.
L def. by hb+pl.
Grt hbl
ampibolite
Grt hbl
ampibolite
Sheared Hbl
diorite
Sheared Hbl
diorite
appears
magmatic,
planar outcrop
dipping NW
Misty, but
different than
at 88. layering
doesn't appear
sheared much,

221

44

NW

032

26

248

41

NW

020

21

256

54

NW

041

36

262

43

NW

246

42

NW

47

30

245

45

NW

20

30

Poss. Imbricated slice
of cozette
fol. Same as granitoid.
Looks domed
weakly, like about
transitional contact
w. sheets of
leucodiorite+granite
+diorite. Undefmd
xcutting pegmatite
dike. Bt+q+pl.
Hbl lineation

15AB-89

15AB-90

truncation of
layering at
right angles.
Folds and
angular pieces.
Magmatic
layering and
xenoliths
Leucodiroite
(magmatic)
with
mechanically
mingled
enclaves
undeformed
leucodiorite

217

15AB-90

Cozette

255

49

NW

018

20

15AB-90

Cozette

251

32

NW

315

38

15AB-90

Misty-Cozette
(Interlayered
here?)
Leucodiorite
(MP-Cozette
contact?)
Leucodiorite
(MP-Cozette
contact?)
Domed? HBl
lineation
Leucodiorite
(MP-Cozette

221

61

NW

030

19

209

53

W

238

18

55

09

15AB-90
15AB-90

15AB-90

check sample numberunder R. Jongen
sample nomeclature.
Lower contact with
Cozette. Dome and
basin structures
present.
Rock is definitely
magnetic at 15AB90

15AB-90

15AB-90

15AB-90

218
15AB-90

15AB-90

`

contact?)
Domed? HBl
lineation
Leucodiorite
(MP-Cozette
contact?)
Domed? Hbl
gran.
Leucodiorite
(MP-Cozette
contact?)
Domed? Hbl
gran.
lowest contact of
misty and
cozette.
Cataclastic
zones
reactivate
strongly
foliated zones.
Protomylonite
in places.
Well-foliated.
domes change dip
from NW to
SW. L def. by
qtz+plag
fault plane || to
fol. (f.p. = S)

128

30

SW

216

25

NW

150

34

SW

260

40

Appendix D 2005 field data from the peak 1634 domain

219

220

221

222

223

224

